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ABSTRACT 
PHILOSOPHICAL SPACING [PS]: ITS FUNCTION AND COMPOSITION 
IN THE PHILOSOPHICAL DIALECTICS OF 
MATTHEW LIPMAN'S PHILOSOPHICAL NOVELS FOR CHILDREN 
MAY,1989 
LILLIAN GREELEY, B.A., TEMPLE UNIVERSITY 
M.A., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS 
AT BOSTON 
Directed by: Professor John Murray 
Philosophical Spacing [PS], a phenomenon found in the 
philosophic dialectic, is defined as a space or break from 
the formal work of the philosophical dialectic, and is 
suspected to be a necessary interval which permits higher 
order cognitive processing to take place so that the 
analytical work of the dialectic can develop. An example of 
modern philosophical dialectics, the philosophical novels for 
children by Matthew Lipman, was analyzed to study the 
structural and contextual nature of PS in order to complement 
a study in progress of the philosophical dialectics of the 
Earliest Socratic Dialogues. Using a structural analysis of 
21 randomly chosen philosophical dialectics to study the 
position of PS in the philosophical dialectic, PS was found 
to occur with consistent regularity in a majority of the 
segment structures of these philosophical dialectics. Using 
v. 
a contextual analysis of 147 randomly chosen PSs to study its 
qualitative composition, PS was found to be comprised of 
positive and negative synergetic combinations of elements, of 
which 7 were identified. An interrater reliability test, 
scored with Cohen's Kappa statistic, confirms the study's 
reliability. It was found that a sample of contemporary 
dialectics, the philosophical dialectics in the philosophical 
novels for children by Matthew Lipman, confirms the existence 
and use of PS in the philosophical dialectic. 
vi. 
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C H A P T E R I 
INTRODUCTION 
A clear understanding of the philosophical dialectical 
method has been elusive. Part of the reason for this is that 
Socrates, who developed it into a tool of inquiry, did not 
write about it, and his pupil, Plato, in trying to explicate 
Socrates' use of it, may not have shared Socrates' same 
understanding of its value, for he uses "dialectic" in 6 
different ways within the Platonic Dialogues.l Richard 
Robinson further suggests that "Plato never became accurately 
aware of how much he was straining and distorting the 
Socratic views by the interference of his own distinct 
personality. 11 2 It is generally held that the Earliest 
Socratic Dialogues, so called because they are believed to 
have been written earliest, reflect Plato's attempt to 
transcribe Socrates' teaching most reliably, while the Middle 
Dialogues are held to reflect Plato's attempt to interpret 
and elaborate Socrates' teachings, and the Latest Dialogues 
are held to reflect Plato's own thinking. For this reason, 
some modern philosophy scholars suggest that we go back to 
the earliest Greek thought, especially Socrates', if we are 
to understand the original intent of his philosophy, as well 
as his intent in using the philosophical dialectical method.3 
2 
Despite the lack of a formal definition of the 
philosophical dialectic, an informal understanding and usage 
of it is taken to mean a style of reciprocal discourse about 
a subject, using a logical argumentative line of definition 
and reasoning by means of a questioning and answering method. 
All analyses of the philosophical dialectic rely on the 
analysis of the development of the reasoned argument. 
However, there may be another way to analyze the 
philosophical dialectic, relying not primarily on its 
argumentative proceedings, but on a description of the breaks 
within the argumentative proceedings. While this has never 
been observed before, recent Wait-time literature casts 
interest on the phenomenon of waiting breaks within classroom 
discussion. By studying the breaks within the philosophical 
dialectic, a new perspective on what is happening during the 
process of developing a philosophical dialectic might be 
found. The Wait-time literature focuses on the positive 
educative value of waiting 2.7 - 5 seconds, optimally, after 
a question is either asked or answered.4 It is suspected 
that these wait-time pauses permit higher order cognitive 
processing to occur.5 The psycholinguistic literature 
reports that pauses may either be "filled" or "silent" 
pauses.6 While there has not been much research into what may 
· constitute a filled pause, the newly observed phenomenon of 
3 
breaks within the philosophical dialectic may spur interest 
in this area. I have named these breaks in the philosophical 
dialectic "Philosophical Spacing" [PS]. 
This thesis concentrates on a narrow and discrete part 
of the creative process that is suspected to be in the 
philosophical dialectic. This narrow area, while a subset of 
the philosophical dialectic, is the subject of this focussed 
study for it is expected to have important translatable and 
heuristic value for other educative and creative development, 
those areas that emphasize the need for and value of specific 
and necessary physical time for creative development during 
the educative process. 
"Creativity" can cover a wide spectrum, from simple 
problem-solving techniques to existential participation in 
the creating of one's reality. It is the latter 
understanding that is supported in this study. Creativity, 
in this tradition, is not a technique-directed thinking 
process, but is a way to actively engage the person's whole 
being and potential, and as such, it is understood as a 
philosophical approach to being and one's relationship to the 
world. 
It is my understanding that the Socratic dialectical 
method captures and realizes, in its "realized metaphysics," 
an understanding of th~ essence of how man proceeds to 
4 
mediate and realize or, actualizes, his being and his world, 
for it requires a continual and conscious examination of its 
own foundations and relationships to others, thus serving as 
man's mode of access to his world, similar to the 
Heideggerian tradition of understanding man's being in the 
world. It is not just a thinking process: it participates in 
the creation of reality by being the way reality is 
transformed, and is primarily dependent on the process of 
philosophical inquiry which creates the question which 
creates the form of the answer, which is developed and built 
upon in reality, creating and bringing an actualized 
metaphysics into being, into existence. 
The intent of this study is to analyze an unscrutinized 
aspect of the educative creative process of the dialectical 
method in detail by close analysis. The dialectical method 
is a learning process, and as such is open to educational 
research scrutiny. Since a clear understanding of its 
working process is not known, as found by a literature search 
of this area, it is a fertile area for research. Despite 
claims of educators that they use the dialectical method of 
teaching, on close examination, it is not the dialectical 
method that is being used, but a question and answer style of 
education. Nor is it the method that the seminar style 
method of teaching was developed to promote. The words, 
5 
"seminar," the root of which means "seed," and "education," 
the root of which means "to lead or draw out," suggest that 
education was envisioned as an active process. It is this 
active process of learning that is being examined. The 
dialectical method is an excellent window by which to 
understand the creative learning process, for its essence 
demands grappling with and assessing new ideas and 
understandings. By a close examination of this creative 
process, insight into it is expected. 
It is suspected that the phenomenon of Philosophical 
Spacing [PS] in the philosophical dialectic is a place in the 
dialectic that allows the creative work of the analysis to 
develop. While this has not been researched before, there 
has been work done on the necessary pauses within speech and 
within classrooms, both in the psycholinguistic and Wait-time 
literatures, (i.e., filled and silent pauses), which suggests 
that they are necessary and purposive periods for certain 
cognitive processes to reach fruition. Basic creative 
development, including even the broadest and most elemental 
forms of response, is suspected to be carried out during 
these periods. It is expected that, as another such 
phenomenon, PS will join this category. By focussing on this 
discrete and unexamined area, it is hoped that this study 
will contribute to the field of creativity by providing both 
6 
a methodological window and a substantive understanding of 
the creative process which may prove fruitful both to the 
creative process of the philosophical dialectic, as well as 
to the creative process itself. 
This thesis provides the groundwork for another study of 
the philosophical dialectic, enabling a description of PS to 
be developed from the structural and contextual analysis of 
PS, both in the philosophical dialectics of Matthew Lipman's 
philosophical novels for children and in the philosophical 
dialectics of the Earliest Socratic Dialogues. The scope of 
this thesis, however, is limited to the analyses conducted 
with the philosophical dialectics in the philosophical novels 
for children developed as a program of philosophy curriculum 
for K-12 by Matthew Lipman, Director of the Institute for the 
Advancement for Children at Montclair State College, New 
Jersey. 
In order to determine the contemporary usage of the 
philosophical dialectical model, analysis of a representative 
sample of modern dialectics, those of Matthew Lipman, will 
be done. This will serve 1) to either substantiate or 
undermine the relevance of the Socratic dialectical method as 
a model for contemporary philosophical dialectics; 2) to 
further our understanding of the philosophical dialectical 
method in terms of its structure and composition; and, 3) to 
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further clarify and assess the role of the philosophical 
dialectical method within the classroom, both in its current 
practice and future effectiveness. 
A. An Example of Philosophical Spacing .[1§J 
An example of PS is as follows (the work of the 
dialectic is unlined and the PS components are underlined): 
And Euthydemus said, There are people you call teachers 
·aren't there? 
He agreed. 
The teachers are teachers of the learners; for example, 
the music master and the grammar master were teachers 
of you and the other boys, and you were learners? 
He said yes. 
Of course at the time when you were learning, you did 
not know the things you were learning? 
No, he said. 
Then you were wise when you did not know these things? 
Certainly no, said he. 
If not wise, then ignorant? 
Yes. 
So the boys, while learning what you did not know, were 
ignorant and were learning? 
The boy nodded. 
So the ignorant learn, my dear Clinias, not the wise as 
you suppose. When he said this. it was like conductor 
and chorus--he signalled. and they all cheered and 
laughed, I mean Dionysodorus and Euthydemus and their 
followers. Then before the boy could take one good 
breath, Dionysodorus took over and said, What happened 
to you, my dear Clinias, when the grammar man dictated 
to you? Which of the boys learned the things dictated, 
wise or ignorant? The wise ones, said Clinias. The 
wise ones learn and not the ignorant, and you answered 
wrong just now to my brother. Then indeed the two 
men's admirers laughed loud and long, applauding their 
wisdom but all the rest of us were dumb-struck and had 
nothing to~ Euthydemus noticed that we were dumb-
8 
struck and warited us to admire him more; so he would 
not let the boy alone but went on asking, doubling and 
twisting around the same question like g clever dancer. 
He said, Do the learners learn what they know, or what 
they don't know? And Dionysodorus whispered softly 
again to ID.sL.. here's another, Socrates, just like the 
first. Good heavens, I said, really I thought that 
first one of yours g fine question.7 
This phenomenon has prompted interest in examining PS so 
that its definition and the assessment of its possible value 
to education may proceed. 
B. The Background Development of PS 
Before analyzing the structural context and qualitative 
content of PS, a brief history of the background study that 
suggested the existence of PS will be reviewed. In 1982 and 
1983, I became interested in the ''fun" parts of the Platonic 
Dialogues, those in which Socrates gives us humorous peeks 
into ancient Greek culture and life, such as embarrassment 
over love's strifes: 
So, I added, Hippothales, son of Hieronymus, there is 
no longer any need for you to tell me whether you are in 
love or not, since I am sure you are not only in love, but 
pretty far gone in it too by this time .... On hearing this, 
he blushed still more deeply than before, .•.. 8 
or the absurdity of Greek philosophers, in quest of 
epistemological clarity, quibbling over their mothers' and 
fathers' resemblances to sea urchins and dogs ("Then you are 
9 
the brother of gudeons and puppy dogs and little pigs! said 
Ctesippus.")9 After seeing these bits of humor again appear 
in other philosophical dialectics, the idea arose that they 
might provide a function of relief from the formal work of 
the dialectic. At this point, I took them seriously and 
found, on analysis of 3 philosophical dialectics, 2 written 
and 1 oral, that they occurred with periodic regularity 
(consistently in the same places in the dialectic).10 I 
named them "Philosophical Spacing [PS]," thinking that they 
provided a physical space away from the formal work of the 
dialectic, a break in the work, a place to rest from the 
work. Subsequently, I have found that there can be non-
humorous PS (NH-PS) which function in the same way. In order 
to see how PS functions, in the original study of 3 
dialectics, I developed a coding schema to analyze separate 
components within the dialectic, suggested from the 
dialectics themselves . 
In subsequent analyses, I have changed the original 
coding schema to eliminate "Atopon [A]," a classification 
used to describe a standstill of thought, a startle or jolt, 
for I think now, as I had thought then, that it is an 
extension of degree of "New [NEW]," and because the component 
Atopon [A] does not occur as readily as I had originally 
thought that it did. This is the only change in the original 
10 
coding schema which is used in this and other subsequent 
analyses. Following is the original Coding Schema that 
enabled the analysis of the philosophical dialectic, 
suggesting the potential significance of PS. 








Initial-NECessary query to initiate 
"Proceed with philosophical 
exploration dialectic" 
Atopon: startle; jolt; standstill of 
thought 
NECessary query to initiate "Proceed 
with philosophical exploration 
dialectic"; (it may be a statement 
. which provokes or supports a 
question) 
Eroceed with the philosophical 
exploration dialectic 
Ehilosophical ~pacing, a rest or 
break from the formal work of the 
dialectic; a suspension of the phil-
osophical exploration 
NEW or different understanding of 
the subject matter 
When the 3 dialectics had been analyzed according to this 
schema, the components were then organized into segments, 
recurring patterns of components, and the emergent pattern 
was as follows: 
11 
ORIGINAL OUTLINED SEGMENT SCHEMA OF 
THE PHILOSOPHICAL DIALECTIC 
Q-NEcl A ~ 
OPS ~ NEC/~ 
[;ic;~ 
Upic/P l A OR NEWI PS _J 
This analysis suggested that PS might not be a random 
occurrence, a casual comic relief in the dialectic as I had 
suspected, but may instead be an integral part. Subsequently, 
in 1984-5, during an ethnographic research study of a middle 
school's philosophy program, I concentrated on this aspect of 
their philosophical dialectics,11 and found that PS did not 
occur in them. It appeared to me that, instead of teaching 
philosophy with the philosophical dialectical method, one 
teacher was using a Rogerian psychotherapeutic technique of 
rephrasing and questioning, another was using an order of 
discussion to discuss philosophical subjects, and another was 
supervising a free-floating discussion of any interesting 
subject. It did not seem to me that they were teaching 
philosophy by the philosophical dialectical method, for there 
was no spirit of genuine grappling or wrestling with the 
12 
subject for a new or clearer understanding, as we would 
expect from those doing philosophy: it resembled a discussion 
about philosophical issues more than a philosophical 
dialectic (Kierkegaard's story about the sign in the 
signmaker's window, "Philosophy done here," came to mind.) At 
this point I began to wonder if PS might be connected to the 
intrinsic nature of the dialectical process of philosophy; 
moreso: might PS be the source of power in the philosophical 
dialectic? 
Fred Lawrence, in explicating and responding to Hans-
Georg Gadamer's work, captures both the Socratic-Heideggerian 
tradition of understanding the meaning of the philosophical 
dialectic and the flavor of the philosophical excitement and 
existential evocation of the question within the dialectic, a 
defining characteristic of this philosophical tradition's 
understanding of it. In doing so, he also provides an 
example of how philosophers and cognitive psychologists are 
traveling on different rails of the same track, both being 
concerned about the generation and explication of the 
thinking process: 
The heart of the process of dialectic is both the heart 
of the attainment of knowledge, in general, as well as the 
driving power behind any genuine conversation or dialogue, 
asking questions ••.. Hitting upon the right answer, the 
correct understanding of any given issue, therefore, is 
revealed by a Socratic-Platonic dialogue to be less a matter 
of one's being clever at giving answers than the infinitely 
more difficult ability to really ask questions, to suspend 
13 
the subject matter in its possibilities among various 
alternatives ..... the true dialectician's distinction is his 
awareness that he does not know the outcome of the diverse 
lines of thinking that may unfold in the course of 
discussion ..... Questioning .... is an attentive listening .... 
every exertion of the desire to understand begins at the 
point when something one encounters strikes one as alien, 
challenging, disorienting. The Greeks had a very beautiful 
word for that whereby our understanding is jolted to a 
standstill. They called it the atopon,kzfffov, the 
'placeless,' that which is not to be brought under the 
schematisms of our intelligent expectation which therefore 
leaves one startled, this not getting any further on the 
basis of the pre-schematized expectations of our own world-
orientation which calls us to take thought. This being 
startled is so relative and so much related to knowledge in a 
deeper penetrating into the subject matter. Evidently the 
whole point is this being startled in wonder and not getting 
anywhere in understanding, is always coming through, knowing 
or discerning .... questioning does seek intelligibility, but 
the genuine actuation of its quest ever incorporates this 
determinate negative moment whose varying .integration in a 
new and better answer will always generate still another 
question with its determinate negative moment. Questioning 
can never have to do with rehearsing potential behavior 
because questioning is not positive [certain], but a genuine 
trying out of possibilities in the sense of giving them a 
chance .... The inner word is not formed after knowledge is 
finished, but is the performance, the actuation ... of 
knowledge itself and word comes to presence as the perfection 
of thinking in speculative identity with the subject 
matter.12 
These considerations are the source of this present study. 
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CH APTER II 
THE METHODOLOGY USED TO ANALYZE THE PHENOMENON OF 
PHILOSOPHICAL SPACING [PS] 
The phenomenon of Philosophical Spacing [PS] may be 
explored by two separate analyses. The first analysis is 
designed to identify the relationship of PS to the other 
components of the philosophical dialectic. For this 
reason, the analysis has been also called the structural 
analysis of PS. The second analysis is designed to identify 
the differing qualitative elements that comprise PS. For 
this reason, the analysis has also been called the contextual 
analysis. 
A. Terms 
Before proceeding to explicate these analyses, clarity 
requires a definition of the terms used in them. Following 
are several of the key vocabulary and their definitions as 
they are used in this study: 
PHILOSOPHICAL DIALOGUE refers to the entire 
philosophical book or novel. 
While PHILOSOPHICAL DIALECTIC refers to an 
explorative method of philosophical discourse, usually 
concerned with definition and clarification of an idea, 
specifically in these analyses, it refers to one part 
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of a dialogue that is concerned with a particular and limited 
subject matter or idea, shown by either the natural beginning 
of a dialogue or a specific change of subject matter within 
it. Many different philosophical dialectics may be included 
in one philosophical dialogue. 
COMPONENT refers to any of five different discrete 
parts of the philosophical dialectic. COMPONENTS are 
comprised of dialogue or discourse reflecting any of the 






Initial-NECessary query to initiate 
"Proceed with philosophical 
exploration dialectic" 
NECessary query to initiate "Proceed 
with philosophical exploration 
dialectic"; (it may be a statement 
which provokes or supports a 
question) 
froceed with the philosophical 
exploration dialectic 
£hilosophical Spacing, a rest or 
break from the formal work of the 
dialectic; a suspension of the phil-
osophical exploration 
NEW or different understanding of 
the subject matter 
These categories were developed by a previous 
pilot study analysis of philosophical dialectics and are 
basically descriptions of the five separate functions that 
are found in the philosophical dialectic. 
SEGMENT refers to a grouping of components within the 
philosophical dialectic. There appears to be a further 
grouping of segments into Beginning, Middle and Concluding 
segments, with specific characteristics to each. 
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ELEMENT refers to an irreducible quality of which a PS 
is comprised. Seven elements, or categories of irreducible 
qualities, have been discerned in a prior analysis of the PS 
of the Earliest Socratic Dialogues. They are: 
EMOTION 
BEING PRESENT 












COMBINATIONS refer to combinations of the elements 
within one PS, for the elements usually do not occur 
singularly, but in combination with one or more elements. 
Given these tentative definitions, it is now possible 
to explain: 
1) how the structural analysis, the identification 
and position of PS within a philosophical dialectic, may 
proceed; 
2) how the contextual analysis, the identification 
of the elements of PS, may proceed; and 
3) the reliability of these analyses, as the 
Interrater Reliability Tests demonstrate. 
B. The Structural Analysis: The Identification of~ 
Withing Philosophical Dialectic 
a) Rationale. By determining the position and 
frequency of PS within a philosophical dialectic, the 
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value of PS may be assessed, for determination can then be 
made about whether PS is either an anomaly or an integral 
component of the philosophical dialectic. Towards this 
assessment, a Coding Schema, a simple and direct abbreviation 
of the descriptions of the functions of the components of the 
philosophical dialectic, as defined above, was developed. 
While the philosophical dialectic is an exploration of 
a subject by means of a question and answer method, it does 
not conform to a strict one-question, one-answer format, for 
its exploration method varies. A question may be explored by 
several "answer"-type statements, or, a question may serve as 
an introductory statement for further exploration. While 
there are several formats that the philosophical dialectic 
uses, they invariably use the same five basic components. 
When the components of a dialectic have been analyzed 
into the five categories, the analysis proceeds to study how 
the functions interrelate: What is the seguence they occur 
in? Do the functions always occur in the same sequence? Are 
there some sequences that occur more frequently than others? 
Does the position of the sequence in the dialectic have any 
influence on the order of the dialectic? What segments, or 
combinations of components, emerge? In what order? How 
frequently? What is the pattern of a philosophical 
dialectic? And finally, Can a structure · of the philosophical 
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dialectic be discerned? While each of these questions can 
lead to an individual study, a preliminary study of them 
suggests that it is possible to discern a structure of the 
philosophical dialectic. 
2) Identification of components, including PS, in the 
philosophical dialogues. In order to analyze the function of 
PS in a dialectic, not only is identification of the 
component of PS necessary, but identification of the other 
four components are needed as well. While preliminary 
readings and analyses were being done, components of the 
philosophical dialectic were begun to be discerned by the 
differing functions they performed and abbreviations of the 
descriptive functions served as the coding schema. 
The directed question is shortened to "NEC," the first 
three letters of the description of the function of 
the component, "Necessary query to initiate 'Proceed with 
philosophical exploration dialectic.'" ".E.roceed with 
philosophical exploration dialectic," shortened to "P," 
derived from the first letter of this component, describes an 
answering function within the philosophical dialectic. A 
minor variation of "NEC" is "I-NEC," the ".Initial-Necessary 
query to initiate 'Proceed with philosophical exploration 
dialectici,n which is designated to the first question in the 
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philosophical dialectic. A special designation for the first 
question in the philosophical dialectic is beneficial because 
it makes identification of the beginning segment and the 
dialectic possible. It usually directs the subject for 
exploration by the dialectic, and, in a developing dialogue, 
it changes the exploration subject of different dialectics. 
In addition to I-NEC, NEC and P, two other components 
suggested themselves: "New or different understanding of the 
subject matter," or "NEW," and "Ehilosophical ,S.pacing," or 
"PS." "NEW" is designated to be a new understanding or 
insight into the philosophical exploratory work that has just 
preceded it. Sometimes it is only a shift of weight to one 
side of an issue rather than another, based on the preceding 
analytical work of the dialectic. The designation of the 
component category "NEW" can only be made if 1] supporting 
work has preceded it, 2] if it introduces a new premise 
within the dialectic, usually to be philosophically explored, 
or, sometimes, 3] if it is a substantive closure to a 
dialectic. 
"Philosophical Spacing," or "PS," is a definite break 
in or space away from the formal work of the philosophical 
dialectic, a definite suspension of the philosophical 
exploration. It was first observed as a "fun" part of the 
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dialectic, where it seemed that a rest was necessitated. 
Often it is humorous, or an aside, or a practical matter. 
Because consensual identification of PS and its 
elements are critical to this study, an interrater 
reliability test has been designed to test its reliability 
(see section D). 
3) The identification of components into segments in 
the philosophical dialectic. When a philosophical dialectic 
is analyzed into the five component codes, further study 
suggests that a grouping of componentsj called segments, may 
be made. 
It was originally thought that PS began every segment, 
for the analytical work of the dialectic was thought to be 
the development of an active rest, a break, a space, for my 
original hypothesis was that PS serves the function of a 
necessary break or rest from the analytical work of the 
philosophical dialectic so that something like a "brain 
recharge" could enable the analytical work to continue. 
However, in the original pilot study analysis, I had started 
the dialectic with "I-NEC," and not with PS, for at the time, 
it seemed that the work of the dialectic began with work, I-
NEC. After preliminary work with a second analysis, the 
possibility that I-NEC also arises from a PS became an issue 
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for me, for I was not sure whether a PS was part of the 
previous dialectic or the one at hand. 
After a long deliberation about this problem, I have 
decided to start the dialectics of the present analysis with 
PS for two reasons: 1) the first dialectics in the Socratic 
Dialogues usually start with PS, and, 2) the dynamics of a 
single PS being both the previous dialectic's concluding PS 
as well as the beginning PS of the dialectic at hand, are 
unclear to me at the present time; however, the observation 
that it occurs this way has been made. Therefore, a starting 
point to determine segment structure is to have PS serve 
either as a signal to ·begin a new segment or as a concluding 
signal. On preliminary examination of other dialectics, it 
appears that slight variations occur as well. While basic 
segmental pattern structures seem to be uniformly maintained 
throughout the dialectics, spontaneous variational changes 
also occur. This structural analysis provides a methodology 
to study the position and frequency of occurrences of PS. 
When a random sample of 21 philosophical dialectics from the 
philosophical novels for children by Matthew Lipman are 
analyzed, patterns and trends are able to be discerned, 
suggesting a structure of the philosophical dialectic, as 
well as the role that PS serves in it. 
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4) The identification of the philosophical dialectic. 
Selections of separate philosophical dialectics were made 
according to the following criteria: 1) the beginning of the 
philosophical dialectic either starts a] at the beginning of 
a dialogue, or, b] at a PS that serves a dual function of 
concluding a previous dialectic and beginning a new 
dialectic. Similarly, 2) the conclusion of the philosophical 
dialectic is determined by either a] a natural conclusion of 
the dialogue, or, b] by a clear change of subject matter 
within the dialogue, or, most commonly, c] by a PS that 
serves a dual function of ending a previous dialectic and 
beginning a new dialectic. 
It is usually the case that PSs both begin and conclude 
philosophical dialectics. However, the identification of 
philosophical dialectics for this study does not depend on 
this factor, but solely on the clear change of subject matter 
within the dialogue. Consequently, the position and 
frequency of PS within the philosophical dialectic are not 
dependent on any influence except the change of subject 
matter, the integrity of the philosophical dialectic itself. 
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c. The Contextual Analysis: The Identification of _ES 
Elements 
1) Rationale. After the position and frequency of 
PSs in the philosophical dialectics had been determined to 
be of significance to the structure of the philosophical 
dialectic, an indepth study to determine their qualitative 
composition was planned so that further insight into the 
nature of the phenomenon of PS may be obtained. As with the 
structural analysis, descriptions of the functions of the 
elements became the criteria for determining the qualitative 
composition of the PSs, for the primary purpose of this study 
is to describe and define the function and composition of 
PS. 
2) The identification of PS elements. Seven 
elements that comprise the component of Philosophical Spacing 
[PS] were found: Emotion [E], Being Present [BP], Emotion and 
Being Present [E&BP], Content [CT], Confusion [CN], Rest [R], 
and Closure [CE]. A Coding Schema to identify these elements 
was developed by analyzing the descriptions of individual 
Philosophical Spacings found in the Earliest Socratic 
Dialogues to analyze what functions PS serves. As 
was done with the component codes of the dialectic, 
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descriptions of the functions that the PS serve were made. 
The descriptions of the kinds of functions that PS serves 
became the PS element categories, as well as the element 
criteria. Here, too, it was observed that only a limited 
number of functions were served, six, but because the 
component category of "Emotion and Being Present" occurred so 
frequently, it seemed to suggest itself' as another category, 
so seven were finally classified. 
Barney G. Glaser and Anselm L. Strauss, in suggesting 
an inductive methodology of theory development, "grounded 
theory," stress that, if an analyst is "To master his data, 
he is forced to engage in reduction of terminology," in order 
"to bring out underlying uniformities and diversities." 13 
While in the process of delineating PSs, comparisons among 
them led to initial tentative category suggestions and then 
to firmer category definitions, an initial developmental 
process in the generation of theory.14 As categories 
developed, modifications continued. An important 
modificational process used in the development of the PS 
element categories is reduction, the discovery of 
" ..• underlyi ng uniformities in the original set of categories 
of their properties [which can then be used to] formulate the 
theory with a smaller set of higher level concepts."15 My 
original attempt to organize the PSs began as a compilation 
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of expressions of humor and confusion . By the initial PS 
delineation of the 6th Dialogue, Gorgias, a quality of "Being 
Present" was being observed and I started to categorize PSs 
with it. The consideration of "Content" as a category also 
suggested itself at this same time, with a note made next to 
a PS, "PS .QY content?" It occurred about one-third of the 
way through the initial preliminary survey. The note 
precedes the following excerpt from Gorgias: 
Children of the jury, this fellow has done all of you 
abundant harm, and the youngest among you he is ruining 
by surgery and cautery, and he bewilders you by staring 
and asking you, giving you bitter draughts and 
compelling you to hunger and thirst, whereas I used to 
feast you with plenty of sweetmeats of every kind.16 
At this time, "description" as a category was also being 
considered. It was later discarded in favor of "Content." By 
the next Dialogue, Protagoras, a note was made, showing a 
decision to use "Content" as a category: "PS by Content:", 
with no question mark, and a short space later, "by 
Content : ". Similarly, in the following Dialogue, Euthydemus, 
the note simply says, "content:". This is an example of how 
the initial search for descriptive categories of PS 
progressed: decisions were made along the way by comparing 
PSs to the emerging category comparisons. At this point, I 
was not aware that most of the PS are comprised of multiple 
combinations, so my next step of reduction was to search for 
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obvious general categories. The preliminary categories were: 
Emotion, Strong and Weak; Confusion; Being Present; 
Combination PS; Need for Closure/Summing up; 
Description/content; Humor; PS in a PS; Rest. On further 
analysis, the categories were modified to six categories: 
Emotion, Being Present, Content, Confusion, Rest and Closure, 
all from the preliminary analysis. However, when I started 
to work with them, it was difficult to distinguish some PSs 
into categories of either Emotion or Being Present, for they 
appeared intertwined, which is why this characteristic became 
the seventh category, Emotion and Being Present, a final 
modification to the categories~ Subsequently, the question 
arose, If Emotion and Being Present are combined, are the 
single categories of Emotion and Being Present necessary? 
The answer had to be yes, for there are examples of each 
without the other. During the classification of the PSs into 
these seven categories, criteria for the categories sharpened 
when comparisons of PS to the categories were made, and the 
sharpened criteria for the category then became its 
definition. The result of the development of these 
descriptions into element categories of PS and their criteria 
follows, containing a list of the seven elements of PS, their 
definitions and guiding questions to discern them: 
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EUllEIIT cmcoms 111D run CllTEill 
ELD!DIT ELD!OO DESOIPTIO!f 
CODE 
1. OOTIOII Tbe category "E, • or "Ellotion, • refers to any eaotion, intended or 
unintended buaor within the dialectic or its reader (the reader is likely 
to find SOCratic irony buaorous). "Ellotion aay relate to the speaker, 
listener, vriter or reader, peripheral people, thinqs or actions. 
2. BEIJIG PiESEHT 
l. ( EllOTIOW Alfi) 
"Buaor• is included in the cateqory ot "l:lotion• because it elicits an 
eaotion of pleasure, and because hUJOr and eaotion frequently can't be 
sepmttd since their usages becoae intertwined. It aay be a description 
ot an upression ot an eaotional reaction If It Is eaotional, but not 
It it is wely a description of eaotion. 
BP Tbe cateqory "BP," or "Beinq Present,• refers to a quality ot luediacy, 
attention or focussed awareness o! the present uperience. While it 
does not require the action to be in our iuediate present, although it can i 
it does require that the content ot the PS IUSt have happened in the present 
ot its ti1e of reporting. Kore than just askinq & question or aakinq & 
statuent, it requires a IOOd change fro1 the previous aaterial, producinq 
a nev sense of iuediacy, attention or focussed awareness of the present 
experience. It aay be a description of an action or reaction. 
Blr»G PiESIJIT) (EW') Tbe category ot "(t,BP),' or "EJotion and Beinq Present,• is necessary 





in PS that does not occur ill ei tber coaponent alone, and it occurs 
10n frequently tban either co1ponent alone does. It is & coJbination 
ot the qualities defined in •t• and "BP" that lakes it difficult to 
disceru either vith clarity. It any eaotion and a sense ot iuediacy 
occurs in the sue PS, the cateqory '(t,BP)" is used. 
er Tbe cateqory •er,• or •content,• refers to a reported thing or action 
that provides a break fro• the defininq and clarifyinq work of the 
dialectic. It is frequently bUJOrous or it aay provide a description 
about everyday life or culture. Wh.ilt it aay be neither buaorous nor 
about everyday life, it always refers to soaethinq different fro• the 
pmious wort ot the dialectic. It JUSt be a priaary object ot the PS. 
ex The category "OI, •or •confusion,• refers to an explicit stateaent 
of confusion vbere soaeone vith.in the dialectic is experiencinq soae 
confusion. Only vben confusion is uplicitly stated does the category 
of "Cll" apply to a PS. 1 lesser degree of confusion aay be an upression 
of deliberation, vben one bas not yet ude a decision, or, finally it aay 
be an expression of not being satisfied. 
I Tbe category •1,• or 'Rest,• refers to an explicit stateaent in the 
PS that refers to a need for rest. 
a Tbe cateqory "CE," or "Closure,• ref en to an obvious need to sua up 
or brinq the issue under discussion ~ soae prel~J.inary or ~inal 
closure. It usually is used to redef1ne or clarify the subject under 
diacuslioa, but it cu ~ be I descriptioa of III uprwion of finality. 
GUIDE QOESTIOH(S) 
Is any eaotion expressed in this PS? 
ls this PS buaorous in any degree? 
In this PS, bas the IOOd of the 
dialectic changed fro• vortinqat it 
to a IOOd of iuediacy or nevly 
focussed attention, producing a new 
sense of awareness of the present 
experience vithin the dialectic? 
Are both !lotion and Beinq Present 
present in this PS? 
Is the thing or action that is reported 
in this PS very different fro1 the 
iuediate preceding vort of the dialectic? 
Does the thing or action have little 
philsophical significance in this dialectic? 
Is soaeone either shoving or stating an 
experience of confusion? 
Is a need for rest clearly stated in this PS? 
Is a need for closure either overtly or 
covert! y expressed; iJ then I sua.inq up, I 
reclarification or a redefinition in thiJ PS? 
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An example using this contextual coding schema to 
identify the elements, or qualities, of PS serves to 
illustrate it: 
wnai !ollowtd. CrilO. how COUid I di~ 
p,-cperiy? K la nol a amau busoneu 10 l9Cal and rt00at 
wisdom lneNably greatl So I just ~n my dHctipUon 
u Ille pottl do, by invcl<lng lht Mu1<11 and Mtmory 
M<StWI 
WaM, EuthydtlNI t,e<;ian somtlhirq ik<I 
lhi1, llhn<. 
This wu a llto• queslion: so lllt boy blushtd, 
and looked II me In douct. Staino that ht wu 
troubi.d I said, MydearClriu. cneo,up It'd.,_., 
Ike. man. whlcheYtf you lhink. tor Pl"'- . wil do 
you a dial ol lJOOd. 2 
..u11111,n, Dioyl0doN1 ltantd cwt< mt, and 
whlapt<9d In my tar, IIT'iing Ill O¥t< hia lac.. Now look 
htN, Soctalel, I prophtsy lllal whidlt'lt< Ille Lid 
- ht will be lefuttdl 
Wl'iilt ht ll)Okt, Clriu fflldt his ar.wtt, so 
I !lad no cn111:1 Ill wam lht boy Ill 1a1<a care. It'd ht 
answtrtd llllt !ht wiMI -· Iha ltamtfl. 
Whtn ht Said I/Iii, • WU ik<, CO<le1JClor and 
cnoru1-he 1ignaled, and llley all dlHrtd It'd lauQlltd, 
I mean Dionysodoru1 and Eulllydt...,. and lhtit loUowers. 3 
Then before Ille boy COUid t- one goOO brtath, 
DioyaodONI 100k 0,,t( and Uid. 
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(Emotion and Being Present), Confusion 
( E&BP) ,Cl! (Emotion and Being Present), Confusion 
( Emotion and Being Present), Content 
Thtn lndttd Ille two men's admirt<I laughed 
loud and tong, applauding thw wisdom. but al Ille rut 
ol ua -• OJl1'b.ltrud< and !lad notNn; lo say. 
&Jlllydorrua notlctd I/lat - -• ci.Mnt>-ltruc:I< and 
w&/Ud ua lo admire him rnon, ; so ht -.kl noc ltt the 
boy -.e, but wtnl on alklng. doublnQ It'd lwi&llng 
around Ille &amt queallc>n ik<I I eit'lt< danetf, 
(E&BP),C'r,CII (E»otion and Being Present), Content, 
Confusion) 
Md OioylOdONa wni-,td sonly lo mt again, 
Htrt'I anolhtf', SocratH, jJlt 11kt Ille Int 5 
Good ht--. I said. llaly I thouol1t tllat 
ltSt one ol yours a line ~utionl 
JJ out que...,,. .,, lk<I l/\11, Socntta • no eacai,el 
Now. I said. I can ... why you ne .. IUCll a 
reputalion a,nong your pupilal 
(E&BP) (Emotion and Being Present) 
Tht - !lad ICatcttf coma bul cl hil mouth, e 
- Oiony1odolua CatJQhl l Ike I bal and limed l aoain. (Ew>),cr ( £lotion and Being Present), Content 
II Ille boy, uylng. Euhydtmua ii chtaling you, my dtar 
ClnlU. 
Now Eulhydtmua w11 galling ready IO 
giw the young man the lhird la.II in hia wrosoing matcll, 
bul I aaw UHi boy WU out ol hia dtpeh, and hoped IO c;t,e 7 
him llmt IO tell !NII ht rnghl noc ltt ua down; IO I I.id. 
Ill ancouraga hm. My dtar Ciriu, do noc bt aurp,iud 
I the an;µntfU tlll)tat ltrsngt lo you. Plfflal)I you do 
nae uncltRW'd WNI our -.isitora .,. doinQ willl you. They 
(E&BP),C'r,R (£lotion and Being Present), Content, Rest 
ars doing tht same u Illa Cor,banH do In lhtit lnitlaliona, 
- the one to be lnidattd It btinQ lt<'lll""*1 Thora la 
dardno and pt.ay tllt<a also, u you~ i you haw bffn 
lmlattd: and now thtU .,, only dal'CnQ round In play, 
mtaring lo Initiate you all-ard. So""** now ll\al you 
.,. htanno 111, btQlminQa o1 lht IOl)hiaUc r,n,a, For 
you muat ltatn ti'11 ol al. u Pffxlic.JI uya, lllt righl uae cl words; 
and tllia II µIt Whal tht two ~ a,o 1/'oMng lo you, btcauM 
you dd noc know lllal paopta uae lllt word lum In two..,.., • 
..... - one l\aa no l<rowltdot • tnt ~mno aboul somtthing, 
and then •"'""""' ge11 Ille know'otdot, and lacord, wntn one already 
havlno the knowltdQt u1<1s tNa ~ 10 ourrina lllia aama 
thlno dona or l!)Okan. Th• lacord II ~ undtrsl&ndinQ rather 
than 1tarrino, bul aomeumu • la also c:aJltd llarring. But you rriaatd 
tNa, u ll>t<t allow ~: they hOkl tnt aama WOid u applying lo paoplt 
1n ~· 1<1nau. 1o on• wno ~• and one wno dota noc. • wu 
rrucn tnt aamt In tht 110:m::t quution. In when thty Uktd you 
whtlller paoplt ltam wllal they know or Whal they don1. Wal, al 
thla II ;.,at I ittlt game cl ltarring. Ard IO I uy they .,. pt.ayino willl 
you; I cal I a Qafflt, btcault I one ltatntd many such t1'inQ1 
or..,.,, alt ol them. one woukl be no ,,..,., knowing what Ille thirqs 
11ally a,a, bul -.kl bt ablt Ill pt.ay won poop1t bteauat ol tht dittoront 
....... ol Ill• - trippino !Nm up and lutring llltffl upaidt down. 
;.,• u __,,. puua • atool away when someona olu ii QOino lo Iii 
down, and llltn paoplt roar wi1h joy whtn lhty 111 t'om lying on hia bad<. 
So you ""II CX>Nidtr lllal al I/Ila WU a game on I/It pall ol tholt 
gentltmen. bul t Iott aura, Clnlu, that from now on thia dlaUnguiahod 
pair wll show you Mlrioua I/lings. It'd I 'Ml c;.... llltm a ltad u lo what 
lhty prorriatd mt to p,ovidt. You reffltnt>tr lllty Uid 11\ty woukl dtmonatralo 
flltjf stdl In.drawing you on. but 10 fa, I a,ppoaa they lllouQnt I betttf 
lo btQln by playino with you. 
Than. my dear E,Jtnydtmua and Oionyaoclorul, let your pt.ay 
and n«a-pema~ - havt had tnOUQl>-cut now pltut dtmonatnrto by 
an,aatng Ille boy and showing him how ht rruat practice wisdom and 
1'1rtue. 
Bui ftrat I wil allow Ill you Whal my notion o1 I II, and 11\t aon 
ol UW'9 I lll0ul0 Ike Ill naw. I )00 II** 1 am CiJmty and ridcuJoua In 
doing thla. don1 laugh • ma: I am only •aoer to Iatan 111 'fOAJI wisdom. 
and ao I wil be claMQ tnoug/1 to make a IOUQll lkolcll bet0<8 
you. PIA up wi1h mt then. and llaten willlooA lauQhinO, bolft you and · 
'fO'Jlf ~ Md u loryou, MutttClnlu, .,_.,, · · 
CODING SCHOO FOR PS ELEKEHTS 
El!OTIOH [ E] 
BEIHG PRESEIIT [BP] 





PS Ted (Ot-11, Qlll)ydttIYI, p. 369, L 2o-
p. 392. L ~I 
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Because the identification of PS elements is critical 
to this study, an interrater reliability study has been 
designed to test its reliability (see section D). 
When the elements of the 147 randomly selected 
instances of PS from Matthew Lipman's philosophical 
novels for children are analyzed with this coding schema, 
trends and patterns of elements and their combinations yield 
an understanding of the function and composition of the 
phenomenon of PS. 
D. Validity and Reliability. 
1) Discussion . · The type of social science research 
used in this study is descriptive research, for its goal is 
to simply describe the facts of the functions and composition 
of PS systematically, allowing a purely descriptive 
understanding of PS to emerge. The implications of this 
study, including potentially interesting relationships of PS 
to other dynamics cannot be proven with this type of 
research, but merely suggested. Inasmuch as the point of 
this study is only to determine the nature of PS, it appears 
to be an appropriate approach. Because the study focuses on 
a theory, or construct, that PS is an important phenomenon, 
construct validity, rather than content (or face), concurrent 
or predictive validity is used, for it corresponds to ~he 
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theory or construct of PS, and thus is more a test of the 
theory rather than the test itself,17 which also seems 
appropriate. 
Before dealing with the particular details of the data 
collection instruments I am using, ·it may be appropriate to 
review the internal and external threats to validity that may 
affect results, so that the necessary issues are addressed. 
Of the internal threats to validity (concerned with 
confidence that a particular factor is the determining one), 
such as history, maturational factors, testing effects, 
instrumentation, statistical regression effects, selection 
effects and mortality or attrition, only one is relevant to 
this study. The selection effects, when expedience on the 
part of the experimenter governs sample selection,18 was 
avoided through random selection of philosophical dialectics 
and Philosophical Spacings [PSs]. 
2) Interrater reliability tests. The only potential 
threat to the validity of the interrater reliability tests, 
selection effects, both and internal and external threat, 
is concerned with making sure that the sample population is 
not taken from an identical group, thus giving an unreliable 
assessment, and consequently invalidating the reliability of 
the interrater reliability tests. If this threat is found to 
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be real, it is serious. 
So that this issue may be addressed, a brief description 
of the data collection instruments of the interrater 
reliability tests designed to assess the validity of the 
analytical methods used in my study is necessary. There are 
two critical analyses used to explore the function and 
composition of PS: 1) the identification of PS elements, the 
contextual analysis, and 2) the identification of PS within a 
philosophical dialectic, the structural analysis. It was 
decided that there should be a separate interrater 
reliability test for each of the two analyses so that their 
reliability, shown as agreement about where PSs are in the 
dialectic and about what elements comprise PS, might be 
assured. 
a) Interrater reliability test for the 
identification of PS elements. An interrater reliability 
test to assess the reliability of the contextual analysis, 
developed to identify PS elements within a PS, was designed. 
Essentially, it consists of a training and a testing session. 
The training session includes going over, together with the 
rater, 1) an explanation of what PS is, including the element 
category for each PS element, including definitions, guide 
questions, and 2 examples selected as good examples of each 
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particular element; 2) the coding schema for PS elements; 
and, 3) a practice test, including 7 examples of PS to be 
coded for elements onto a practice answer sheet. The answers 
were discussed before the subject proceeded to the testing 
session. The testing session consists of a test, including 
20 samples of PS, marked and numbered, 14% of the total 
population on 15 pages of text, with PSs marked and numbered, 
as well as an Answer Sheet, numbered 1-20. 
In this interrater reliability test, there are three 
sample populations : 1) the rater ~ample, 2) the training 
sample, and 3) the testing sample. To address the issue of 
the potential threat of selection effects to the validity of 
this interrater test, i.e., to make sure that the sample 
population is not taken from an identical group, thus giving 
an unreliable assessment of the reliability of the analysis, 
each of the sample populations will be addressed. 
i. The rater sample. Only one rater is 
necessary for an interrater reliability test. He was 
selected on the basis of 1] having a known philosophical 
interest and 2] formal philosophical training, and, 3] 
flexibility in thinking style. 
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ii. The training sample. The 7 training 
samples were selected with the intent that they be good 
examples of differing kinds of PS so that the process of 
identifying PSs might be learned. This sample is taken from 
an identical group, "good examples of PS," but 
its purpose exempts it from consideration as a potential 
threat, of selection effects, to the validity of the test. 
iii. The testing sample. There are 147 
identified PSs in the Earliest Socratic Dialogues, so my 
original plan was to use 50 samples for the first interrater 
reliability test. However, after seeing how much material 
the rater would have to read, close to 100 pages, it was 
judged to be impracticable; so I limited the testing protocol 
to 20 samples, 14% of the total population, involving 27 
pages of reading. During preliminary analyses, the 
categories of Humorous and Non-Humorous PSs (H-PS and NH-
S) suggested themselves, and, yet unsure of their potential, 
I analyzed these categories in. Still unaware of its 
significance, I elected to preserve its potential 
significance by using a Stratified Random Sampling, where the 
population is divided into strata, or subgroups (here H-PS 
and NH-PS) and then a random sample, using a proportional 
allocation method, where a proportion of each subgroup is 
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used (here 2/3 H-PS and 1/3 NH-PS), was collected. The 
Stratified Random Sampling protocol was selected because it 
can be more precise than Simple Random Sampling.19 Before 
collecting the random sample by picking cut-out numbers from 
an envelope, I eliminated the PSs selected for the training 
sample and the PSs selected for the other interrater 
reliability samples. Consequently, 13 H-PS and 7 NH-PS were 
selected for the interrater reliability test, and were 
numbered, for identification purposes, from 1-20. 
The rater's answers were scored using Cohen's Kappa 
statistical analysis, which is used to correct for chance 
occurrence when computing reliability. The rater's 
reliability score was .66. Because this was a somewhat low 
reliability score,20 the test was given to 3 other raters so 
that problematic coding areas could be identified. Areas of 
low correlation were identified and my coding was revised to 
reflect the consensus. Specifically, the consensus among the 
4 raters, including the original rater suggested changes 
relating to an increased use of the element BP in my coding, 
and in a lesser degree, an increased use of E in my coding, 
and a decreased use of CT. When adjusted to this consensus, 
the rater's reliability was found to be .78. 
This concludes the discussion of the reliability of the 
interrater reliability test for the identification of PS 
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elements within a philosophical dialectic, by demonstrating 
that neither the subject, training nor the testing samples 
are compromised by the threat of selection effects to the 
reliability of this procedure. 
b) Interrater reliability test for the 
identification of PS withing philosophical dialectic. 
In this interrater reliability test, there are also 3 
sample populations : 1) the subject sample, 2) the training 
sample, and, 3) the testing sample. To address the issue of 
the potential threat of selection effects to the reliability 
of this interrater reliability test,i.e., to make sure that 
the sample population is not taken from an identical group,, 
thus giving an unreliable assessment of the reliability of 
the analyses, only the third sample population, the testing 
sample will be addressed formally, for the discussion of the 
first two sample populations, the subject sample and the 
training sample, applies equally to this interrater 
reliability test as it does to the first interrater 
reliability test, already discussed. 
The testing sample was developed in the same procedural 
manner as in the other interrater reliability test, with a 
Stratified Random Sampling using a proportional allocation 
method, and as such, the same argument for the first 
interrater reliability test applies equally to the second 
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interrater reliability test as well. The protocol for the 
testing sample in the structural analysis is slightly 
different from the testing sample in the contextual analysis. 
The sample size for the structural analysis interrater 
reliability test is 20 randomly selected examples of PS in 27 
pages. Because multiple PSs frequently occur on a single 
page, I blocked out the PSs that were not selected for the 
sample, so that only one unidentified and unnumbered PS 
appears on each page. This became the testing sample from 
which subjects were asked to identify PSs. This procedure 
insures that the potential threat of selection effects to the 
validity of the interrater reliability test is negated. A 
formal scoring protocol has not yet been developed, but 
informal analysis suggests that it is within the range of 
reliability. 
It appears that the only conclusion that can be drawn, 
considering that threats to the reliability of the Interrater 
Reliability Test were shown to be unfounded, is that they are 
reliable interrater reliability tests, demonstrating the 
reliability of the study. 
The only relevant potential threat to the validity of 
this study is the sample selection procedures of the 2 
analyses, so each will be discussed separately. 
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i. The sample selection protocol used for the 
structural analysis, the identification of the PS component 
in the philosophical dialectic. It was decided that a sample 
of 21 philosophical dialectics would be used, so that the 
study might be correlated to another in progress. Three 
dialectics were selected from each of Matthew Lipman's 7 
philosophical novels for children, totalling 21. The 
protocol used to select the dialectics was as follows: 
1] determine the number of chapters in each 
philosophical novel and randomly select 3. 
2] examine the randomly selected chapters to select a 
clearly defined philosophical dialectic in each chapter, 
according to the criteria for philosophical dialectic 
selection which had already been determined. 
ii. The sample selection protocol used for the 
contextual analysis, the identification of the elements that 
comprise PS. It was decided that the sample size of the 
contextual analysis, in order to conform to the size of 
another analysis under way, would be a sample of 147 PSs. 
These were selected using the following protocol: 
1] 21 pages from each of Matthew Lipman's 7 
philosophical novels for children were randomly selected. 
2] the number of PSs on each page were determined and 
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numbered. Then 1 PS was randomly selected from this number. 
If the PS began or concluded on a previous or following page, 
the PS location would be counted as having begun or concluded 
on the page that it began or concluded. 
Therefore, considering that the interrater reliability 
tests and the sample selections are reliable, the analyses 
appear to be reliable. 
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CH APTER III 
ANALYSIS OF THE PHILOSOPHICAL DIALECTICS IN THE 
PHILOSOPHICAL NOVELS OF MATTHEW LIPMAN 
A. The structural Analysis 
Analysis of 21 randomly selected philosophical 
dialectics from the philosophical novels for children written 
by Matthew Lipman proceeded by randomly selecting 3 chapters 
from each of his 7 philosophical novels. After this 
selection was made, the chapters were reviewed to determine 
which particular philosophical dialectic from the chapter 
would be selected for analysis, basing the selection of the 
dialectic solely on the criteria of its evidently clear 
beginning and as well as on its evidently clear ending. This 
was done to insure replicability of the analysis. Following 
the selection of these 21 philosophical dialectics, each 
dialectic was analyzed into components, using the Component 
Code Schema. When this was completed, the components were 
then grouped according to their position in the dialectic, 
either into beginning, middle or concluding segments. The 
criteria used to assess uniformity for this process were: 
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1] Because the beginning segment of a 
philosophical dialectic usually begins with a PS, a criterion 
for the beginning segment is that the beginning segment 
begins with the PS that precedes the I-NEC component. 
However, this criterion, while holding in most cases, is not 
rigid, for sometimes it does not apply. Occasionally, a 
beginning segment omits a PS, and immediately begins with an 
I-NEC or P. 
The other criterion that delineates the beginning 
segment is its conclusion at the dialectic's first NEW, or, 
in the case that the dialectic does not develop a NEW in its 
beginning, the conclusion is delineated at the end of the 
c~mponents preceding the first combination of NEC/P, for 
NEC/P usually indicates the work of the middle segment. 
2] The middle segments were delineated simply by 
including all the segments of the dialectic except the 
beginning and concluding segments. 
3] The criterion for the concluding segments was 
determined by the segment that began with the PS that 
immediately preceded the last NEW of the dialectic. 
Occasionally, the NEW was preceded instead by a NEC or NEC/ P 
that did not belong to the middle segment, for it was 
determined that the concluding NEW could not begin a 
concluding segment by itself, since a NEW is hypothesized to 
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be developed from prior work within the dialectic. 
After this analysis, the beginning, middle and 
concluding segments were analyzed for emergent structural 
similarities. Should anyone attempt this kind of analysis, 
(s)he will find that there are many and various ways to group 
the components into a segment. This analysis is only one 
way, an arbitrary one, relying on the observations that PS 
usually begins a segment, that "NEC" usually precedes "P," 
and that the segment usually ends with "NEW." There may be 
other and better ways to group them; however, it may be that 
any uniform way to group or order them will serve to allow 
discussion of their dynamics. In this initial attempt to 
categorize them, I just looked for patterns . While 
others' future patterns may prove to be more insightful, this 
categorization schema serves to initiate and promote 
discussion about the structural nature of the philosophical 
dialectic. 
While "Q" for question and "A" for answer might have 
been used, I chose to use "NEC" and "P" instead so that the 
dynamics specifically refer to the dynamics of the 
philosophical dialectical system. This was done so that its 
integrity might be preserved by remaining intact and separate 
from other system's dynamics, at least until the results of 
the analyses are evaluated and determined to be the same as 
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a direct question and answer mode system. 
There are several instances of multiple components 
constituting a single component position in the dialectic, 
i.e., P/NEC/NEW [see Appendix II.C., Dialectic Number 2]. In 
these cases, I counted each as a separate instance of 
occurrence, for it was necessary to preserve the occurrence 
of function. This is why totals may sometimes appear to 
disagree while in reality they do not. 
Following is the result of my structural analysis, as 
developed from the analysis found in Appendix III.A.: 
1) The beginning segment. The emergent structures of 
the beginning segments of Matthew Lipman's philosophical 
dialectics in his philosophical novels for children appears 
to be: 
1] a. 
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From this analysis, the beginning segment structure may 
be summarized as: 
2] rn~ OR [PJ OR 
7(33%) 9(43%) 
3 ] l[P] OR r1rn@ 
12(57%) 9(43"6) 
AND 
~ic] OR @Eel J 
~(14"6) 1(5{~ 
4(19%) 




philosophical dialectics of Matthew Lipman's philosophical 
novels for children emerges to be: 
u~NE~ 18(86%) 15(71%) 16(76%) 
~s 
OR ~E~ 20(100%) OR 10(48%) 10(48%) 
~ OR NE~ 12(57%) 9(43%) 21(100%) 
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Merging the last 2 components of P because of identity 
of function, the final outlined structure of the beginning 











2) The middle segment. The middle segment structure of 
Matthew Lipman's philosophical dialectics in his 
philosophical novels for children emerges to be: 
l] Middle segment, beginning part: 
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NEC 
9%) 3(14%) 1 5%) 
10(48%) 
Summarized, it appears as: 





b. [!>~ 10(48%) 
0 
AND 
~E~ OR ~ JO 
6(29%) 3(~!tj 
9(43%) 
outlined, it appears as: 
lNEJ 12(57%) [PS 4(19%)] 
p 12(57%) 
OR 
b-~rJ 10(48%) 3(14%)] NEC 9(43%) 





c. ~s J OR 13(19%) 
OR 
d. ~SJ 11(16%) NEC 
OR 
e. ~s J 1(1%) 
summarized, it appears as: 
a~~:,%/R !~~~%) 42(63%) 
AND/OR 
b.ra~ OR ~~JJ 
13(19%) 11(16%) 
Outlined, it appears as: 
a. I NEC I 
~ OR P_§_j 
29(43%) 13(19%) 
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3] Middle segment, concluding part: 
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Summarized, it appears as: 
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With further outlining, it appears as: 
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3) The concluding segment. The concluding segment 
structur~ of the philosophical dialectics of the 
philosophical novels of Matthew Lipman emerges as: 
1] a. i. [~:~ 5(25%) 11(55%) 20(100%) 
OR 
ii. (!E~ 4(20%) 
OR 
iii. [~~J 1(5%) 
OR 
iv. ~E~ 1(5%) 
OR 





iii· ITS J 1(5%) NEC 
OR 
iv. ·~S/P /NE~ 1(5%) 
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AND 




iii. I! /NEW/P~ 1(5%) 
OR 














3] a. ~~ 14(70%) 20(100%) OR 
b. i.~EW/NE~ 4(21%) 6(30%) 
OR 








The summarized emergent structure of the concluding 
segment thus appears as: 
l] 
~EC 1(55%) 20(100%) 
PS AND/OR P 15(75%) 6(30%) 
AND 
2] ~EW OR NE~ 12(60%) 8(40%) 
3] [_NEW OR NE~ 5( 25%) 4(20%) 17(85%) 12(60%) 
ANDLOR 
4] [p~ 21(100%) 
Outlined, the concluding segment appears as: 
l] [EE~ AND/OR j}s OR ij 11(55%) 15(75%) 6(30%) 
2] ~EC OR NE~ 8(40%) 12(60%) 
3] ~EC OR NE~ 4(20%) 5(25%) 
4] [_Ps] 21(100%) 
OR 
l] [!s 15(75%) OR NEC 11 ( 55% .TI 
2] ~s 1(5%) OR NEC 7( 35%J OR NEW 11(55%) 
3 ] ~s 14(70%) OR NEC 4(20%~ OR NEW 5(25%) 
4] jPS 6{30%1] 
[TOTAL PS:36 TOTAL NEC:22 TOTAL NEW:16 ] 
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Further outlined, the emergent structure of the 
concluding segment of the philosophical dialectics of Matthew 
Lipman's philosophical novels for children appears as: 
l] ITsj 15(75%) OR 2] ~E~ 11(55%) NEW 11(55%) NEW 11(55%) 
PS 20(100%) PS 20(100%) 
4) Summary. The composite outlined structure of the 
philosophical dialectic of Matthew Lipman's philosophical 
novels for children can now be depicted as: 






























~ PS 24(36%) ii. P OR NECJ 
3(19%) 11(16%) 
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c. Middle segment, concluding part: 
i. 




ii-r~ PS NE] 9(47%) AND/OR 6(32%) 1(5%) OR PS 6(31%) 2(10%) 
3] concluding segment: 








Outlined, the emergent structure of the philosophical 
dialectic of Matthew Liprnan's philosophical novels for 
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Another outlining shows the emergent structure of the 
philosophical dialectic of Matthew Lipman's philosophical 





















A final outlining solidifies the philosophical 
dialectic's emergent basic structural form as found in the 
philosophical dialectics of Matthew Lipman's philosophical 
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Summarized, the structure of the Matthew Lipman 
philosophical dialectics has been found to be comprised of: 
l] the beginning segment, which: 
a] begins with PS; 
b] has an Initial Necessary Query to begin 
philosophical exploration [I-NEC]; 
c] has a PS before Proceed [PJ; and 
d] ends with a NEW understand if the subject. 
2] the middle segment which has the basic structure of 
NEC/P and/or PS/NEC/P. 
3] the concluding segment which begins with PS, has a 
NEW, and concludes with PS. 
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B. The Contextual Analysis 
A random sample of examples of Philosophical Spacings 
was selected to be analyzed for qualitative composition. In 
order to relate this study with another ·in progress, it was 
determined that a sample size of 147 PSs would be randomly 
selected from among the 7 philosophical novels for children 
that were developed by Matthew Lipman. Twenty-one PSs from 
each of the 7 books were selected by first determining the 
number of pages in each book and then randomly selecting 21 
pages. After this, each of the pages selected was then 
analyzed for PSs. After determining the number of PSs on 
each page, a random selection from the number of PSs on each 
page was made to select the final PS sample. 
For instance, in Harry, which has 96 pages, the first 
random selection from the number of pages was page 10. 
Following the same procedure for the other 20 pages, 21 
random samples were selected, until each of the 7 books 
produced a random selection of 21 pages, bringing the total 
selection to 147 pages. When this initial selection was 
completed, each of the 147 pages was analyzed for the number 
of PSs found on each page. It was often the case that a 
single PS might start on a previous page or pages or continue 
onto the following page or pages, in which case the PS was 
recorded to begin or conclude on the actual page of its 
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beginning or conclusion, which is why some of the page 
numbers appear somewhat different from the actual page 
selection. 
When the analysis of the number of PSs on each page had 
been done and the number of PSs determined, another random 
selection from the number of PSs on each page was done, so 
that 1 PS from each randomly selected page would constitute 
the sample selection. 
From this sample, each PS was analyzed into element 
categories, of which there are determined to be 7: 
1) Emotion [E] 
2) Being Present [BP] 
3] Emotion and Being Present [E&BP] 
4] Content [CT] 
5) Confusion [CN] 
6) Rest [R] 
7) Closure [CE] 
These categories were developed in a previous study,21 
The CRITERIA FOR ELEMENT CATEGORIES, which explains each 
element, is found in Appendix XVIII. In addition to this 
analysis, the categories of Humor and Non-Humor were also 
analyzed, for at this point, their role, while observed, is 
unknown. While Humor is categorized under the category of 
Emotion, for it elicits a pleasurable emotion, it is also 
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suspected to be more than a category of Emotion, but it is 
unclear at this time what role or function, if any, Humor 
serves in the phenomenon of PS. 
When this analysis was completed, the composite element 
composition of the PS sample was then analyzed. In computing 
the percentages, integers were rounded off from the third 
decimal place. Following are the results of these analyses, 
which are appended: 
1) Analysis 1.l. analysis of individual elements, alone 
and in combination, in the Matthew Lipman Dialectics [MLD] I§ 
sample. The total PS sample of 147 PSs includes 268 element 
occurrences, alone (infrequently) and in combination with 
other elements. Summarized, CT occurs most frequently and R 
occurs least frequently than other elements. Occurrences of 
the individual elements, alone and in combination, are 
distributed as follows: 
1] Content [CT] 
2] Emotion and Being Present [E&BP] 
3] Being Present [BP] 
4] Confusion [CN] 
5] Emotion [EJ 
6] Closure [CE] 










The range of the number of PS elements in the sample of 
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7 books of the MLD analysis is spread evenly, 36-44(13%-
16%). 
2) Analysis £i. total element composition of H&NH-PS. 
Summarized, the total H-PS element composition of the MLD 
sample is 106(40%), while the total NH-PS element composition 
sample is 162(60%). 
The element composition of the H-PS category 














106(40% of the total PS population) 
The element composition of the NH-PS category is 
distributed as following: 















162(60% of the total PS population) 
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The element composition of the combined H&NH-PS category 
shows the following distribution: 
1] CT 91(34%) 
2] (E&BP) 78(29%) 
3] BP 63(24%) 
4] CN 25(9%) 
5] E 5(2%) 
6] CE 4(1%) 
7] R 2(1%) 
3) Analysis]_;_ H&NH-E. Summarized, the element E alone 
comprises only 6% of its total occurrence, but in combination 
with BP, it comprises 94% of its occasions. H-E elements are 
found in the following distribution: 
1 ] ( E&BP) , CT 
2] (E&BP) 
3] (E&BP) ,CT,CN 
4] A. E 
B. E,CT 








40(15% of the total PS population) 
NH-E elements are found in the following distribution: 
1] (E&BP) ,CT 
2] ( E&BP) 
3] (E&BP) ,CN 
4] E 
5] A. (E&BP),CN,CT 








43(16% of the total PS population) 
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The combined H&NH-E element distribution is as follows: 
1 ] ( E&BP) , CT 
2] (E&BP) 
3] A. E 
B. (E&BP) ,CN 
C. (E&BP),CT,CN 
4] A. E,CT 
B. (E&BP) ,CN,CE 










83(31% of the total PS population) 
4) Analysis .1...i. H&NH-BP. summarized, the element BP, 
alone, comprises 14% of its category, while 37% of BP occurs 
with the element E. The H-BP distribution is as follows: 
1 ] ( E&BP) , CT 
2] ( E&BP) 
3] BP,CT 
4] ( E&BP) , CT, CN 
5] A. BP,CN 
B. BP,CT,CN 
6] A. BP 
B. BP,CT,CN,CE 













51(19% of the total PS population) 
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The NH-BP distribution is as follows: 
l] BP,CT 




6] A. (E&BP) ,CN 
B. BP,CT,CN 
7] A. BP,CE 















90(34% of the total PS population) 
The combined distribution of H&NH-BP is as follows: 




5] ( E&BP) 
6] BP,CT,CN 
7] A. (E&BP) ,CN 
B. (E&BP) ,CT,CN 
8] A. BP,CE 
B. BP,CT,CN,CE 
C. BP,CT,R 


















101(38% of the total PS population) 
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5) Analysis 5: H&NH-(E&BP). Summarized, (E&BP) alone 
occurs 28% of the time, while combined with CT, it occurs 59% 
of the time. The distribution of H-(E&BP) is as follows: 
1] (E&BP) ,CT 
2] ( E&BP) 
3] (E&BP) ,CT,CN 






38(14% of the total PS population) 
The distribution of NH-(E&BP) is as follows: 
1] (E&BP),CT 
2] ( E&BP) 
3] (E&BP) ,CN 








40(15% of the total PS population) 
The combined distribution of H&NH-(E&BP) is: 
1] (E&BP) ,CT 
2] ( E&BP) 
3] A. (E&BP),CT,CN 
4] B. (E&BP),CN 
5] A. (E&BP),CN,CE 








78(29% of the total PS population) 
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6) Analysis .§J.. H&NH-CT. Summarized, while there are no 
instances of CT occurring alone, in combination with (E&BP), 
it occurs 51% of the time, and in combination with BP, it 
occurs 34% of the time. The distribution of H-CT is as 
follows: 
1] ( E&BP) , CT 
2] BP,CT 
3] BP,CT,CN 










41(15% of the total PS population) 
The distribution of NH-CT is as follows~ 
1] BP,CT 
2] (E&BP) ,CT 
3] BP,CT,CN 








50(19% of the total PS population) 
7) Analysis 7: H&NH-CN. Summarized, CN in combination 
with BP (32%), and in combination with BP and CN (24%), 
occurs most frequently. The distribution of H-CN is as 
follows: 
1 ] ( E&BP) , CT, CN 
2] A. BP,CN 
3] B. BP,CT,CN 
4] A. BP,CT,CN,CE 







9(3% of the total PS population) 
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The distribution of NH-CN is as follows: 
l] BP,CN 6(38%) 
2] A. (E&BP) ,CN 4(25%) 
B. BP,CT,CN 4(25%) 
3] A. CN 1(6%) 
B. (E&BP),CT,CN 1(6%) 
TOTAL 16(6% of the total PS population) 
The total distribution of H&NH-CN combined is: 
l] BP,CN 8(32%) 
2] BP,CT,CN 6(24%) 
3] A. (E&BP),CN 4(16%) 
B. (E&BP),CT,CN 4(16%) 
4] A. CN 1(4%) 
B. BP,CT,CN,CE 1(4%) 
c. ( E&BP) , CN, CE 1(4%) 
TOTAL 25(9% of the total PS population) 
8) Analysis .a_;__ H&NH-R. Summarized, there are no 
instances of H-R, and there are 2 instances of NH-R occurring 
in combination. The distribution of NH-R is as follows: 
1] BP,CT,R 




2(1% of the total PS population) 
9) Analysis -2.l_ H&NH-CE. Summarized, there are 3 
instances of H-CE in combination, and 1 instance of NH-CE in 
combination. The distribution of H-CE is as follows: 
l] BP,CT,CE 
2 ] . BP , CT , CN , CE 





3(1% of the total PS population) 
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1(1% of the total PS population) 
10) Analysis 10: summary analysis Qf individual 
elements: H&NH-PS. Summarizing, out of the sample of 147 
instances of PS, 36% are found to be H-PS and 64% are found 
to be NH-PS. The combination of H-(E&BP),CT comprises to 
largest category of H-PS, while the combination of NH-BP,CT 
comprises the la;i:-gest category of NH-PS. The distribution of 
H-PS is as follows: 
1 ] ( E&BP) , CT 
2] ( E&BP) 
3] BP,CT 
4 ] ( E&BP) , CT, CN 
5] A. BP,CN 
B. BP,CT,CN 



















53(36% of the total PS population) 
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The distribution of NH-PS is as follows: 
l] BP,CT 
2] (E&BP) ,CT 
3] ( E&BP) 
4] BP 
5] BP,CN 
6] A. ( E&BP) , CN 
B. BP,CT,CN 
7] E 
8] A. CN 
B. ( E&BP) , CT, CN 
C. BP,CE 
















94(64% of the total PS population) 
The distribution of H&NH-PS combined is: 
l] (E&BP) ,CT 46(31%) 
2] BP,CT 31(21%) 
3 ] (E&BP) 22(15%) 
4] BP 14(10%) 
5] BP,CN 8(5%) 
6] BP,CT,CN 6(4%) 
7] A. E 4(3%) 
B. (E&BP),CN 4(3%) 
c. (E&BP),CT,CN 4(3%) 
8] A. CN 1(1%) 
B. E,CT 1(1%) 
c. BP,CT,CE 1(1%) 
D. BP,CE 1(1%) 
E. (E&BP),CN,CE 1(1%) 
F. (E&BP),R 1(1%) 
G. BP,CT,CN,CE 1(1%) 
H. BP,CT,R 1(1%) 
TOTAL 147(100%) 
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11) Analysis 11: ranked order 
a) ranked order: H-PS, MLD: 
1] (E&BP),CT 27(51%) 
2] (E&BP) 7(13%) 
3] BP,CT 6(11%) 
4] (E&BP),CT,CN 3(6%) 
5] A. BP,CN 2(4%) 
B. BP,CT,CN 2(4%) 
6] A. E 1(2%) 
B. E,CT 1(2%) 
C. (E&PB),CN,CE 1(2%) 
D. BP 1(2%) 
E. BP,CT,CN,CE 1(2%) 
F. BP,CT,CE 1(2%) 
TOTAL 53(36% of the total PS population) 
b) ranked orderi NH-PS elements: 
l] BP,CT 




6] A. (E&BP) ,CN 
B. BP,CT,CN 
7] E 



















94(64% of the total PS population) 
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c) ranked order: total H&NH-PS elements, MLD: 
1] H-(E&BP),CT 27(18%) 
2] NH-BP,CT 25(17%) 
3] NH-{E&BP),CT 19(13%) 
4] NH-{E&BP) 15(10%) 
5] NH-BP 13(9%) 
6] H-(E&BP) 7(5%) 
7] A. H-BP,CT 6(4%) 
B. NH-BP,CN 6(4%) 
8] A. NH-(E&BP) ,CN 4(3%) 
B. NH-BP,CT,CN 4(3%) 
9] A. H-BP,CN 2(1%) 
B. H-BP,CT,CN 2(1%) 
10] A. H-E 1(1%) 
B. H-E,CT 1(1%) 
c. H-(E&BP),CN,CE 1(1%) 
D. H-BP 1(1%) 
E. H-BP,CT,CN,CE 1(1%) 
F. H-BP,CT,CE 1(1%) 
G. NH-(E&BP),CT,CN 1(1%) 
H. NH-(E&BP) ,R 1(1%) 
I. NH-BP,CT,R 1(1%) 
J. NH-BP,CE 1(1%) 
K. NH-CN 1(1%) 
d) Ranked order: combined H&NH-PS elements, MLD: 
l] (E&BP) ,CT 
2] BP,CT 





8] (E&BP) ,CT,CN 
9] E 
10] E,CT 
11] (E&BP) ,CN,CE 
12] BP,CT,CN,CE 
13] BP,CT,CE 
























CH APTER IV 
DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS OF THE ANALYSES 
A. The Structural Analysis 
The structure of the philosophical dialectic is found to 





















It is not surprising that NEC/P constitutes the majority 
of the work of the philosophical dialectic. However, that PS 
has been found to be a significant and integral component of 
the majority of the segments is an heretofore unobserved 
occurrence in the philosophical dialectic, and merits 
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attention. 
It appears that while PS can occur anywhere in the 
structure of the dialectic, it plays a significant role in 
each of the sections of the dialectic, occurring twice in the 
beginning and concluding sections and at least twice in the 
middle section. 
It may be that this structure can be understood as a 
trial and error cognitive process, by viewing the beginning 
segment as a trial experiment, a phenotype,22 a toe-testing, 
during which the model for an analysis is presented, which 
serves the function of an experimental instruction paradigm, 
demonstrating how the rest of the dialectic might possibly 
proceed. Perhaps it is a sensitization process for a later 
indepth process, similar in dynamic to the neural process of 
Long Term Potentiation (LTP), which is a process where a 
neuron, after stimulation by either an intense or a 
repetitious (at lower levels), stimulus, brings it to a 
critical threshold level, allowing the development of an 
ability to "remember" the stimulus on very little strength of 
another stimulus . 23 This is suggested by viewing the 
beginning segment as a summarized version of the elongated 
process of the combined middle and concluding segments, which 
is a pattern of protracted NEC/P with a concluding NEW, 
regularly interspersed with PS. 
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The speculative hypothesis that has directed this study 
is that PS serves the cognitive process function of encoding 
cortical stimuli into an accessible and acceptable format for 
its developmentally necessary limbic system processing. 
While this hypothesis is not on trial here, this analysis 
does tend to support it, for PS has been shown in this thesis 
to be a necessary and integral component of the developmental 
process of the philosophical dialectic, for it occurs in the 
initial introductory model of the development of the 
dialectic, the beginning segment, as well as occurring 
liberally during its development. It also occurs, perhaps 
significantly, during the concluding segment, the closure of 
the philosophical inquiry, when a final resolve usually 
occurs. It is an important caveat that the specific 
outlined model of the philosophical dialectic should not be . 
taken as a model to emulate when using the philosophical 
dialectic, for the actual working out of the dialectic may 
take any form, within the componential constraints, depending 
on the unique work required for an individual "problem" or 
inquiry that is needed to find a resolution to a perceived 
problem, i.e., the problem in question form [NEC]. Indeed, 
it is necessary to understand that the process may need many 
trials or attempts to come to a resolution, either to a 
premature or a final closure.24 A 
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fine example of this is given in the philosophical 
dialectical process of the middle segments of Matthew 




































Here it can be seen that PS appears to work to keep the 
issue (P) (stimulus) active, or open, until it has been more 
thoroughly examined, or until a resolve (NEW) has been 
reached, thus facilitating the analytical work and 
development of the philosophical dialectic. The function of 
the component of PS in the philosophical dialectic is thus 
suspected to be that of a facilitator for the analytical work 
of the dialectic, effecting the function of facilitation, 
which appears to be an integral part of the philosophical 
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dialectic, as demonstrated in this analysis. 
Another reason to think of the beginning segment as a 
phenotypical model is that it is often the case that when a 
new segment structure format is introduced, variations of it 
are explored, as shown in the following example: Middle 
















Segments 1 and 2 are the same, 
representing a period of stability. 
Segment 3 drops the second PS 
and starts a NEC/P dynamic. 
Segment 4 introduces a PS between PS the 
NEC/P, and extends the P process. 
Segment 5 drops the recent PS acquisition 
and returns to a previous pattern. 
segment 6 drops an initial P and adds 
another. 
This dynamical exploratory process proliferates 
throughout the philosophical dialectic, allowing myriads of 
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patterns to be developed. However, it is not just in the 
same dialectic that patterns of structures can begin to 
emerge and develop, for a segment structure appears to emerge 
in one dialectic and then be developed in others, as is shown 
in these examples from the Middle Segments: 
L_P _ P ____ P _ P _ P _ P _ P/NEC/NEW P/NEC 
p PS PS PS PS PS NEC - - - - - 'I 1NEj ITEJ- LiEJ ~EC J ~EJ u- } ~EC J~EC J 
P P/NEW NEW NEW P NEW/PS ; 
- - , , 
,.. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -
r , 
NEC NEC aEC ~ ITEJ NEC NEC NEC I I p P P/PS PS PS PS PS I 
\ PS PS __ PS _ P _ p - p p ---- - - ------ - --
p p PS PS PS 
PS PS p p p 
p p PS PS 
PS p p 








( ~NEC tiEC j l~EC ,J ', _______ Lll: __ :,NEC/NEW -~,:E_j 
NEW P . 
p 
[All of these segment structures are found in the middle 
segments of the Matthew Lipman Dialectics; see Appendix II.] 
While the dynamic of this process is still unclear, it 
should be pointed out that the nature of the segment 
structures may be suggestive of a developing dynamical 

















philosophical dialectic will yield promising results. 
It cannot be left unsaid that one might observe that the 
patterns may reflect the brain processes of the author of the 
dialectics; however, this observation does not diminish the 
philosophical dialectical process; rather, it adds another 
interesting dimension to it. 
In summary, it appears that the structural analysis of 
the philosophical dialectics in the philosophical novels of 
Matthew Lipman finds that: 
1] PS is an integral component of the philosophical 
dialectic, occurring regularly in each section of the 
dialectic. 
2] PS appears to enable the analytical work of the 
philosophical dialectic to proceed, for it systematically 
occurs in and around the structures of the basic analytical 
components of the_ philosophical dialectic, NEC,P and NEW in a 
regular and periodic pattern. 
3] The philosophical dialectic appears to be a 
dynamical process, developing myriad variations around any 
given segment structure. It seems to have the capacity to 
try out an infinite variety of patterns during its course of 
searching for a resolve to an inquiry. [Perhaps at this 
point it might be appropriate to stress that in reference to 
the philosophical dialectic, the word ''inquiry" is the 
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preferred word over the word "question," for "inquiry" 
connotes the open-ended potentiality of a question which is 
intrinsic to the nature of the philosophical dialectic, which 
easily can be lost if the word "question" is used; this is 
the reason that, instead of the terms, "question" and 
"answer," I chose to use the semantically awkward, but 
philosophically more precise, descriptive, "Necessary query 
to initiate 'Proceed with philosophical exploration'. 11 ] 
4] While the dynamics of the philosophical dialectic 
have been outlined, a definite step-by-step instruction by 
which to teach, learn and use the philosophical dialectic 
cannot be defined, for it appears that the dialectical 
process, which uses a myriad of various developing patterns 
to carry out its exploration, is not constrained to conform 
to such an understanding. Rather, it is as if one must learn 
the process by doing it, by experiencing and exploring its 
domain within one's own creative dynamic, for it is a 
creative process dependent on the very same creative 
abilities known to other areas of creative disciplines, and 
as such, it is open to the same kinds of critical scrutiny, 
which, while adding to its understanding, does not seem to be 
able to replace or reconstitute its basic nature. 
It seems, then, that instruction of the philosophical 
dialectical method might proceed by supervised practice and 
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reciprocal analysis of the practice of the process of the 
philosophical method. 
5] Since this study finds that "spacing" or a "break" 
from the analytical work of the philosophical dialectic, PS, 
is a necessary and intrinsic function of the philosophical 
dialectical process, and that PSs are not trivial occurrences 
as heretofore assumed, it seems justifiable to ask what 
cognitive process(es) is happening during these spaces or 
breaks. Toward this end, the contextual or qualitative 
compositional analysis of PS, designed to focus on this 
question, will now be addressed. 
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B. The Contextual Analysis 
The ranked order of the total H&NH-PS sample in the 
philosophical dialectics of the philosophical novels of 
Matthew Lipman is: 
NO. OF 
PS ELEMENTS OCCURRENCES PERCENT 
H-(E&BP),CT 27 18% 
NH-BP,CT 25 17% 
NH-(E&BP) ,CT 19 13% 
NH-(E&BP) 15 10% 
NH-BP 13 9% 
H-(E&BP) 7 5% 
H-BP,CT 6 4% 
NH-BP,CN 6 4% 
NH-(E&BP),CN 4 3% 
NH-BP,CT,CN 4 3% 
NH-E 3 2% 
H-(E&BP),CT,CN 3 2% 
H-BP,CN 2 1% 
H-BP,CT,CN 2 1% 
H-E 1 1% 
H-E,CT 1 1% 
H- ( E&BP) , CN, CE 1 1% 
H-BP 1 1% 
H-BP,CT,CN,CE 1 1% 
H-BP,CT,CE 1 1% 
NH-(E&BP),CT,CN 1 1% 
NH-(E&BP) ,R 1 1% 
NH-BP,CT,R 1 1% 
NH-BP,CE 1 1% 
NH-CN 1 1% 
TOTAL H-PS 53 36% 
TOTAL NH-PS 94 64% 
TOTAL 147 
From this analysis, it · is evident that PS is not 
dependent on the factor of humor in the MLD, for it occurs 
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about two-thirds more frequently in non-humorous occasions. 
Given this fact, it may be profitable to look at the 
composition of the PSs, ignoring the H&NH factor. Following 
is a composite compositional breakdown of the occurrences of 
PS: 
PS ELEMENTS H&NH-PS TOTAL PERCENT 
(E&BP) ,CT 27+19 46 31% 
BP,CT 6+25 31 21% 
(E&BP) 7+15 22 15% 
BP 1+13 14 10% 
BP,CN 2+6 8 5% 
BP,CT,CN 2+4 6 4% 
(E&BP) ,CN 0+4 4 3% 
(E&BP) ,CT,CN 3+1 4 3% 
E 1+3 4 3% 
E,CT 1+0 1 1% 
(E&BP) ,CN ,CE l+O 1 1% 
BP,CT,CN,CE 1+0 1 1% 
BP,CT,CE l+O 1 1% 
(E&BP) ,R O+l 1 1% 
BP,CT,R 0+1 1 1% 
BP,CE O+l 1 1% 
CN O+l 1 1% 
TOTAL 53+94 147 
From this table, it is seen that the combination of 
(E&BP),CT occurs in 31% of the PSs of the sample. The 
combination of BP,CT occurs second most frequently, in 21% of 
the PSs of the sample. Occurring third and fourth most 
frequently in PSs of the sample are the combinations of 
(E&BP) and BP (each alone), 15% and 10%, respectively. The 
rest of the combinations occur in 5% or less of the PSs. 
The first 4 combinations comprise 77% of the instances 
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of PS in the sample, and are comprised of the following: 
PS ELEMENT 
IN COMBINATION NO.OF OCCURRENCES PERCENT 
BP 113 44% 
CT 77 30% 
E 68 26% 
It is evident that, in combination, the elements of BP, 
primarily, as well as CT and E, in lesser degrees, 
comprise major components in the phenomenon of PS in the 
philosophical dialectics of Matthew Lipman. Yet these 
elements, occurring alone, comprise much less of the PSs than 
they do in combination: 








Therefore, there must be an unknown synergistic effect 
operative in combinations of elements of PS. 
It appears likely that the combination of the elements 
of (E&BP) and CT acts synergistically, for alone (E&BP) 
occurs 15% of the time while in combination with CT it occurs 
31% of the time, a 16% difference. The combination of the 
elements BP and CT also appears to act synergistically, for 
alone BP occurs 10% of the time and CT alone occurs not at 
all, yet in combination, they occur 21% of the time, an 11% 
and a 21% increase, respectively. It is unclear whether CT 
acts as a strong catalyst for BP or whether BP acts as a 
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strong catalyst for CT, or whether they equally strengthen 
each other, yet they do appear, both alone and in combination 
with other elements, to account for 62% of the total PS 
occurrences. 
The element (E&BP) also appears to have a strong 
positive synergistic effect, both alone, 15%, (however, the 
fact that they are a combination element cannot be ignored) 
and in combination, for combined, it occurs in PSs 54% of the 
time. This synergistic effect is clearly evident when CT is 
added to (E&BP), (E&BP),CT. Without CT, (E&BP) occurs in the 
PSs of Matthew Lipman 15% of the time; with CT,(E&BP) occurs 
31% of the time, a 16% increase. 
The element CN, while appearing not to have as much 
positive synergistic strength as others, does appear to be 
affected by a moderate synergistic effect in combination with 
BP, for CN alone occurs 1% of the time but in combination 
with BP, alone, it occurs 5% of the time, while in 
combination with BP and other elements, it occurs 10% of the 
time, a stronger showing than with the combination of (E&BP), 
7%. Combined with CT, CN only occurs 8% of the time, and 
then only with BP or (E&BP). Interestingly, while CT 
contributes strength to the element (E&BP), CN reduces it: 
(E&BP) alone occurs 15% of the time, while (E&BP),CN occurs 
only 3% of the time, a 12% reduction. 
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All single elements, except the elements BP,E and (E&BP) 
occur alone less than they do in combination: 
PS ELEMENT ALONE IN COMBINATION 
CT 0 63% 
CN 1% 17% 
R 0 2% 
CE 0 4% 
This tends to suggest that these 4 elements, and probably all 
of the elements, have the capacity to serve different 
functions merely by either being in combination with other 
elements or by occurring alone, supporting the observation 
that elements of PS within the philosophical dialectic are 
operating with an unknown dynamic that may involve both 
positive and negative synergies, similar to neural models. 
Negative synergistic effects can also be observed. The 
elements, Rand CE seem to exert a negative synergy in 
combinations. It is clearly seen in the fact that the 
combination BP,CT occurs 21% of the time, while the 
combination BP,CT,CE occurs 1% of the time, a 20% difference. 
It is also seen in the combination BP,CT,CN, which occurs 4% 
of the time, while BP,CT,CN,CE occurs 1% of the time, and in 
the combination of BP,CT, which occurs 21% of the time, but 
in combination with CE, BP,CT,CE, it occurs only 1% of the 
time. 
Similarly, R exerts · a negative effect. The combination, 
(E&BP), occurs 15% of the time, but in combination with R, 
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(E&BP),R, it occurs 1% of the time. In another example, the 
combination, BP,CT, occurs 21% of the time, while with R, 
BP,CT,R, it occurs 1% of the time. 
It is important to remember that it is not the 
relationships of letters or abstractions that are being 
discussed, but the actual elements that comprise the 
composition of PSs, the component in the philosophical 
dialectic that enables or facilitates the analytical work of 
the dialectic to develop and progress. As such, these 
elements represent the componential anatomy necessary to 
understand how an idea is developed and what is happening 
during this critical developmental, or non-developmental, 
period. It may also represent the cognitive processes that 
are used for such a development or non-development. 
Findings of the contextual analysis, the qualitative 
composition of PS elements, are: 
1] In the philosophical dialectics of the philosophical 
novels for children by Matthew Lipman, humor does not appear 
to be a significant factor in the analysis of the composition 
of the component of Philosophical Spacing [PS]. 
2] The qualitative compositional analysis of PS 
elements suggests that there may be an unknown process 
operative at this level. A process is suspected because 
there are combinations of PS elements that have the 
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capability to act synergistically. Both positive (more 
numerous occasions of specific PS element combinations) and 
negative (less frequent occasions of specific PS element 
combinations) synergistic dynamics are observed. 
3] While the dynamics of the synergistic process within 
the component of PS are unknown, synergies of the elements of 
PS within the philosophical dialectic appear to be: 
a. positive synergies 
1. CT with (E&BP) or BP 
2. (E&BP) or BP, alone 
.b. negative synergies 
1. R or CE in combination 
2. CN, either alone or in combination 
3. E, either alone or in combination 
(excluding the element (E&BP)) 
4] The significance of the PS occurrences that fall in 
the under 5% range is not clear at this time. Clearly they 
are significant by fact of their existence: they have 
occurred in the philosophical dialectic, and as such they 
represent a pattern of occurrence that is possible. Yet 
until more understanding of the dynamics that are operative 
in the process used by the elements of PS is gained, it seems 
that a speculation cannot be attempted, except that the 
pattern must represent a function of PS. 
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C H A P T E R V 
THE RELATIONSHIP OF THIS STUDY TO 
THE CREATIVE AND EDUCATIVE PROCESSES 
This study suggests that the creative process in the 
development of a philosophical dialectic is dependent on the 
phenomenon of Philosophical Spacing. The philosophical 
dialectic requires a break from the formal work of the 
dialectic, PS, so that time is provided, it is suspected, for 
the necessary cognitive processing of the development of an 
issue, which may be related to the limitations of the Short 
Term Memory process. We have seen this same phenomenon at 
work in similar phenomena, specifically in the Wait-time 
research and literature and in the psycholinguistic 
phenomenon of "Filled Pauses." All suggest that higher level 
cognitive processing takes physical time to develop. 
The Wait-time research finds that an optimal waiting 
period of 2.7 seconds to 5 seconds both after the teacher has 
asked a question and after the student responds, will produce 
an improved quality of performance, both by the student and 
the teacher. Mary Budd Rowe reports that when teachers begin 
the Wait-time procedure 
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... there are noticeable changes in speech and attitude 
outcomes .... the promptness of changes •.• suggests that 
the wait-time variable must have pervasive connections 
to both cognitive and affective factors ..... We can 
suspect that time [in Wait-time pauses] is bought for 
more cognitive processing on the part of students ••.. the 
consequences of lengthened pauses ... would tend to favor 
Taylor's (1960) hypothesis that pauses serve a cognitive 
function.25 
Further insight into the process is suggested by Rowe when 
she uses the term "to 'grow' a complex thought system," to 
explain what she thinks is happening during Wait-time.26 
Obviously, she has a neural model in mind. 
Sherry Rochester reports that H. Maclay and C.E.Osgood 
were the first to distinguish between silent pauses and 
filled pauses, finding that " ... pauses of 'either type can 
occur in any position where the other occurs and [do] so 
frequently."'27 While the types of "filled pauses" by Maclay 
and Osgood include utterances such as "er" or "uh" or 
"hmmmmm" or "well," the possibility that they might also be 
extrapolated to include the kind of breaks found in PS has 
not yet been considered. It is also of interest to this 
study that in concluding an indepth literature review of 
hesitation phenomena, Rochester advises that 11 ••• it is wise 
to leave the search for units to engage in a pursuit of 
processes or operations which can and often do coocur. 11 28 
The dynamic of the pause has been interpreted in detail 
by a psychoanalytic philosophical psychologist, Rollo May, 
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and provides another valuable insight into the nature of the 
necessity of physical time required for cognitive processing 
to occur: 
The length of time of the pause is, in principle, 
irrelevant. When we look at what actually happens in 
people's experience, we note that some pauses can be 
infinitesimally small. When I am giving a lecture, for 
example, I select one word rather than another in a pause 
that lasts for only a millisecond. In this pause a number of 
possible terms flash before my mind's eye. If I want to say 
the noise was 'loud,' I may consider in this fraction of a 
second such words as 'deafening,' 'startling,' or 
'overwhelming.' Out of these I select one. All this 
happens so rapidly- strictly speaking, on the preconscious 
level- that I am aware of it only when I stop to think about 
it afterward ..... But something else, even more interesting, 
occurs in those small, multitudinous pauses as one speaks. 
This is the time when I 'listen' to the audience, when the 
audience influences me, when I 'hear' its reaction and ask 
silently, What connotations are they taking from my words? 
For any experienced lecturer the blank spaces that constitute 
the pauses between the words and sentences is the time of 
openness to the audience. At such times I find myself 
noting: There someone seems puzzled; here someone listens by 
tipping his head to one side so as not to miss any word; 
there in the back row-what every speaker dreads to see-is 
someone nodding in sleep. Every experienced speaker that I 
know is greatly helped by the cultivation of his awareness of 
facial expressions and other subtle aspects of unspoken 
communication from the audience. 
Walt Whitman once remarked that 'the audience writes the 
poetry,' and in an even clearer sense the audience gives the 
lecture ..... The pause for milliseconds while one speaks is 
the locus Q.f the speaker's freedom. The speaker may mold his 
speech this way or that, he may tell a joke to relax the 
audience, or-in a thrilling moment of which there cannot be 
too many in a lecturer's career-he may even be aware of a 
brand new idea corning to him from heaven knows where in the 
audience ..... [It] would seem that multitudes of us have [the 
capacity to be sensitive to communications on many different 
levels of which the average person is unaware], but we train 
ourselves (a process abetted by much contemporary education) 
to suppress this sensitivity to pauses ..... The pauses may be 
longer, for instance, when one is answering questions after a 
lecture. In response to a question, I may silently hem and 
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haw for a moment while different possible answers flash 
through my mind. At that time I do not usually think of 
Kierkegaard's proclamation 'Freedom is possibility,' but this 
is what I am living out in those moments of pause. The 
thrilling thing is that at such a time a new answer that I 
have never thought of may suddenly emerge.29 
Recent brain research also corroborates the 
understanding that creative thinking requires a period of 
time in which to operate. Mortimer Mishkin, Chief of 
Neuropsychology Research at NIMH, reports that during the 
associative memory consolidation process, when the neuronal 
stations are progressively consolidating information from the 
sensory stations through the limbic system to the cortex via 
multi-modalities, and then, via various feedback systems, 
back to the sensory areas to be stored, there is a period 
when the brain cannot store or retrieve new memory, when the 
activity of memory consolidation is occurring over a period 
of time, when integration is taking place. Further, he 
reports that the associative memory process and other thought 
processes, including the creative process, are the same 
process.30 This may explain the necessity of an incubation 
or rest period within the creative process. 
Thus it is clearly recognized that time within the 
inquiry and exploration process is required for higher level 
cognitive processing and creative development. While the 
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present study confirms, illustrates and underscores this 
necessity, some educators have also recognized this need. 
Calvin W. Taylor, arguing for science education that 
encourages scientific creativity, asks for increased concern 
for the student's style of creative processing: 
Requiring a student to tell at any and every time what 
he is doing may work against effective deeper processes, such 
as successful incubations .... If a student intuitively senses 
potential complications from premature verbalizing and 
resists such requirements, or if he is somewhat incapable of 
verbalizing during his own incubations, he may find himself 
in conflict with his teacher or with school requirements. 
But you, as a science educator, must have more understanding 
so that his incubation may have a greater chance of moving 
ahead without setbacks to a full and successful completion. 
Will you be prepared to respond suitably if such an 
unexpected, though intuitive, conclusion to postpone 
verbalizing is reached? 
There is reason to think that much of the creative 
process is intuitive in nature and entails the work of the 
mind prior to formulation of the 'stuff' of the mind in 
expressive form. It is very likely preconscious, nonverbal 
and preverbal, and may involve a large sweeping, scanning, 
diffuse, free, deep, and powerful action of almost the whole 
mind ..... How a person receives and processes information may 
be as important, if not more important, than the information 
itself ..... [How the individual scientist] handles the 
information internally--how he stores it and interweaves it 
internally with other stuff already present--can also be done 
more creatively or less creatively. So we can ask to what 
degree his reception is creative, to what degree his central 
processes are creative, and to what degree his mode and form 
and expressional output are creative. Shouldn't we be 
concerned about each of these processes, too, in our science 
students?Jl 
Jane Martin argues that the "Dependency thesis" of 
thinking and literacy, which holds that thinking is dependent 
on literacy, 
... will cause educators to lose sight of thought which 
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is not language based ..... an overdependency on the written 
word has a high price: memory suffers, as do visual and oral 
skills. Most important, of all, thinking itself is 
diminished .... if we value the intuitive mode of thinking we . ' must find ways to encourage and foster it even as we foster 
the rational mode ...•• When thinking is taken seriously as a 
goal of education in the sciences, the arts and practical 
activities must all have access to it and routes must be 
charted through the gymnasium, the studio, the laboratory, 
the theater and the shop as well as through the classroom.32 
The experience of query as primary is upheld by Justus 
Buchler, again an argument for necessary time to conduct the 
thinking process: 
The first major job of a teacher, and maybe in the last 
analysis the only one, is to implant the spirit and 
experience of inquiry--or, better, of query ... to designate 
probing in the widest possible sense •.. probing which can be 
directed toward making or acting no less than stating •..•. 
One of the maladies endemic to this generation of scholars is 
an impatience with 'unclear' speculation. The cries of 
'metaphysical' and 'obscure' fly thick and fast, as though 
any sincere thinker were ever deliberately obscure or as 
though all metaphysics necessarily treated of the fantasies 
that positivists have in mind .... Students who are hesitant 
to volunteer in discussion are frequently grappling with more 
than they can readily formulate. When to encourage them to 
share their wealth and when to let them work through their 
ideas is a perennial problem. I am disposed habitually to 
trust their judgment more than my own ..... it is imperative, 
academically, to do costly labor for small social fruits and 
to remember that even the student who has forgotten almost 
everything may now and then, from an influence remote to him, 
perceive the moral power of query.33 
Reporting on the state of inquiry, or problem-finding, 
J.T. Dillon finds that 
... schools, as Thelen (1972) remarked,'collapse inquiry 
to mere problem solving,' .... One reviewer concluded that 
'the shaping of student questioning skills has been a 
neglected feature of classroom learning' (Gall,1970) ••.. 
There are grounds in logic and psychology for supposing that 
these so-called problem-events do not entail problematicity 
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and cannot produce a motivating and stimulating effect on 
student thought processes.(Dillon, 1978, 1982a, 1982b)34 
Again the type of thinking that is critical for a more 
significant kind of learning is argued for. 
A picture of this kind of learning is given by Albert 
Einstein, in his famous response to Jacques Hadamard's 
creativity survey, confirming the thinking process as it has 
been presented: 
(A) The words or the language, as they are written or 
spoken, do not seem to play any role in my mechanism of 
thought. The psychical entities which seem to serve as 
elements in thought are certain signs and more or less clear 
images which can be 'voluntarily' reproduced and combined. 
There is, of course, a certain connection between those 
elements and relevant logical concepts. It is also clear 
that the desire to arrive finally at logically connected 
concepts is the emotional basis of this rather vague play 
with the above mentioned elements. But taken from a 
psychological viewpoint, this combinatory play seems to be 
the essential feature in productive thought--before there is 
any connection with logical construction in words or other 
kinds of signs which can be communicated to others. 
(B) The above mentioned elements are, in my case, of 
visual and some of muscular type. Conventional words or 
other signs have to be sought for laboriously only in a 
secondary stage, when the mentioned associative play is 
sufficiently established and can be reproduced at will. 
(C) According to what has been said, the play with 
the mentioned elements is aimed to be analogous to certain 
logical connections one is searching for. 
(D) Visual and motor. In a stage when words intervene 
at all, they are, in my case, purely auditive, but they 
interfere only in a secondary stage as already mentioned.JS 
Einstein's "combinatory play" thinking mode is the same one 
referred to by Jane Martin when she quotes Gilbert Ryle's 
description of it: 
The architect might try to think out his design for the 
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war-memorial by arranging and re-arranging toy bricks on the 
carpet; the sculptor might plan a statue in marble by 
modelling and remodelling a piece of plasticine. The 
motorist might weigh the pros and cons of different roads in 
his mind's eye. The guide might be planning tomorrow's 
clim~, _methodically scanning through a telescope the slopes, 
precipices and water-courses of the mountain from his 
hotel.36 
The argument that an important but unscrutinized think-
ing style requires time away from its formal development 
style, so that the formal development can proceed, has been 
developed in this thesis. It has been demonstrated that an 
analysis of an example of a principle learning method, the 
philosophical dialectical method, suggests that the philo-
sophical dialectical method depends on a time or space or 
break away from the analytical work of the dialectic, what I 
have named Philosophical Spacing [PS]. Other examples of the 
kind of thinking style that alludes to a required time that 
is necessary for higher cognitive processing in the form of a 
break from its formal developmental work have been offered as 
collaborative support to demonstrate the merit and 
significance of such a dynamic. It is suggested that the 
phenomenon of Philosophical Spacing employs the same kind of 
creative and educative process that the above referred to 
spokespeople advocate, a creative learning process that 
allows and encourages the practice of speculation, by 
allowing the necessary physical time for its development, a 
neglected but practicable creative educational process. 
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APPENDIX I. STRUCTURAL !NALYSIS, BEGINNING SEGKRNT 
DIALECTIC HO. 1 DI!LECTIC HO. 2 DIALECTIC HO. 3 DI!LECTIC HO. 4 DIALECTIC HO. 5 DIALECTIC HO. 6 DIALECTIC HO. 7 
PS PS PS PS PS PS I-NEC 
I-NEC PS/P I-NEC . I-NEC I-NEC I-NEC PS 
PS PS/I-NEC PS PS . p p NEC 
p PS p NEC HEW PS PS 
PS HEC/P HEC/P p p 
p PS/P p NEC PS 
HEW PS HEW HEW 
HEW 
DI!LECTIC HO. 8 DIALECTIC HO. 9 DIALECTIC HO. 10 DI!LECTIC HO. 11 DIALECTIC HO. 12 DIALECTIC HO. 13 DI!LECTIC HO. 14 DI!LECTIC HO. 15 
PS PS PS PS PS PS PS 
I-NEC I-NEC p I-NEC I-NEC I-NEC I-NEC 
p p I-NEC PS PS PS PS 
PS NEC PS p NEC p NEC 
HEW PS p PS p PS 
p PS p NEC p 
HEW HEW p 
p p HEW 























Appendix II.A. Structural Analysis, Kiddle Segment, 
Beginning Section 
DIALECTIC NO . 1 DIALECTIC NO. 2 DIALEC"I'IC NO. 3 DIALECTIC NO. 4 DIALECTIC NO. 5 DIALECI'IC HO. 6 DIALECI'IC NO. 7 
PS NEC NEC PS PS PS NEC 
HEW p p p NEC p PS 
p HEC PS HEC p 






DIALECTIC NO . 8 DIALECTIC NO . 9 DIALECTIC HO. 10 DIALECTIC HO. 11 DIALECTIC HO. 12 DIALECTIC HO. 13 DIALECTIC HO. 14 DIALECTIC HO . 15 
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Appendix II.C. Structural Analysis, Kiddle Segllent, 
Concluding Section 









































DIALECTIC HO. 16 DIALECTIC NO. 17 DIALECTIC NO. 18 DIALECTIC NO. 19 DIALECTIC HO. 20 DIALECTIC NO. 21 
(NONE) PS/P NEC PS/NEC NEC (NONE) 
KEC p PS PS 

















Appendix III. structur~l Analysis, Concluding Segment 





























DIALECTIC HO. 8 DIALECTIC HO. 9 DIALECTIC HO. 10 DIALECTIC HO. 11 DIALECTIC HO. 12 DIALECTIC HO. 13 DIALECTIC NO. 14 DI!LECTIC HO. 15 
NEC PS HEC HEC NEC HEC HEC HEC 
PS P/PS HEW PS PS p PS p 
HEW NEC PS HEW HEW PS NEC/HEW HEW 




DIALECTIC NO. 16 DIALECTIC HO. 17 DIALECTIC HO. 18 DIALECTIC NO. 19 DIALECTIC HO. 20 DI!LECTIC HO. 21 
PS HEC NEC PS/HEW/P HEC PS/P 
HEC KEW PS PS p 
p PS HEW p KEW 








Appendix IV. Contextual Analysis, Individual Elements, 
Alone and in Combination 
E BP · E&BP er CH R CE TOTAL 
HARRY 0 5 15 16 5 0 3 44 
LISA 0 7 14 10 2 0 1 34 
SUKI 0 10 11 15 3 1 0 40 
MARK 3 3 10 10 5 1 0 37 
PIXIE 1 13 7 13 5 0 0 39 
KIO&GUS 1 9 11 12 3 0 0 36 
ELFIE 0 11 10 15 2 0 0 33 
TOTAL 5 63 73 91 25 2 4 263 
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Appendix VI. Contextual Analysis, Htill-E 
E (E&BP) E,CT · (E&BP),CT (E&BP),Cll (E&BP),R (E&BP),CT,CH (E&BP),CH,CE TOTAL PERCENT TOT.EXCL.(E&BP) PERCEllT 
H-E 
HillY 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 1 4 101 0 0 
LISA 0 3 0 3 0 0 0 0 6 151 0 0 
SUKI 0 2 0 3 0 0 1 0 6 151 0 0 
KUK 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 3 at 0 0 
PIIIE 1 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 7 lSt 1 501 
KIOlGUS 0 2 1 5 0 0 0 0 8 201 1 50l 
ELFIE 0 0 0 5 0 0 1 0 6 15t 0 0 
TOTAL 1 7 1 27 0 0 3 1 40 
PEiCEIIT 3t 18l 3t 68t 0 0 8t .3l 1st I-> 




HillY 0 3 0 g 0 0 0 0 11 26l 0 0 
LISA 0 4 0 2 1 0 1 0 8 19l 0 0 
SUKI 0 2 0 2 0 1 0 0 5 12l 0 0 
IW{ 3 2 0 3 2 0 0 0 10 23t 3 lOOt 
PIIIE 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 21 0 0 
KIOlGUS 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 4 91 0 0 
ELFIE 0 1 0 2 1 0 0 0 4 9t 0 0 
TOTAL 3 15 0 19 4 1 1 0 43 
PEiCEHT 7l 35l 0 44t 9t 2l 2l 0 16\ 
TOT.EXCL.(E&BP) 3 
PEiCEIIT 7t 
TOT. EICL. ( E&BP) 3 0 
PEiCEIIT lOOt 0 
TOTAL B&HH-E 4 22 1 46 4 1 4 1 83 5 
PERCEll'l' 51 m u 55t 5l H St H 3U 61 
APPEIIDII VII. CONTEXTUAL AIIALYSIS, B&HH-EP 
BP (E&BP) BP,CT BP,CII BP,CE BP,CT,CII BP,CT,CE BP,CT,i BP,CT,Cll,CE (EoBP),CT (E'8P),CII (E'8P),CT,CII (E&BP),CH,CE (E&BP),R TOTAL PERCEHT TO'f.EXCL.(E&BP) PERCENT 
H-BP 
IUllY 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 3 0 0 1 0 7 141 3 m 
LISA 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 7 141 1 al 
SUKI 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 3 0 1 0 0 7 141 1 al 
IIJ.iK 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 3 61 0 0 
PIIIE 0 0 ) 1 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 10 20\ 4 )11 
KIO&CUS 1 2 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 10 201 ) 2ll 
ELFIE 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 1 0 0 7 l4l 1 at 
TOTAL 1 1 6 2 0 2 1 0 1 27 0 ) 1 0 51 
POCEKT 2\ 14\ 121 0 0 Cl 21 0 21 5)1 0 61 21 0 )61 
..... 
Iv 
TOT.EICL.(E&BP) 1 0 6 2 0 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1) 0 
PERCEHT at 0 461 151 0 151 81 0 8l 0 0 0 0 0 211 
HH-BP 
IURRY 0 3 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 13 Ht 2 41 
LISA 2 4 ) 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 0 0 14 161 6 121 
SUKI 1 2 7 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 14 161 10 201 
IIAllC 2 2 3 2 0 0 0 1 0 ) 2 0 0 0 15 m a 161 
PIIIE 2 1 ) 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 111 a 16\ 
KI°'CUS 2 2 ) 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 10 111 6 121 
ELFIE 4 1 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 14 16\ 10 201 
TOTAL 13 15 25 6 1 4 0 1 0 19 4 1 0 1 90 
PEiCENT 151 m 211 7l u 41 0 H 0 211 41 11 0 u 641 
TOT. EICL. (E&BP) 13 0 25 6 1 4 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 50 
PERCEKT 261 0 50\ 121 2\ at 0 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 791 
TOTAL B&HH-BP 14 22 31 a 1 6 1 1 1 46 4 4 l 1 141 63 
PERCEKT 10\ 16\ 221 6\ 1\ 41 u lt lt 33\ 31 31 11 11 451 
Appendix VIII . Contextual Analysis, H&l!H-(E&BP) 
(E&BP)A.LONE (E&BP),C'l' (E&BP),C'f,CN (E&BP),CN (E&BP),CN,CE (E&BP),R TOTAL PERCENT 
H-(E&BP) 
HARRY 0 3 0 0 1 0 4 llt 
LISA 3 3 0 0 0 0 6 16\ 
SUKI 2 3 1 0 0 0 6 16\ 
MARK 0 2 1 0 0 0 3 8\ 
PIXIE 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 16t 
KIO&GUS 2 5 0 0 0 0 7 18\ 
ELFIE 0 5 1 0 0 0 6 16t 
I-' 
N 
TOTAL 7 27 3 0 1 0 38 I-' 
PERCENT 1st 71\ 8\ 0 3\ 0 14\ 
l!H-(E&BP) 
HARRY 3 8 0 0 0 0 11 28t 
LIS! 4 2 1 1 0 0 8 20t 
SUKI 2 2 0 0 0 1 5 13\ 
M!.RK 2 3 0 2 0 0 7 18\ 
PIXIE 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 3l 
KIO&GUS 2 2 0 0 0 0 4 101 
ELFIE 1 2 0 1 0 0 4 lOt 
TOTAL 15 19 1 4 0 1 40 
PERCENT 38\ 48\ 3\ lOt 0 3\ 15t 
TOTAL H&l!H-(E&BP) 22 46 4 4 1 1 78 
PERCENT 28\ 59\ 5l 5t u u 29t 
Appendix IX. Contextual Analysis, H&NH-CT 
E,CT BP,CT (E&BP),CT BP,CT,CN (E&BP),CT,CH BP,CT,CE BP,CT,CN,CE BP,CT,R TOTAL PERCENT 
H-CT 
llllRY 0 1 3 0 0 1 1 0 6 15\ 
LISA 0 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 4 lOt 
SOK! 0 0 3 1 1 0 0 0 5 12t 
MARK 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 3 7t 
PIXIE 0 3 6 0 0 0 0 0 9 22t 
KIO&GOS 1 0 5 1 0 0 0 0 7 17t 
ELFIE 0 1 5 0 1 0 0 0 7 17l 
TOTAL 1 6 27 2 3 1 1 0 41 




HARRY 0 0 8 2 0 0 0 0 10 20t 
LISA 0 3 2 0 1 0 0 0 6 12t 
SOK! 0 7 2 1 0 0 0 0 10 20t 
MARK 0 3 3 0 0 0 0 1 7 14t 
PIXIE 0 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 4 3t 
KIO&GOS 0 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 5 lOt 
ELFIE 0 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 8 16\ 
TOTAL 0 25 19 4 1 0 0 1 50 
PERCENT 0 50t 38t st 2t 0 0 2t 19t 
TOTAL H&NH-CT 1 31 46 6 4 1 1 1 91 
PERCENT u 34t 5U 7\ 4t u u lt 34t 
Appendix X. Contextual Analysis, H&HH-<::H 
CN BP,CN (E&BP),CN BP,CT,CN (E&BP),CT,CN BP,CT,CN,CE (E&BP),CN,CE TOTAL PERCENT 
H-<::H 
HARRY 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 22\ 
LISA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SUKI 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 22\ 
MARK 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 11\ 
PIXIE 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 lll 
KIO&GUS 0 1 0 1 . . 0 . 0 0 2 22\ 
ELFIE 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 lll 
~ 
N 
TOTAL 0 2 0 2 3 1 1 9 
L,J 
PERCENT 0 22\ 0 22\ 33\ lll lll 3\ 
HH-<::H 
HillY 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 3 19\ 
LISA 0 0 l 0 1 0 0 2 13\ 
SUKI 0 0 0 l 0 0 0 1 6\ 
MARK 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 4 25\ 
PIXIE 0 3 0 1 0 0 0 4 25\ 
KIO&GUS 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 6\ 
ELFIE 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 6\ 
TOTAL 1 6 4 4 1 0 0 16 
PERCENT 6\ 38\ 25\ 25\ 6\ 0 0 6\ 
TOTAL H&HH-CN 1 8 4 6 4 1 1 25 
PERCENT 4t 32\ 16\ 24\ 16\ 4\ 4t 9\ 
Appendix II. Contextual Analysis, H&HH-i 
BP,C'l',R (E&BP),R TOTAL PERCENT 
H-R 
HARRY 0 0 0 0 
LISA 0 0 0 0 
SUKI 0 0 0 0 
KAltl( 0 0 0 0 
PIXIE 0 0 0 0 
KIO&GOS 0 0 0 0 
ELFIE 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL 0 0 0 0 
PERCENT 0 0 0 0 ~ N 
.i,. 
HH-R 
HARRY 0 0 0 0 
LISA 0 0 0 0 
SUKI 0 1 1 50\ 
KA.RI< 1 0 1 50\ 
PIXIE 0 0 0 0 
KIO&GUS 0 0 0 0 
ELFIE 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL 1 1 2 
PERCENT sot sot H 
TOTAL H&HH-R 1 1 2 
PERCENT sot sot H 
Appendix III. Contextual Analysis, H&HH-CE 
BP,CT,CE BP,CT,CH,CE (E&BP),CN,CE BP,CE TOTAL PERCENT 
H-CE 
HARRY 1 1 1 0 3 100\ 
LISA 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SUKI 0 0 0 0 0 0 
HA.RI< 0 0 0 0 0 0 
PIXIE 0 0 0 0 0 0 
KIO&GUS 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ELFIE 0 0 0 0 0 0 
.... 
TOTAL 1 1 1 0 3 t\J 
PERCENT 33\ 33\ 33\ 0 H 01 
NB-CE 
HARRY 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LISA 0 0 0 1 1 100\ 
SUKI 0 0 0 0 0 0 
HA.RI< 0 0 0 0 0 0 
PIXIE 0 0 0 0 0 0 
KIO&GUS 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ELFIE 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL 0 0 0 1 1 
PERCENT 0 0 lOOl H 
TOTAL H&NH-CE 1 1 1 1 4 
PERCENT 25\ 25t 25t 25t H 
Appendix 1111. coatextud &ulyals, su-ry &nl!ysls of 
bdhldull lleaeAts: IUB-PS 
1-E 111-E MP IB-BP 1-(UBP) IB-(UBP) HT IB-CT 1-0I IB-OI 1-E,CT IB-E,CT 1-BP,CI IB-BP,CI 1-IIP,CT n-llP,CT 1-(UBP),CT IB-(UBPl,CT 1-(UBP),CI IB-(UBP),CI 1-BP,CT,CJ IB-IIP,CT,CI 1-(IIBP),CT,CI IB-(UIIP),CT,CJ l·BP,cr,a 
WI! 0 0 0 0 0 l 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 l • 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 LISA 0 0 0 2 ) 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l ) l 2 0 l 0 0 0 1 0 
SOll 0 0 0 1 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 l 2 0 0 1 l 1 0 0 
WI 0 l 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 l 2 l 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 
PIIIE 1 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 l l l l ' 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 llOlCUS 0 0 1 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 l 5 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
a.ru 0 0 0 4 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l ' 5 2 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 
'IOflL I-PS 1 1 7 0 0 1 1 2 ' 27 0 2 l 1 PDCDIT 21 21 lll 0 0 11 21 41 111 511 0 41 61 21 
'IOf lL IB-PS l 1l 15 0 0 ' 25 19 4 • 1 PaCDIT JI 141 161 0 0 61 271 201 u 41 II 
'IOflL IID-PS 1 l 1 ll 7 15 0 0 0 1 1 0 2 ' ' 25 27 19 0 • 2 4 l 1 1 PDCDIT 11 21 II 91 51 101 0 0 0 11 II 0 II u u 171 UI 131 0 ll II JI 21 II 11 
0-BP,cr,a: 1-BP,CI n-BP,a 1-(UBP),Cl,CE IB-(UIIP),a,a: 1-(UIIP),I n-(IIIIP),11-BP,CT,Cl,a n-BP,cr,a,a 1-BP,CT,I B-IIP,CT,I 'IOT&L l·PS PUCm 'IOflL a-PS PUCDl'I 'IOT&L 110-PS 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 7 )ll 14 661 21 
0 0 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 lll 14 661 21 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 7 lll u 661 21 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 UI u 161 21 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 521 10 UI 21 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 521 10 UI 21 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 lll 14 661 21 
0 0 0 1 0 5) 
0 0 0 21 0 361 
0 1 0 1 0 1 
,. 
0 11 0 11 0 11 UI 
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 






Appendix UV. !. Contextual Analysis: ianked Order, 
II-PS Elelellts 
HO.OF PSs PERCM 
H•E IM 
(EW>),CT 27 m 0 
(UBP) 7 lU 
(Ew>),CT,CH 3 8t 
E 1 3t H-CX 
!,ST 1 3t 
(EW>) ,CH,CE l 3t 
BP,C!,CE l 33t 
BP .CI ,Cl ,CE l 33t 
( EU!P) ,Cl ,C! l 33t 
H-BP 
(EW>),CT 27 53t 
(WP) 7 l4t 
BP ,CT 6 12t 
(EW>) ,CT ,CH 3 6\ 
BP,Cll 2 4t 
BP ,C'f ,Cll 2 4t 
BP l 2t 
BP,C'f,Cll,CE 1 it 
(EW>) ,Cll,CE l 2t 
BP ,c:f ,CE 1 2t liIDll OiDEi: 
II-PS, IILD: 
H·(EW>) II-PS ELOO:l!TS 
(EW>),CT 27 m (EW>),C'? 27 5U 
(EUlP) 7 ut (WP) 7 13\ 
(EUlP) ,CT ,Cll 3 at BP ,C'f 6 1lt 
( UBP) ,Cll ,CE 1 3t ( EUlP) ,c:r ,Cll 3 6t 
BP,Cll 2 4t 
BP ,C'f ,Clf 2 4\ 
11-C'? E 1 21 
E,C'f 1 21 
(EW>),CT 27 66\ (E&BP) ,Clf,CE 1 2t 
BP,C'? 6 15\ BP l 2t 
(E&BP) ,er ,CH 3 7t BP ,C'f ,Clf ,CE 1 21 
BP ,c:r ,Cir 2 5\ BP,CT,CE l 2t 
E,C'? 1 2t 
PB,C'f ,CE 1 2t rol'!L 53 
BP,CT,Clr,CE l 2t 
11-<::!I 
(E,BP)C'f ,CH 3 33t 
BP,Cll 2 22t 
BP ,CT,Cll 2 22t 
BPCT I Cll, CE 1 1H 
(EU!P) ,Clr,CE 1 1H 
128 
Appendix UV. B. COntertual Analysis: ianked Order, 
NH-PS EleJeDts 
HO. OF PSs PERCEIIT 
llll-E IH-i 
(EiBP) ,CT 19 m BP,Cl',i 1 50t 
(EiBP) 15 35t (EiBP),i 1 50t 
(EiBP) ,Clf 4 9t -
B 3 7t HH-cE 
(EiBP) ,Cl' ,Cll 1 2t 
(WlP),i 1 2t BP,CE 1 lOOl 
!Ill-BP 
BP,CT 25 28t WKED OiDEi: 
(UBP),CT 19 2H HH-PS ELEKEl!TS: 
(E5BP) 15 m 
BP 13 1st BP ,Cl' 25 
BP ,Cll 6 7t (Ew>),CT 19 
(EiBP) ,Cll 4 4t (Ew>) 
15 -
BP ,CT ,Clf 4 4t BP 13 
BP,CT,i 1 lt BP,Cll 6 
(EiBP),i 1 u (EW>),Cll 4 
BP,CE 1 u BP ,Cll,CT 4 
(EiBP) ,CT ,Cll l 1\ E 3 
( EW>) ,Cl' ,Cll 1 
(Ew>),i 1 
HH-(EiBP) BP,CT,i 1 
BP,CE 1 
(EiBP),CT 19 m Cll 1 
(EiBP) 15 3U 
(EiBP) ,Cll 4 lOl TOTAL 94 
(EiBP) ,CT ,Cll 1 3l 
(EIBP) ,i 1 3l 
!Ill-cl' 
BP,CT 25 50l 
(EIBP) ,CT 19 38t 
BP,CT,Clf 4 at 
(EiBP) ,CT ,Clf 1 2t 
BP,CT,i 1 2l 
llll-Cll 
BP,Clf 6 38t 
(EIBP) ,CH 4 25t 
BP,CT ,Clf 4 25t 
Cll l 6t 
(EiBP) ,CT ,Cll l 6t 
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Appendix XIV. C. Contextual Analysis: Ranked Order, 
H&NH-PS Elements · 
HO.OF PSs PERCENT 
H·(E&BP),CT 27 18l 
NH-BP,CT 25 17l 
NH·(E&BP),CT 19 13l 
NH·(E&BP) 15 10\ 
NH-BP 13 9l 
H-(E&BP) 7 5\ 
H-BP,CT 6 4\ 
NH-BP,CH 6 4t 
NH-( E&BP) ,CH 4 3\ 
NH-BP ,CT ,CH 4 3t 
NH-E 3 2t 
H-(E&BP),CT,CH 3 2t 
H-BP,CH 2 u 
H-BP,CT,CH 2 H 
H-E 1 u 
H-E,CT 1 H 
H-(E&BP) ,CH,CE 1 u 
H-BP 1 H 
H-BP ,CT ,CH ,CE 1 H 
H-BP,CT,CE 1 u 
NH-(E&BP) ,CT ,CH 1 u 
NH-(E&BP),R 1 H 
NH-BP,CT,R 1 H 
NH-BP,CE . 1 1t 
NH-CH 1 H 
TOTAL H-PS 53 




APPENDIX XIV.D.:RANKED ORDER,C'OHB. H&NH-PS ELEHENTS 
























































Appendix XV. Random Selection and Location of the 
Philosophical Dialectics Sample in the 
Philosophical Novels for Children by Matthew 
Lipman 
RANIX)H SELECTION PAGES OF CHAPTER NO.OF PAGES IN DIALECTIC NO. DIALECTIC LOCATION 
OF CHAPTER NUMBER CHAPTER (using HL's 
pagination and 
lineation) 
HARRY 1 1-4 4 #1 Pl,L25-P2,L20 
(1974) 9 43-47 4 #2 P44,Ll2-P47,Lll 
[grades 5-6] 10 48-52 4 #3 P48,L3-P52,Ll3 
LISA 1 1-9 9 #4 P4,L20-P5,L34 
(1976) 3 19-27 8 #5 P20,L17-P22,L36 
[grades 7-12) 11 89-98 9 #6 P91,L8-P93,L24 
SUKI 2 11-23 12 #7 Pll,L17-P13,L2 
(1978) 6 74-89 15 #8 P76,L29-P79,L24 
(grades 8-12] 9 119-132 13 #9 P125,L15-P128,L12 
HARK 6 58-66 8 #10 P62,Ll-P64,L19 
(1980) 7 67-75 8 #11 P67,Ll-P69,L29 
[grades 9-12] 8 76-86 10 #12 P79,L29-P82,L9 
PIXIE 3 14-20 6 #13 Pl6,Ll-P17,L26 
(1981) 4 21-28 7 #14 P21,Ll-P24,L26 
[grades 3-4] 7 49-58 11 #15 P53,L8-P55,L2 
KIO&GUS 3 16-23 7 #16 P20,L13-P21,L10 
(1982) 7 46-54 8 #17 P50,Ll6-P52,L27 
[grade 2] 9 60-69 9 #18 P65,L2-P67,L20 
ELFIE 3 25-41 16 #19 P25,Ll-P28,Ll3 
(1988) 8 98-109 11 #20 P99,Ll-P104,L12 
[grade 1] 12 155-164 9 #21 P162,Ll-P164,L10 
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Appendix XVI. Rando• Selection and Location of the PS Sample 
fro1 the Philosophical Hovels for Children by 
Katthe'i Lipman 
RANOOHLY SELECTED HO.OF PSS ON PAGE RANOOMLY SELECTED PS HO. PS LOCATION (using 
PAGE PS ML's pagination and 
lineation) 
HARRY 10 4 2 1 PlO,L12-PlO,Ll3 
16 5 4 2 P16,Ll6-P16,Ll8 
18 11 4 3 Pl8 ,Lll-P18 ,Lll 
24 5 1 4 P24,L2-P24,L2 
30 4 2 5 P30,L9-P30,L9 
34 3 3 6 P34,Ll9-P34,L22 
37 1 1 7 P35,L3-P37,L27 
42 4 3 8 P42,L7-P42,L8 
51 6 2 9 P51,L3-P51,L3 
58 2 1 10 P58,L10-P58,L10 
59 2 2 11 P59,L23-P59,L23 
62 5 5 12 P62,L29-P64,L12 
70 7 7 13 P70,L26-P70,L27 
72 8 6 14 P72,116-P72,L17 
74 4 4 15 P74,L18-P74,L24 
81 5 3 16 P81,L15-P81,L21 
88 2 1 17 P88,L4-P88,L4 
89 4 3 18 P89,L26·P89,L26 
91 3 3 19 P91,L28-P92,L3 
93 4 2 20 P93,L6-P93,L9 
94 3 2 21 P94 ,118•P94 I 118 
LISA 5 6 4 22 P5,L22-P5,L22 
7 5 3 23 P7,119-P7,L20 
8 5 3 24 P8,L24-P8,L28 
9 3 2 25 P9 ,112-P9 ,112 
13 9 9 26 P13,L37·P13,L37 
16 3 3 27 Pl6,L32-P16,L33 
26 5 21 28 P25,L30-P26,Ll 
42 4 3 29 P42,L29-P42,L29 
45 4 1 30 P45,L4-P45,Ll0 
47 10 5 31 P47,L20-P47,L21 
52 3 1 32 P51,L29-P52,L13 
57 4 3 33 PS7,L20-P57,L20 
60 10 8 34 P60,L27-P60,L28 
68 8 5 35 P68,114-P68,Ll9 
84 6 4 36 P84,L29-P84,L31 
85 5 3 37 P85,111-P85,111 
87 1 1 38 P87,L6-P87,L6 
91 7 5 39 P91,L23-P91,L23 
93 5 2 40 P93 ,117-P93 ,118 
94 8 7 41 P94,L20-P94,21 
96 9 5 42 P96,L28-P96,L29 
SUKI 15 5 1 43 Pl5,L4-P15,111 
16 5 1 44 Pl6,L5-Pl6,113 
27 4 2 45 P27,L7·P27,L7 
31 10 8 46 P31,L26·P31,L27 
37 3 3 47 P37,L20-P37,L20 
46 3 3 48 P46,L7-P48,L2 
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51 8 7 49 P51,L25-P51,L25 
58 1 1 50 P58,Ll-P59,L34 
65 15 4 51 P65,L7-P65,L7 
72 1 1 52 P71,Ll·P73,L3 
76 1 1 53 P75,L8-P77,Ll3 
78 9 1 54 P77,L31-P78 ,L7 
114 7 4 55 Pll4,L7-Pll4,L7 
117 1 4 56 Pll7,Ll-Pll7,Ll 
121 6 6 57 Pl21,L31-Pl22,L4 
124 5 1 58 P123,L31-Pl24,L20 
126 11 5 59 P126,L12-P126,L12 
132 2 1 60 Pl32,L2-Pl32,L3 
139 2 l 61 Pl39,L9-Pl39,Lll 
144 2 l 62 Pl44,Ll-Pl44,L26 
147 10 5 63 Pl47,L19-Pl47,L19 
2 13 10 64 P2,L30-P2,L30 
7 9 2 65 P7,L2-P7,L2 
12 12 2 66 Pl2,L8-Pl2,L8 
15 11 5 67 Pl5,L15-Pl5,L15 
16 13 12 68 Pl6,L39-Pl6,L41 
18 1 1 69 Pl8,L4-Pl9,Lll 
22 8 8 70 P22,L42-P23,L2 
30 10 4 71 P30,L23-P30,L23 
36 9 7 72 P36,L27-P36,L30 
42 6 2 73 P42,L12-P42,LU 
46 10 1 74 P46,L7-P46,L9 
48 9 4 75 P48 1Ll4-P48,Ll4 
59 10 4 76 P59,Ll3-P59,L18 
62 10 7 77 P62,L29-P62,L29 
67 1 1 78 P67,Ll-P68,L9 
72 12 10 79 P72,L35-P72,L36 
77 2 2 80 P77,L39-P77,L40 
80 5 2 81 P80,L21-P80,L22 
81 5 5 82 P81,L36-P81,L36 
84 15 13 83 P84,L34-P84,L34 
85 8 7 84 P85,L30-P85,L30 
PIXIE 4 4 1 85 P4,LS-P4 1L6 
13 1 1 86 Pl3,Ll-Pl3,L9 
16 5 4 87 Pl6,L16-Pl6,Ll9 
17 2 2 88 Pl7,L15·Pl7,t26 
18 5 2 89 Pl8,L10-Pl8,Lll 
21 1 1 90 P21,Ll-P21,Ll8 
22 4 3 91 P22,L9-P22,Lll 
29 4 4 92 P29,L10-P29,L14 
31 6 1 93 P31,Ll-P31,Ll 
34 1 1 94 P34,LS·P34,L7 
35 4 2 95 P35,L5-P35,LS 
37 l 1 96 P37,Ll-P40,L9 
41 3 3 97 P41,L12-P41,L13 
55 4 4 98 P55,L25-P55,L26 
61 3 2 99 P61,L8-P61,Ll4 
63 1 l 100 P63,Ll·P64,L3 
65 6 6 101 P65,L19-P65,L2l 
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78 3 1 102 P78,L8-P78,L8 
82 5 3 103 P82,Ll6-P82,Ll7 
93 2 2 104 P93,Ll8-P93,Ll9 
95 2 1 105 P95,L6-P95,L6 
KIO&GUS 18 2 2 106 Pl8,L23-Pl8,L23 
19 2 1 107 Pl9,Ll-Pl9,L5 
21 3 2 108 P21,L6-P21,L20 
22 2 1 109 P22,L2-P22,L3 
28 1 1 110 P28,Ll3-P29,L4 
32 2 1 111 P32,Ll-P32,Ll4 
33 5 4 112 P33,Ll8-P33,L20 
37 1 1 113 P37,L6-P37,Lll 
39 2 1 114 P38,Ll-P39,Ll5 
44 3 1 115 P43,L24-P44,Ll 
47 2 2 116 P47,L28-P47,L28 
50 3 3 117 P50,L28-P50,L28 
52 3 2 118 P52,Ll7-P52,Ll7 
55 5 3 119 P55,Ll0-P55,Ll0 
57 3 2 120 P57,L7-P57,L7 
59 . 5 4 121 P59,Ll3-P59,Ll7 
60 2 2 122 P60,Ll4-P60,Ll5 
62 4 3 123 P62,Ll2-P62,Ll3 
71 1 1 124 P71,L5-P72,L4 
72 7 2 125 P72,L5-P72,L8 
76 3 2 126 P76,L3-P76,L5 
ELFIE 1 1 1 127 Pl,Ll-Pl,L8 
6 1 1 128 P6,Ll-P6,L12 
7 1 1 129 P7,Ll-P7,L2 
8 1 1 130 P8,L7-P8,Ll6 
19 1 1 131 Pl9,Ll-P20,Ll4 
27 3 1 132 P27,L3-P27,L3 
35 1 1 133 P33,Ll-P35,Ll2 
38 1 1 134 P36,Ll-P38,Ll6 
47 1 1 135 P47,Lll-P48,L3 
51 2 2 136 P51,L6-P52,L5 
71 1 1 137 P71,L5-P71,Ll3 
87 1 1 138 P87,L7-P87,L7 
89 2 1 139 P89,L3-P89,L6 
111 1 1 140 Plll,L7-Plll,L8 
128 1 1 141 Pl28,Ll-Pl30,L2 
143 2 1 142 Pl43,L3-Pl43,L6 
150 1 1 143 Pl50,Ll-Pl51,L6 
158 1 1 144 Pl58,Ll-Pl61,Pll 
162 1 1 145 Pl62,Ll-Pl62,L6 
165 1 1 146 Pl65,Ll-Pl65,L8 
178 1 1 147 Pl70,Ll-Pl79,Ll 
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APPENDIX XVII. CODING SCHEMA FOR PS ELEKENTS 
CODING SCHEMA FOR PS ELEKENTS 
EKOTION [E) 
BEING PRESENT [BP] 


















Appendix XVIII, Criteria for Element categories 
ruxm c.mcom:s 1llD mu am:n.1. 
Tba cittqory •t,• or "botioa,• ttfen to uy uotioa, iauaded or 
uWdtd b-r vitlili the d..illtctic or its rudu (the rudu is likely 
to ti.Del Socratic iroay buaoto111l, 'botiOI uy rwta to the ,~uar, 
llst&atr, vrit&r or rudu, peripbull people, thiDql or &ctio111. 
"lulor" ii i.Dcludld ia the citaqory ot "boUOA" beausa it elicits u 
uotioa of plu.sure, 1114 beausa buaor llld uctioa trequ&AUy cu't be 
sepuatad ai.Dce tbt1r w911 bec:oal iAtartvbed, It uy be I descriptioa 
of u ~ioa ot u ..,uow ruruoa it it ii uotiou.l, llut 10t 
it it ii Mraly a cluaiptioa ol uotioa. 
!be attqory "BP,• or "!eiAq Prts&llt, • utan to a qu.u.ity of i.-!hcy, 
ltt.utioa or tOCIISMd IVUIIIIU ol the prts&llt •rpuiuc:e. lillilt it 
docs 10t nquirt the actioa to bl ia = i...Uate pn,ut, lltbouqb it cu be, 
it does require thlt the coat.ut ot· tile PS Nt bne b.appolltd I.I tbe prts&llt 
ot i ta t.iao ot reportillq. . lor. tllu just ukiAq • q11Ktioa or IUiAq a 
at&tuut , it requir11 1 IOOd clwqe froa tbt pmiOU& ut&rill, produc:i.llq 
1 wv sense of i--iiacy, 1ttalltio1 or foo:sstd &VUIJIIS& ot the prts&11t 
upuill>CI. It uy be , desaiptioa of u actioa or ructio1. 
!'be ateqory of "(WP)," or 1 !:lotioa llld kiDq Preaut,• iJ ~ 
beall&I thl coabiA&tioa ot boU coapo11Ut.a pro,idll , llliiQIII uhc:t 
ia PS th.at doll 10t ocaa ia tithlr coa;,oaut llone, wt it oc=s 
IOrt fl:~Uy tb.11 tithlr COl!)OOUt lloae does. It iJ I collbiA&tioa 
of tbt qulliti11 defined iJ •z• w "V" th.at IWI it illtiollt to 
di.scan either viU clarity. U uy notioa llld a wis. of i--ii,cy 
ocon ia tile llN PS, the ci teqory 'I tw> l I ia uud. 
!be ataqory "CT,• or "Coawt, • retus to , nporud tiwlq or 1cti01 
thlt prv,idll a brul: froa the duuiAq llld clarityiAq vorl: ol tbl 
d.illtctic. It iJ frtq11&11Uy bimiroua or it uy prvdde I dtscriptioa 
lbollt narydl y lit I or cul tlln. lllilt it uy bl Mi tbar lmoroua aor 
about naryd.ay lUe, it tln)"l retus to IOMWDq illftnat tro1 tbl 
pmiOIII volt of tbl dilltctic. It Nt bl l priury ooject ol tbl PS. 
!be cittqory oa,• or "Coaf111ioa,• rlfen to u upllcit ,utu.at 
of coafusioa vbua aoaeo111 vitlili tbl d.illtctie ii upuillciDq aoae 
coaf111i01, Clllly vbu coaf111ioa ii upliciUy st&tad doll tile citeqory 
of "a" apply to a PS. 1111&&1: dec;rN of coatusioa uy·bl u uiiresaioa 
of dal.ihuatioa, vbet ooe h.u aot y,t ude I deci.siOA, or, fiully it uy 
bt u npnuioa of aot btinq utlllitd. 
Tbt c.ataqory •1,• or •wt,• rt!en to u uplicit st&tuut ill the 
PS thlt retan to a DNd tor rut. 
!be cat.,qory "C!, 1 or "Cloaun,• retan to u obTiOIII DNd to 1111 up 
or bri.llq tbl i.wll l!Dd&r ducuuioa to ao• pnliwuy or tlw 
clOllll'I, tt lllllllly ii 115..t to ndtfiDt or clarify tbl subject ;ndtr 
di.saluioa, but it cu wo be • desaiptioa ot u txpnuioa of tlwity. 
CllIDE QOES?IOl(S) 
Is aay tlOtiOD IXJ)ruud ill thl.a PS? 
ls this PS buaoro111 ia uy dtqrN? 
la this PS, h.u tile -4 of tbe 
d..idtctic dllnqed froa vortiAq at it 
to a IOOd of i--iiacy or aevly 
fOC\IS.Ud 1tt.utioa, produca<J I wv 
UllW ot lVUIIIUI of tile prlUDt 
upuilDCI vitlili tile d.ill.tctic? 
I.rt boU Elotioa wt llluiq Pnsut 
pruut ia this PS? 
ta tu tltlnq or 1cti01 thlt ii nportad 
ill this PS nry ditt mat f roa tile 
i--iiatt prac.diJ,q vork ol U. dill.letic? 
Doc& tile ~ or 1ctioa bn, litUt 
phiaophical aiqaificuce ia tw d.illllctic? 
II SOMODI tither abovi.llq or ,utinq u 
upuitllCI of ooatusioa? 
ls I Deed for nst clurly &Ut.4 ill thl.a PS? 
II a Died for cl05lltl tither onrtl y or 
conrtl y uprlSl*l: iJ thlra • suniDq up, 1 
rtcluiticitioa or , r.defilitioa u thl.a PS? 
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Appendix XIX. 
A. Interrater Reliability Test No.l 
1. Training Instructions for 
IRRT #1, Training Session 
2. Training and Testing Material #1, 
IRRT #1: Coding Schema for PS 
Elements 
3. Training and Testing Material #2, 
IRRT #1: criteria for Element 
Categories 
4. Training Material #3, IRRT #1: 
Training Test Dialectic 
5. Training Material #4, IRRT #1: 
Answer Sheet 
6. Testing Instructions for IRRT #1, 
Testing Session 
7. Training and Testing Material #1, 
IRRT #1: Coding Schema for PS 
Elements 
8. Testing Material #3, IRRT #1: 
Testing Dialectics with 20 marked 
Examples of PS 
9. Testing Material #4, IRRT #1: 
Answer Sheet 
B. Interrater Reliability Test No.2 
1. Training Instructions for IRRT #2, 
Training Session 
2. Training Material #1, IRRT #2: 
Example of a PS 
3. Training Material #2, IRRT #2: 
5 Examples of PS in Context 
4. Testing Instructions for IRRT #2, 
Testing Session 
5. Testing Material #1, IRRT #2: Test: 
20 Examples of PS in Context with 
Other PSs Harked 
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TRAINING INSTRUCTIONS FOR IRRT #1, TRAINING SESSION 
1. Distribute "Training Material #1," and explain "Coding 
Schema for PS Elements sheet. Ask if the subject has any 
questions. 
2. Distribute "Training Material #2, Criteria for Category 
Elements" and go over the definitions, guide questions and 
examples for each component code. Ask if the subject has any 
questions. 
3. Distribute "Training Material #3, Training Dialectic" 
and "Training Material #4, Answer Sheet." Ask subject to 
code the 7 sample PS. Go over answers. For different 
answers, go through the decision-making process with the 
subject to make sure subject understands the coding schema. 
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TRAINING AND TESTING MATERIAL #1, IRRT #1: CODING SCHEMA FOR 
PS ELEKENTS 
CODING SCHEMA FOR PS ELEMENTS 
EMOTION 
BEING PRESENT 













TiAIHIHG AND TESTING ILI.TEiIAL #2,IW #1: CilTEUA FOK 
ELEKEIIT C.\TEGOiIES 
1. OOTIOI 
2. amc PWD!T 







n.zxm c.mooms JJa> run am1u 
Tbt at.aqory •r, • or •taotioa, • ttfan to uy uotioa, iat&Ade4 or 
1111iatudl4 bllaor vithu llll didactic or lu rud&r (the rudar is ll.uly 
to flad Soa1tic !J:oay buaoro111). "tlotioa uy uhtA t.o tlll 1puk.u, 
11.&tuu, vrit.u or rudu, puipbtnl people, th.lnqs or actioas. 
"IIIIOI:" is llic!lldad ii thl ateqory ot 0 Clotioa• .wcaus. it lliciu U 
uotioa of phuun, lDd *-'US. buaor lDd uotioa tnquuUy cu't bt 
1tpu1t.td 100 tlltir 1111911 btc:o11 iatut~iiied. It uy bt I duaiptioa 
ot u upreuioa ot u 11otioad ructioa if lt l.& uotioul, ~t aot 
1t it is audy & ducriptioa of uotioa. 
Tbt at.aqory "BP,• or "Boinq Presut, • nftn to a qu.ulty ot 11:Mdhcy, 
1tt.&Dtlo1 or fcx::us.ud 1vutl*I of tllt pnsut upuiua. Wh.lh it 
dou aot rtqllir1 the 1ctio1 to bt ii our lntdhtA pnsut, &ltl)ouqll it cu bt, 
it dot& require thit thl C011tut of· tilt PS 111St bu, lllpptAld ii tilt pnwit 
of lu ti11 of nportlnq. Jon t1i.u just miD<J & questioa or ukiAq 1 
1utuut, it rtqlliru I IOOd dllnql fro• ua prnious ut.ui&l, prodllCillq 
1 NV ICAS4 ot !Dldi1cy, 1tt.&Dtio1 or fOCIJSS6d 1vu1D&S1 of tllt presut 
~iua. It uy bt I dualptio.a of ID &ctioa or mctioa. 
Tbt at.aqory ot "IWIPI,' or •taotioa lDd lllillq Presut,• ls ucasury 
btauu the colll!A&tioa ot )jotll coapowats p:ot illu I wiique If toc:t 
la PS thit does IOt oco.ir la tither CO't'OD&Dt &low, lDd it Da:\ll'S 
10r1 fnqu11Uy tli.u either co .... D&Dt doc, dou. It is I collllMtio1 
ot tllt quilltiu dtflntd la "?" lDd "V" thit uku lt difficult to 
discm 1itll&l viU clarity. If uy notioa u4 & wiw ot loedhcy 
occur& ia Ult UM PS, the ateqory "(ti!!')" is used. 
Tbt attqory "CT,' or "Coat..ut,• nfus t.o I r1porttd UiDq or 1ctio1 
thit pmid.s I bmi froa U.. d&liwq lad clirityiDq vork of ua 
dhlectlc. It ls fnq11uUy lluoraus or lt uy prodda I dtsaiptio1 
lbovt UU'fdtf 11!1 or cult11n. Wh.lh lt uy bt Nit.bu lllllorous 1er 
&bout "U'f"Y llt1, it &lv1y1 r1tus t.o IONUiD<J diffuut fro, the 
pmious vork ot Ult 4illactic. It 111St bt I priauy oojt<:t ot tllt PS. 
Tbt at.aqory "Cl,• or "Confusioa,• ntus to ID uplldt ,utnut 
of coofusioa vbt:1 soaeow v!Uia th& dhltctlc ls upui1J1Cillq SON 
co11!111lo.a. Colly vbu cont111lo1 ls upllcltly ,ultd dou tlie at.aqory 
ot "Cl' 1pply u I PS. 1 lusu de<jrM ot coll!111ioa uy ·bt u n1>ressloa 
ot dd~1tio1, vbu - b.u aot yet ude I docisioa, or, tla&lly lt uy 
bt u upres&ioa ot aot btinq utlstied. 
ne at.aqory •1, • or •wt,• ufus to ID 11plicit ,ututAt ia tlle 
PS th,tt raters to I llt4 for rut. 
Tbt at,qory "C%, 1 or "ClOlllrl, 1 taten to II ObTiOIIS 111d lo 1111 lip 
or bcillq th& issua under dilCIISliOI to IOM puliUDUf or tiW 
closure. It lllu.tlly ls IIUd to rldafiw or cluily th& 1ubjoct under 
dlsc.uioa, lNt it cu also bt I desaiptioa of u uprts.sioa ot tl11llty. 
CUIDE QOtsTIOll(Sl 
Is uy ,aotioa upnssed ii tlua PS? 
Is tllia PS buaorous la IDf deqr11? 
ID Ui, PS, b.u th& IOod ot th& 
dill Kt le chnqe4 tro1 vorkinq 1t l t 
to I IOod ot i uadilcy or 1ev l y 
!oc:ussad &tt..utio.a, prodllCiD<J I 11V 
wiw of 1vu1J11S& ot tba pruut 
11pui1AC1 viUil tilt didtctic? 
l.n botll EIOtioa lad kiDq Pnsut 
pnsut ii tlua PS? 
Is u. Uiaq or 1ctlo1 thit is reported 
ia this PS ury dithrut fro• ua 
intdi&U prlCldiliq vorlc of U.. dbltctic? 
Ooea U.. UiD<J or 1ctlo1 b.m little 
plulS4phicd siqnitlcact la th.ls dhhctic? 
11 IOMODe either sbovinq or 1t,&tinq u 
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world to incline a man toward philosophy and the practice of virtue? 275 
Yes, Socrates, we think so. 
Very well, said I, leave the rest of the demonstration for an~ther 
time, and just demonstrate this one thing. Persuade this young man 
that he must ·love wisdom·and practice virtue, and you will oblige me 
and all these. For the truth about this boy is that both I myself and 
all these anxiously desire that he should become as good as a man 
can be. This is the son of Axiochus and the grandson of the famous 
Alcibiades, and cousin of the present Alcibiades; his name is Clinias. b 
He is young; and we are afraid for him, as· for other young men, 
that someone may get in first and turn his mind'in some other di-
rection, and ruin him. You have come, thenr most fortunately. If you 
do notmind; please make trial of .the lad, and talk with him before us. 
1 When I had spoken, almost in these very words, Euthydemus an-
swerea oravely and boldly, Oh, we don't mind, Socrates, ,if the young 
man is only willing to answer. · . · le 
Why, he is quite used to that, I said. These people here are al-
ways coming and talking with him and asking all sorts of questions; 
so h~s not arall shy in answering. · 
· l..Y{hat followed, Crito, how could I describe properly? It is not a 
small business to recall and repeat wisdom ineffably great( So I must 
begin my description· as the poets do, by invoking the Muses and 
Memory herself I · • · 
Well. Euthydemus began something like this, I thinij . ~ 
Now Clinias, which of mankind are the learners, tlie wise -or the 
ignorant? ... · · · 1 : • · , 
flhis was a large question; so the boy blushed, and looked-at me 
in d~t. Seeing that he was troubled I said, My dear CUnias, cheer up 
and answer like a man, whichever you think, for perhaps it will do i., 
vou a deal of good. . : . 
· Just then, ·Dionysodorus -leaned over me, and whispered in my 
ear, smiling all over his face, Now look here, Socrates, I prophesy that: 
whichever the lad answers, he will be refuted! . · · , . · 
141 
While he spoke, Clinias made his answer, so I had no chance to· . 
warn the boy to take cargand he answered that the wise were the 121& · 
learners. 
And Euthydemus said, There are people you call teachers. aren't 
there? 
He agreed. · 
The teachers are teachers of the learners; for example, the music 
master and the grammar master were teachers of you and the other 
boys, and you were learners? 
He said yes. 
Of course at the time when you were learning. you did not yet 
know the things you were learning? · 
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b Then you were wise when you did not know these things? 
Certainly not, said he. 
If not wise, then ignorant? 
Yes. 
So you boys, while learning what you did not know, were ig-
norant and were learning? 
The boy nodded. 
So the ignorant learn, my dear Clinfas, not the wise as you 
sup~se. · . · . 
When he said this, it was like conductor and chorus-he sig-
c nale , and they all cheered and laughed, I mean Dionysodorus and 
Euthydemus and their followers. Then before the boy could take one 
good breath, Dionysodorus took over and saidJWhat happened, my 
dear Clinias, when the grammar man dictatecfto you? Which of the 
boys learned the things dictated, wise or ignorant? 
The wise ones, said Clinias. 
Then the wise ones learn and not the ignorant, and you an-
swer;P wrong just now to my brother. . 
d {[hen indeed the two men's admirers laughed loud and long, ap-
plauding their wisdom, but all the rest of us were dumb-struck and 
had nothing to say. Euthydemus noticed that we were dumb-struck 
and wanted us to admire him more; so he would not let the boy alone, 
but went on asking., doubling and twisting around the same question 
like a clever dancerJHe said, Do the learners learn what they know, or 
wha~hey don't know? . · . 
-fbnd Dionysodorus whispered softly to me again, Here's another, 
• Socrates, just like the first. . : · 
Good heavens, I ~aid, really I thought that first one of yours a 
fine question! 
All our questions are like that, Socrates-no escape I 
Now, I said, I can see why you have such a reputation ai;nong 
your pupilsI] . 
Meanwhile Clinias answered Euthydemus that the learners 
learned what they did not know, and he went on in the same way as 
277 before: Very well; do you not know your letters? 
Yes, said Clinias. 
All of them, eh? 
He agreed. 
And when a teacher dictates anything, does he not dictate 
letters? 
He agreed. . 
Then he dictates a bit of what you know, if you know them all? 
He agreed to this too. 
Very well, said he, you do not learn what someone dictates, but 
only the one who does not know letters learns them? Eh? 





· Then you leam wh:it you know, since you know all the letters. 
He agreed. b 
,!hen you did not answer right, said Euthydemus. 
1Jhe word had sc:ircely come out of his mouth , when Dionyso-
dorus caught it like a ball and aimed it agilin at the boy, saying, 
Euthydemus is cheating you, my dear Clinias]'Just tell me, is not 
learning getting knowledge of whatever one learns? 
Clinias agreed. 
But to know, be went on, Is surely to have knowledge of some-
thing already? 
He said yes. 
Then not to know is not yet to have knowledge? 
He agreed with this. c 
Well, are those who get anything, those who have it already, or 
those who have not? 
Those who have not. 
Have you not agreed that those who do not know belong also to 
this class, those who have not? 
He nodded. 
And the learners are of the class who get, not those who have? 
He said yes . 
.)nen those who do not know, learn, not those who do. 
,{!low Euthydemus was getting ready to give the young man the d 
third fall in this wrestling match, but I saw the boy was out of his 
depth, and hoped to give him time to rest that he might not let us 
down: so I said , to encourage him, My dear Clinias, do not be sur-
prised if the arguments appear strange to you. Perhaps you do not 
understand what our visitors are doing with you. They are doing the 
same as the Corybantes do in their initiations. when the one to be 
initiated is being enthroned. There is dancing and play there also, 
as you know if you have been initiated; and now these are only danc-
ing round you in play, meaning to initiate you afterward. So consider • 
now that you are hearing the beginnings of the sophistic ritual. For 
you must learn first of all, as Prodicus says, the right use· of words; 
and this is just what the two visitors are showing to you; because' 
you did not know that people t,1se the word learn in two senses-first, 
when one has no knowledge at the beginning about something, and 278 
then afterward gets the knowledge, and second, when one already 
having the knowledge uses this knowledge to examine this same thing 
done or i;poken . The second is called understanding rather than 
learning, but sometimes it is also called learning. But you missed 
this, as these show it; they hold the same word as applying to people 
in opposite senses, to one who knows and one who does not. It was 
much the same in the second question, in which they asked you b 
whether people learn what they know or what they don't, Well, all 
this is just a little game of learning, and so I say they are playing 
PS#7 (CONT.) 
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with you; I call it a game, because if one learned many such things 
or even all of them, one would be no nearer knowing what the things 
really are, but would be able to play with people because of the dif-
ferent sense of the words, tripping them up and turning them up-
side down, just as someone pulls a stool away when someone else is 
going to sit down. and then people roar with joy when they see him 
c lying on his back. So you must consider that all this was a game on 
the part of these gentlemen, but I feel sure. Clinias, that from now on 
this distinguished pair will show you serious things, and I will give 
them a lead as to what they promised me to provide. You remem-
ber they said they would demonstrate their skill in drawing you on, 
but so far I suppose they thought it better to begin by playing with 
you. 
Then, my dear Euthydemus and Dionysodorus, let your play end 
d here-perhaps we have had enough-but now please demonstrate by 
attracting the boy and showing him how he must practice wisdom 
and virtue. 
But first I will show to you what my notion of it is, and the sort of 
thing I should like to hear. If you think I am clumsy and ridkulous 
in doing this, don't laugh at me; I am only eager to listen to your wis-
e dom, and so I will be daring enough to make a rough sketch before 
you. Put up with me then. and listen without laughing. both you and 
your pupils. And as for you, Master Clinias, answer-::J · 
Do we all wish to do well in the world? Or perhaps this is one of 
the questions which I feared you might laugh at, for it is foolish, no 
doubt, even to ask such things. Who in the world does not wish to do 
well? 
Not a single one, said Clinias. 
279 Very well, said I. Next then, since we all wish to do well, how 
could we do well? If we had plenty of good things, eh? Perhaps that is 
a sillier question than the other. For it is clear, I suppose, that that 
is true? 
He agreed. 
Very well, which shall we say are good for us, of all the things 
there are? This is an easy question, I think; it needs no solemn person 
to supply an answer, for everyone would tell us that to be rich is good. 
What do you say? 
Yes indeed, he said. 
b Also to be healthy, and to be handsome, and to have enough of 
all the other bodily blessings. 
He thought so too. 
Again, good birth and power and honor in your own country. 
these are clearly good? 
He agreed. 
Then what good things are left to us? What is it to be temperate 
and upright and brave? What do you think, in heaven's name, Cllnias 
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TESTING INSTRUCTIONS FOR IRRT #1, TESTING SESSION 
1. Distribute to subject: 
l] "Testing Material #1, Coding Schema for Ps 
Elements 
2] "Testing Material #2, Criteria for Category 
Elements" 
3] "Testing Material #3, Testing Dialectic with 20 
Marked Examples of PS" 
4] "Testing Material #4, Answer Sheet 11 
2. Ask subject to code the 20 marked PSs on the answer 
sheet with the help of the coding materials. Allow as much 
time as is necessary. Don't discuss the answer, but 
questions of clarification may be answered. 
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d SOCRATES: But what knowledge does it teach? And what are 
we to do with it? For it must not be a contriver of any of those prod. 
ucts which are neither good nor bad; it must lmpart no knowledge but 
itself alone. Can we say then what it is, and what we are to do with 
it? Would you like us to say it is the one by which we shall make other 
men good? · 
CR ITO: Yes, certainly. 
soc RATE s : And what shall these be good for, .and how useful to 
us? Shall we say, to make others the same, and they to make others, 
e and so on and on? And good at what? We cannot see, since we have 
despised what are generally said to be the works of statecraft, and as 
the proverb goes, it is always 'Corinthus, son of Zeus.' We are just as 
far from knowing, or farther, what is that knowledge which will make 
us happy. ~ . 
CR ITO :.i!es, indeed, Socrates, it seems you got yourselves into 
a nice mess. 
SOCRATES: Well all I could do, my dear man, since I found my-
29 self in this mess, .was to cry and clamor, praying to the two visitors 
like a second pair of savior gods [Castor and Polydeuces], to save us, 
me and the boy, from this tempest of logic, and to play no more but to 
be serious, and show to us which is the knowledge which once gained 
would bring us well through the rest of our life. · 
c RI TO: What then? Was Euthydemus willing to show you? 
. SOCRATES: Why, of course! Arid he began, my good friend, in 
this magnificent fashioii) · · . : · , 
b £y.'hich do you prefer, then, my dear Socrates? Shall I teach you 
this knowledge which has been puzzling you for so long, or shall I 
show that you have it? 
·Heaven.bless us, my dear man I said I. Can you do that? 
That I can, said he. 
Then show that I have it, I do beseech you, said I, for that is 
much easier than learning for an old man like me. 
Very well, he said, Just answer.lls there anything· you do know? 
Oh yes, I said. plenty of things~ut only small ones. 
Qujte enough, said he. Then do you think it is possible for any· 
thing whatever of the things which are, not to be what it is? 
c Why no, I don't, said I. 
You know something then? said he. 
I do. 
Then you are knowing, since you know? 
Certainly. in that same something. . 
That makes no difference, he said. Isn't it necessary that you 
know everything since you are knowing? 
, Why, no indeed, I said. There are many other things I do not 
know. 
Then if you do not know something. you are not knowing. 





Arc you any the Jess not knowing? Dut just now you said you 
were knowing. and so you arc rc:illy this very some you, and again not 
the same. in relation to the same things at the same time! d 
All right, Euthydcmus ! I said. As the pro\'crb goes, 'You never say 
a word amiss, it's always either that or this!' And what then is my 
understanding of that knowledge we were looking for? I suppose it ii. 
this. It is impossible for the same thing both to be and not to be. If I 
know one thing I know all things. for I could not be knowing and not 
knowing at the same time. And so since I know everything, I have that 
knowledge too! There you are-isn't that what you tell us, isn't that 
your word of wisdom? 
Look here, said he, you are refuting yourself, Socrates! e 
Well, but what about you, Euthydemus? I said. Weren't you in 
this same difficulty? Anyway, so long as I keep with you and with dear 
old Dionysodorus, I shall not feel at all vexed at any difficulty we get 
into! TelJ me, don't you two know some of the things which are, and 
not know others of them? 
By no means, said Dionysodorus. 
What's that! said I. Don't you know anything? 
Oh yes. we do, he said. 
Then you know everything. I asked, since you know something? 294 
Everything. he answered. and so do you. If you know one thing, 
you }now all things. 
,f_O God! I said. Here's a wonder and a manifest miracl~an it be 
that all the other men in the world know everything. or nothing? 
Surely, he said, they cannot know some things and not others, or 
they would be at once knowing and not knowing. 
Knowing what? I said. 
Everyone, said he, knows everything, if he knows one thing. 
(Good heavens! I said. Good heavens, Dionysodorusl I see now b 
you are both~ earnest. and what a job I had to persuade you to take 
us in earnes.:.lJDo you both really and truly know everything? Carpen: 
try and shocm:iking, for instance? 
Certainly, he said. 
So you are able to stitch leather? 
Yes, and to do cobbling too, he said. 
And do you know things like these, the number of the stars, and 
the sand? 
Certainly. he said. Do you think we would not admit that too? 
Then Ctesippus broke in. Show me a proof. Dionysodorus, for 
God's sake, by which I may know that you two are telling the truth. c 
What shall I show you? he said. 
Do you know how many teeth Euthydemus has, and does he 
know how many you have? 
Is it not enough for you, he said, to be told that we know every-
thing? 
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and show you are speaking the truth; if you each say how many teeth 
the other has, and if we count them and prove that you know, we will 
at once believe all the rest. 
<1 L..They thought he was making fun, so they were unwilling, but 
they kept on saying they knew everything. as Ctcsippus asked them 
one question after another without the smallest restraint. And he left 
out nothing. not even the ugliest, but asked them if they knew that. 
They faced up boldly against every question maintaining that they 
did know, like wild boars charging against the spear thrust, so that I 
also became quite incredulous, Crito, and at last I myself was driven 
to ask if Dionysodorus knew how to dance:J 
l
e Jlesaid,Ohyes! 
,{_Well. I said, I suppose you can't do a sword dance, and roll about 
on a wheel, at your age? Have you got that far in skill iJ 
· There's nothing I can't do, he said: 
And do you know everything only now, I asked, or have you 
known it always? 
Always. he said . 
Even when you were children, and as soon as you were borr., did 
. you know everything? 
Yes, they said, both together. 
5 · . llhis seemed incredible to us, and Euthydemus asked, Do you not 
bcueve it, Socrates? 
. I can only say, I replied, that you must be a wise pair. 
But if you will answer me, he said, I will prove that you also ad-
mit these surprising things. 
Oh, well, I said, I shall be very glad to be shown up like that. For 
if I have been wise without knowing it myself, and if you will show 
that I know everything and always did, what greater piece of luck 
could I have in all my life!J 
Answer then, he said. 
b All right, ask away. I will answer. 
Tell me then, Socrates, he said, are you knowing in something or 
not? 
I am. 
Then do you know by that by which you are knowing. or by 
something else? 
By that by which I am knowing. I suppose you mean the soul, or 
do you not mean this? 
Aren't you ashamed, Socrates? he said. When you are asked one 
question, do you ask another? 
Oh dear, I said, what am I to do? I will do just as you tell me. 
When I am not clear what you are asking. do you tell me to answer all 
the same, and not to ask anything myself? 
c I suppose you conceive some notion in what I say? 







Then answer according to the notion which you conceive. 
Well. I said, what if you mean it in one way when you ask, and I 
conceive my notion in another way, and then I answer according to 
my notion-is it enough for you if I answer not at all to the point? 
Enough for me, he said, but however, not enough for you, as I 
t:ike it. 
Then, Euthydemus, I won't answer, I tell you that, said I, before I 
find out. 
j'.,ou will not answer, he said, according to your notion in each 
caseJ!2ecause you are more of an old fool than you need be, and will go 
on talking drivel. 
Now I saw he was angry with me for picking holes in the phrases d 
used, because he was trying to catch me in his net of words. So I re· 
membered that Connus also is angry whenever I will not give way to 
him, and now he takes less trouble about me because he thinks me 
ignorant. And since I had the notion to be a pupil of this other one, I 
thought I ought to give way to him , or he might think me stupid and 
refuse to accept me. So I said, Well. Euthydemus, if you think it e 
proper to do like this, so be it. For anyway you know dialectic far 
better than I do, who have only the skill of an outsider. Then ask again 
from the beginning. 
Very well then, he said, answer agai;_}Do you know what you 
know by something or not? 
Jes, I said, by the soul. 
[_There he goes again, said he, answering more than he is asked! I 290 
did not ask by what. but whether by something. 
Oh well. I answered too much, I said, from want of education. Do 
forgive me; I will from now on answer simply;JI know what I know 
by something. 
Is it by this same thing always. he asked, or by this thing one 
time, and by another thing another time? 
Always, I said, when I do know, it is by this thing . 
.[Oh, do stop putting things in! he said. 
But I don't want this 'always' to trip us up! 
It will not trip us up, he said, but you, if anybody. But answeiJDo 
you know always by this? . 
Always, I said, since I must take out the when. 
Then you know always by this. But knowing always, do you know 
some things by this and other things by something else, or everything 
by this? 
y this all things-all which I know, I replied. 
ere we are again! he said. The old addition! 
ell, I said, I take away that 'which I know.' 
Oh, don't take away a single thing, he said. I don't ask of you 
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[]'h:it would be a miracle! I said.J 
He said then, Go on , :idd what you like, you :idmit that you know 
all things. 
It seems like it, I said, since the words 'which I know' have been 
made powerless, and it seems I know everything. 
Then also you have <J_q,IJ,1itted that. you know always by this thing 
by which you know, whether 'when you 'do know' or however you like, 
for you have admitted that you know always, and at the same time 
everything. It is clear therefore that you knew as a child, and when 
d you were born , and when you were begotten, and that before you 
came into being, and before heaven and earth came into being, 
you knew all things, since you always know. And by God, he said, 
you )'.,.:>ursclf always w,~l know, and all things. if I choose. 
~h, do choose! I:·said. 0 my precious friend Euthydemus, if you 
are really and truly .telling the truth. Only I don't quite believe you 
can. unless your brother Dionysodorus here would choose too; if so, it 
may be all right. But tell me, both of you, I said, I would not dare to 
e dispute ·with men of such miraculous genius and say that I do not 
know everything when you both say I do, but fhere arc some things 
which, how can I say that I know, Euthydemus:lsuch as that good men 
are unjust? If you please, do I know that or notf 
You know it sure enough, said he. 
What? I said. 
That good men arc not unjust. 
Oh yes, I said, I knew that long ago, but that is not my question. 
297 But where did I learn that good men are unjust? 
Nowhere, said Dionysodorus. 
Then I don't know this, I said. 
,{]:uthydemus said to his brother, You are spoiling the argument, 
and it will be shown up that this man docs not know, and he will be at 
the same time knowing and not knowing. 
DionysQdsirus flushed red, and I said, But you, what do you mean, 
b Euthydemus1JDo you think your brother who knows everything was 
not ~ht? 
LPionysodorus quickly broke in witig' Am I brother to Euthy-
demus? 
tJ said, Let me be, my good man, until Euthydemus has taught me 
that I know that good men are unjust. Don't grudge me the lesson. 
You are running away, Socrates, said Dionysodorus, and don't 
want to answer. 
Naturally. I replied. I am not a match for either of you, so it is 
c very likely I should run from the two! I am much weaker of course 
than Heracles, and he was not able to fight it out with the Hydra, a 
high-brow clever enough to produce many heads of argument instead 
of one if somebody cut one off, because another high-brow, just ar-
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the shape of a crab, and kept causing much pain to the hero by talk-
ing and biting at him on his left. So Heracles called in his nephew 
Iolaus _to his help, and Iolaus helped him effectively. But if my Iolaus 
were to come, he would do more harm than good. d 
Answer now, said Dionysodorus, when you have done this ine:rn-
tation:,Was Iolaus any more the nephew of Heracles than he w:ts 
your;? 
{_Well, the best thing for me is to answer you, Dionysodorus, I 
said. For you will never have done with your questions, I am pretty 
well sure of that, envious and interfering, to keep Euthydemus from 
teaching me that bit of wisdom. 
Answer now, said he. 
I answer now.:J(aid I, that Iolaus was the nephew of Heracles, 
but mine, I think, not one little bit. For my brother Patrocles was not e 
his father, but one with a name something like that, Iphicles, was the 
brother of Heracles. 
And Patrocles was yours? said he. 
Yes, I said, we had one mother but not one father. 
Then he is your brother and not your brother. 
Not on the father's side, my dear man, I said, for his father was 
Chaeredemus, and mine Sophroniscus. 
But Sophroniscus was father and Chaeredemus father? 
Certainly, I said, one mine, and one his. _ 
Then, said he, Chaeredemus was other than the father? 298 
Than mine, I said. 
Then was a father being other than a-father? Are you the same 
as the stone? I J'f·m afraid you may prove me so, I said, but I don't think I amJ 
-'"'!hen you are other than the stone? said he. 
Other to be sure, said I. 
Then being other than a stone, said he, you are not a stone? 
And being other than gold, you are not gold? · 
That is all true. 
So then Chaeredemus, he said, being other than a father, would 
not be a father. 
It seems, I said, that he is not a father. 
Euthydemus now chimed in: I suppose if Chaeredemus is a b 
father, Sophroniscus again being other than a father is not a father, 
so that .you, Socrates, are fatherless. 
Ctesippus took it on now, and said, But is not the father of you 
two in the same case? He is other than my father. 
Not at all. said Euthydemus. 
\Vhatl said he. Is he the same? 
The same to be sure. 
I hope not. But, Euthydemus, is he only my father or the father c 
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Father of the others too. he said. Or do you think the same man 
being a father is not a father? 
I did not think so, said Ctesippus. 
Eh, and that being gold a thing is not gold, or being a man one 
is not a man? 
The two threads don't match, as the proverb goes, Euthydemus, 
said Ctesippus. You tell a strange thing, if your father is father of all. 
But he is. 
Of men and horses and all the other animals? 
All, replied Euthydemus. 
d And is your mother mother of all? 
My mother too. '19f the sea urchins then, he said, since your mother is mother of 
the sea animals! 
So is yours, he said. 
Then you are brother of gudgeons and puppy dogs and little 
pigs I said Ctcsippus. 
So are you, said Euthydemus. 
And a boar is your papa. and a dog! 
Your papa too, he said. 
Yes, and in a moment, if you would answer me, said Dionyso-
dorus, you will admit these things yourself, Ctesippufl Just tell me, 
have you a dog? 
Yes, and a very bad one, said Ctesippus. 
Has he got puppies? 
e Very much so, he said, as bad as he is. 
Then the dog is their father? 
I have seen him myself, he said, on the job with the bitch. 
Very well, isn't the dog yours? 
Certainly, he said. 
Then being a father he is yours, so the dog becomes your father 
and ;i:_ou the puppies' brother. . · 
1_l)ionysodorus quickly broke in again, that Ctesippus might not 
get in his retort first. One more little question. Do you beat this dog? 
Ctesippus said with a laugh. No mistake, I do, for I can't beat 
you! 
~99 Well then, you beat your own father, the other said. 
Well certainly, said Ctesippus, there would be much better reason 
for me to beat your father. What can have induced him to beget two 
such clever sons. Euthydemus? I wonder if much good has come from 
that cleverness of yours, for your father-and the puppy dogs' father 
-to enjoy! 
But he does not want a lot of good, Ctesippus, neither he nor you. 
Nor you yourself, Euthydemus? 
Nor anyone else in the wor!Qtell me, Ctesippus, do you think it 
1> good for a sick man to drink medicine. or not good, when he needs it? 
Or that when he goes to war, he had better be armed than unarmed? 
155 





























TRAINING INSTRUCTIONS FOR IRRT #2, TRAINING SESSION 
1. Distribute Training Material #1, "Example of a PS," and 
explain what PS is. 
2. Distribute Training Material #2, 5 examples of PS in 
context; ask subject to mark where each PS starts and ends by 
drawing a line through the exact words with a see-through 
marker. When the subject has finished, go over the test 
together and discuss areas of disagreement. Ask the subject 
if s(he) has any questions about the instructions or 
material; if so, discuss them. 
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And Euthydemus said, There are people you call 
teachers aren't there? 
He agreed. 
The teachers are teachers of the learners; for 
example, the music master and the gramnar master were 
teachers of you and the other boys, and you were 
learners? 
He said yes. 
Of course at the time when you were learning, you did 
not yet know the things you were learning? 
No, he said. 
Then you were wise when you did not know these things? 
Certainly no, said he. 
If not wise, then ignorant? 
Yes. 
So you boys, while learning what you did not know, 
were ignorant and were learning? 
The boy nodded. 
So the ignorant learn, my dear Clinias, not the wise 
as you suppose. 
When he said this, it was lik~ conductor and 
chorus--he signaled, and they all cheered and laughed, 
I mean Dionysodorus and Euthydemus and their 
followers. Then before the boy could take one good 
breath, Dionysodorus took over and said, What 
happened, my dear Clinias, when the gramnar man 
dictated to you? Which of the boys learned the things 
dictated, wise or ignorant? 
The wise ones, said Clinias. 
The wise ones learn and not the ignorant, and you 
answered wrong just now to my brother. 
Then indeed the two men's admirers lau hed loud and 
ong, app au 1ng e1r w1s om but al the res o us 
were dumb-struck and had nothing to say. Euthydemus 
noticed that we were dumb-struck and wanted us to 
admire him more; so he would not let the boy alone but 
went on asking, doubling and twisting around the same 
1uestion like a clever dancer. He said, Do the earners learn what they know, or what they don't 
know? And Dionysodorus whispered softly again to me, 
Here's another, Socrates, just like the first. 
Good heavens, I said, really I thought that first one 
of yours a fine question. 
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. property, as we shall have the enjoyment-.of them. With regard to 
matters, on the .other .hand, into which we:·have acquired no insight, 
no one will ever :illow us to act as we. think proper, but all persons, 
to the best of .. th~ .. power, will hindc;r us fyom meddling with them-,-
not.-0nly strangerJ, but. even our ow,n #ther· and mother, and if we c 
possess any nearer ,relatiori. And we ourselves, in these matters, shill 
be ·subject to others, and .they will be, in fact, the property of othen: 
u ·we ih~_.9eri~ no -adv?,ntage from them. Do,you allow thil to oe 
thecase? · 
I do. . . , 
.· . . Will . ~}!one, then, count us his -friends, will anyone love us in 
those matters in which we are of no use? 
Indeed no. . 
According .. to:-~, then,. ,not , even ypu.. ara loved·• by.your . own 
father, ~.P.r is ·anyo~~.· else PY· anyone else iJJ, .~ world, ~n .·sc. .far as 
Y.OU·or hejs u~less i: · . . . 
. So it would appear •. ~~.said.. . ... 
If, .therefore"\YO\l acquire knowledge, .my, son.,.:all men -will be d 
friendly to you, all men will be attached to you, for you will be useful. 
and good. If not, you will have no friend in :anyon~. not ev~ in.your 
f~_ther ,qr me>µiei; .9~,.~y,;0; Y.9~,own-fam.U-y, N9~ 'is it possible.: Lysis, 
for a man to hav~ J!. great.idc;~·o£Jtlmself in:,tho~-m~tters;of ~hich.he. 
has y~t·~.9 idea.·?, 
Bow-can he-possiqly~. ne replied. 
And if you still require, a.s you do, .an instructor, you are still with-
out id~. 
:I';'y~. he,~s_w~d. . . 
It ~ot.be,· then,:,that you have a great.idea of yourself, if.as yet 
you have .nq idea. · . 
,No, ~;Uy,,Spcrates., I dpn't see how lean. · . 
r0n.z:e9ciyj,.t;ig this-~ply from ·Lysis, I turned ,my eyes;on· Hip. • 
potliales, fllq -.was on th~ point. of making .a .great blunder. For.j~ · 
~~e into ;my, ,h~ad ... to s;i.y, . This ,is the . way, .. Hippotha.les, that you 
should talk .to- :YO!,U',: favorite, humbling. and checking, instead of 
pu.ffi.ng)1im up .and p~pering ~. as·,yoq :nqw ~p.:However, on see-
ing him writhing. wifu. agitation at the turn the conversation was tak-
ing; I recollected that though standing so near, he ·didn't wish to be 
seen by Lysis. ~ .I recov~ered .myself in -~~. and forbore tq address 
him. 
. At ~-~OII)ent,J~"Menexenus r:~turned,and took the seat bY, 211 
Lysis, from whi~be lµd previously arisen. · · 
Whereupon Lysi~, iµ a boyish fondling way, said to me in a low 
voice, so that Menexenus couldn't hear, I say, Socrates, say over again 
to Menexenus what you have been saying .to me. 
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I should think I was too. he rejoined. 
Try to remember it then, as well as you can, that you may give 
b him a clear account of the whole, and if there's anything you forget, 
ask me about it some other day-·the first time you meet me. 
Well, I11 do as you tell me, Socrates, with all my heart; you may 
rely upon that. But say something else to him now, will you, that I, 
too, may hear it, till it's time for me to go home. 
' Well, I must do so; I replied, since it's you who bid me. But 
mind you come to my aid, if Menexenus trie!i to baffle me. You know, 
don't you, that he's fond of a dispute? 
Oh yes, desperately, I know. -And that's the very reason I want 
c you to talk with him. 
Th:i.t I may make myself ridiculous, eh? 
Oh dear. no, Socrates·, but that you may put him down. 
Put ·him down, indeed, cried I. That's no such easy- matter. He's 
a redoubtable man, this, a scholar of Ctesippus'. And here's his master 
too, himself, to help him-don't you see?-Ctesippus . 
. Trouble yourself about · no one, Socrates, he said. but begin, at-
tack him. ., 
As you will, said I. 
· At this point of our byplay Ctesippus cried out, What's that you 
d two there are feasting on ·by:yourselves. without giving us a share? 
Never fear, said I, you shall have a share. There's something I've 
said that Lysis here doesn't understand. He says, though, he thinks 
Menexenus knows, and bids me•ask him. 
Why don't you ask him then? h~joined. · 
. Just what I mean ~o do,. I replied Answer, Menexenus, the_ques-
tions I" · ask.[~om-my:...earhest-ch ood-i-have-had-a-parueular 
e ..fancy-;-everyone-has,--Ona-longs-foHtorses:~nother-for-dogs,a-third 






212 self.:-So-fond--am+tiHriendship.....On...:Seeing;-therefore:-ymra'ndtysiS: I 
am-lost-in...won~er-.-while .... l..count .... you-most-happy.-a~our-being-able. 
at....you~ears ... to...acquire-this....treasure-with-such .... readiness..and-ease-




...io-you-a~onnoisseus] Answer me this. As soon as one man loves 
another, which of the two becor.1es the friend-the lover of the loved, 
b or the loved of the lover? Or does it make·no difference? 
None in the world, that I can see, he replied. 
PS#2 
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178 LYSIMACHUS :[You have seen the exhibition of the man fighting 
in armor, Nicias and Laches, but we did not tell you at the time 
the reason why my friend Melesias and I asked you to go with us and 
see him. I think that we may as well confess what this was, for we 
certainly ought not to have. any reserve . with you. Some laugh a:t the 
very notion of consulting· others, and when they are asked will not say 
b what they think. They guess at the wishes of the person who asks 
them, and answer according to his, and not according to their own, 
opinion. But as we know.~hat you ar~ good judges, and will say exactly 
wliat you think, w.e have taken . yo~ in~o .our counsels. Th~ matter 
about which ram making all this P.reface· i"s as follows. Meies1as· and I · 
have. each a son. That .is his· son, 'and he is named Thucydides, aft.er 
1111 his grandfather. an~ tpis is mine, who is also· called after ~.is grand~ 
father, my father, Aris.tWe$. _Now, we .are r~solv~~ to take tlie greatest 
care of the yo1:i'~s; and· not,' like most fathers,: ~o let them do as they 
please.when they are :qo l9ng~r·_ children, bu't we me?Jl to begin at once · 
and do' the utmost 'tliat we can for them. And kriowing you: to have 
b son's of your own, we. thought 'that you of' al,l"zµeri were . most likely to 
have. attended fo . th~i! . tJ:aining. and improvement, and; if _perchance 
you have seldom giyen ;:uiy µiought _to the $Ubje_~t. we may re~d you 
that you ought 'to h'ave _aon·e··so, ancf'would'ifrv1te y_ou· t_o :issist ·us ' in 
the ful.fill~e~t of :i copimon duty. I ·wµ1 te_ll Y.<;>,u,'_Nicias and Lach~~. · 
even at the risk of being tediou.s,.how we came to think of this. · : 
. .. . M~li{sias and·r live· togetliei-; and :out sons li've·~th' us.' And now; 1 
C as I was saying at firl!t,, y,:e are :going .~o be open _with you. ,Bo~ of us . 
often talk ~Q._the ~ids aoout ilie''m~y riobl(deed_pvhich our ·own fa-
thers did in . war and"peace-in. mana'gi;ig'the '_;!fairs of ilie allie's;: 
and those of the city-but neither of · us h"as ' any· deeds of his own 
which he can show. The truth is that we are ashamed of this con-
trast being seen by them, and we blame our fathers for letting us be 
d spoiled in the days of our youth, while they were occupied with the 
concerns of others. And we urge all this upon the lads, pointing out to 
them that they will not grow up to honor if they are rebellious and 
take no pains about themselves, but that if they take pains they may, 
perhaps, become worthy of the names which they bear. They, on 
their part, promise to comply with our wishes, and our care is to dis-
cover what studies or pursuits are likely to be most improving to them. 
e Someone commended to us the art of fighting in armor, which he 
thought an excellent accomplishment for a young man to learn, and 
he praised the man whose exhibition you have seen, and told us to go 
and see him. And we determined that we would go, and get you to ac· 
company us to see the sight-intending at the same time to ask you to 
From The Dialogues of Plato, translated with analyses and introductions 
by B. Jowett (4th edn., revised by order of the Jowett Copyright Trustees, 
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advise.UB, and, if you wish, to share in: our project for the education 
of our son.a. That is the matter which we.wanted to talk over with you, 
and we .. hope that .you.:will give us your·opinion about this-art of fight- 180 
ing in ~or, and about any other. studies:-or pursuits-whichyou.would-. 
or·:"WOul<Enot·recominenrkfor"a; .young mair,..sand .will tell. us whether ·· 
you·would.like to join in our proposal . . 
. :.NIC.tk1::1·As-far as I am-concemed,.Lysimachus and..Melesias, I 
applaudiyour:purpose and. will!gladly join:with yo~, .and I.believe that:. 
y.ou;. I.aches, will be equally ·glad. · · 
:>>I:A'..OHXS ~2Certainly; Nicias, .and.l quitei;approve of ¢e,·remark: b.> 
wbfclr E.ysimacllus made about his· own father and the father of Mele-
siu, and:'which is,applicable-, not only to tlrem...but to-us, and:taevery- · 
one who.is occupied. with public.affairs. As he· says, such persons are .. 
tocF.apt to: be;-negligent and carelessro£' their-:.i:iWJX:children and; their-' 
private -concerns: There·is ~uclitruth in·thatxemark of yours-, Lysim-
achus~.Blit.,why-r:besides. consulting.us, . def you :riot.·.consult our friend: c 
Socrates 'about the.education of-the youtfur2-He:'is- .ofthe same·deme· 
with you, and: is always passing his:-time:in: places where the youth 
have ariynoble study-or pursuit, such asyou are inquiring after . . 
;J;."Y.&U.t-A c KU s:i:::.:. Why; · Laches~ ·has· Soc:ratesi ·ev.er ·.attended: to: 
mattera-of:this sort?! · · - · · · 
· r.·.t¢u.n.:..Certamly~Lysimachus. .. · · 
.. ;°J?f?O?•s ::::~!~tY-the·means·ot, knowing'u.:-weil as:Laches., 
for quitflately"he·supplied me with a teacher.of music formy son-· 
Damon, the:pµp~ of;Agathocles, wl'Ia;is.;a~most,accomplished man in d 
every: way;;i u.:welll.a.s,a. musician:: and ·a'.·companfon. of: inesumable. 
Y.ltlue·for.yo:ung,men:at:their age.:_:_ ·· · . 
·.· .. • ~:LYSIMACHUS :;Those who. have reached my time or llfe, Soc-
rates andNldas.andLaches-,.faUout·of:acquaintan~e-.with .the young,. 
because' they'are' generally-detained :at home by.·olchge, but yoµ; 0 son 
of-.SOp~cus; should let:youi: fellow demesman have the .bei:;iefit of, 
any advice which you.are able to give.- Moreover; l:.have a claim upon e 
you:as ·an old friend of y.our hther; far.ha and:I:werc·always com-
paruonF.and friends-,·,and'.to .the:hour:of .. his ,:death,there never .wa.s. a. 
difference between·.us.i.And riowit·comes oack tome;·.at the mention ofi 
yow:- name, that I have. heard :these:-lads talking tb one another at . 
home·, and,often speaking of Socrates in,ternis .of. the highest praise, 
but I have never .thought to ask them whether the son of Sophroniscua; 
was the .person .whom they meant: Tell me • .my boys, whether this is 1s1 
the Socrates of wbbm:y.ou have often spoken? ·:. · · 
· s ON: Certainly;··father, this is he . 
. I;Y:Sl.M.A.CHU-~! I am delighted to hear;.:Socrates, that you main-: 
tain the- name of 'your father, who. was a most excellent man, and l 
further· rejoice at the prospect of our family ties•being renewed. 
LACHr.s :: Indeed, Lysimachus, you ought not to give him up, for. 
I can· .. assure you that I have seen him maintaining,. not ocly; his 
PS#2(CONT.) 
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b father'~;but also·his countr.y's name. He was my companion in,the re-
trea~ from· Dellum:, and: hcamtelI·you that.-if othen had only ,been 
· J.ik!';hfm, .tlwhonor.of ow:::co:2?1tr}",would:~ave:been upbelct:and the: 
great' def eatwcritld:n.everlia..~occurred.:. . 
. 1 ·L~I:M.i.:eH.u.s;: ·.That--praiSlris truly·lionorable:-to you~!Socratesf 
given as it is by witnesses entitled to all .credit;and, for suclrqualities· 
as those.wlill::h·thcy.iasc:ibe .to:youd..et~me:tell you;.the.:pleasure which 
tfeel jJra·liearirl g:o.f. row:.! ama;: and; I:.Jiope:tliat. you• will regard., mo-. a.ir 
one of your warmest friends. You· ought' .. tolhave. visited.·us 1ong: ago,· 
a: an,hna.do:yotlrself"llt p.ome.;~ m, .but now; .:from: this daydorward, 
u :we han; 'at .'last fauncirone :2nothe:r OUtf do as I.:say,,_;coni~ .'2nd: 
malce'::a.c:quaintance ,witb:·me, :.:~d .witlr these.youn~ men;··that you; 
and yours may continue·a:.il my.friends~ Ishall:expect.you to do~sofmd. 
slialliventure·:atrsollle'ifutm:e: tlme:,to:·remind: you::ot!YOm:i dutyi But· 
what-say.Jou all or.th~.ma.tter·of which we .we:re· beginning to ,speak..-. 
:> th11~ of 11 ghtin gin·.:amwr'c, Is that .a practiceJn rw hie}?: .the.11.a.ds. may. 
be'.advanugeo'l.i5IyJ.nstru'cted2:. ?' • · 
d . . '9'.0citA;1rxs·: ·l will endea."ior::to advise .. yo~·.-1!.ysimachus, as ·far 
as I can in :this·.matter, and ~so,in every;:way_ wilLcomply with°'your 
wish~1ba.tia.s,J:'" ~~ger:mid~noc .-so· experienced: I.think::that I 
ought certainly to bear first what my elders have tir say,· a:nd;. to learn: 
of them, and 11 I have anything to.add;the.n:I·ma1:venture{to ;gi.ve my 
opmt.oni an.di advice., ~cx.1.hc.m u welh as ~, you.:Suppcse,: NJ.c;.iasi· th at 
one:-01':otlrer.of you, begin:· · · · · . · 
:1ucu.s.r.i~:have..."IlO~objectian, ,Socrates~:apd :my ppinion .is that 
• th~ acquirement! ofzthJ.!I• an· 1a irumany ·waya use£ulito1young. men~. It.-
is an· advantage to them that instead of .. thedavorlte1-amusements:of. 
their leisure hours they soould ba.ve one .wbicli.'1:ends to improve their 
bQdily, 1health.: .No, gymnastics:-:could,. be. better. o:i:.hardei:: exercise:, and~ 
w th!$, =:md,the·m·.0£:riding-. are of,allarts.most.be:fi.ttiI_lg·to ·ad:ree:man, . 
fbr they :whoi:ue th ua exercised in:.:the use-,of. arms· are the: only. persons 
·· being tr.uned·.for the contest in which:we are engaged;· and 1ri the ac~ 
compli.shments: which: .it requb:es:.;Moreover in· actual battle, :when· 
you ,Mveco:fight,in·z llireooth:~-number ·of others;,such an: .acquire-
meIWwill. be.of· same. use,:imd wili:be.ohhe igreatest: service whenever 
the ranks·are, broken · and 7ou ·have to 'ftght·sfngly, either in pursuit, 
b when you are · attacking-· someone . wha is . defending · himself; or in . 
. flight,.- when, you .have· :to defend yourself against .. m :assailant! Cer, : 
tainly. he who possessed the.art could not meet with any hamnit the. 
bands of·a single ·person; 'or.perhaps:of several;.,andin every .:case be·: 
would have a great advantage . . Further; this sort of skill inclines a. 
man to.the love of.other:noble lessons;·for every man who. bas::-learned 
bow to fight.in armor·willdesire·to learn the proper.ariangement ·oran. 
army, wbich, .is- the· sequel of ,the· lesson. And: when .he .bu, learned:, 
c this, ra:nd·his ambition iir·once ·fired, ·he •will go onr:to· leam the com-




edge and practice of other military arts will be honorable and valuable 
to a man, and this l.esson may be the beginning of them. 
. · Let D;l~ add, a·.further advantage. which is :by no means a .slight 
one-that;this· science '.Wi!L make any m.an a great deal:more darin' 
and resolute-,in·the &\cL • .,And. I :will,not ·disdai:il . to mention, what .by 
some,m;y.·.be thought to be-a,small matter-he will have a more 1m..,, 
presaive ·appearanci; at the ,right~e. that is to say; at the·time when 
lils-appearance, ,will attfre.terror into-his enemies.. My opinion then,: d 
Lysimachus, is, a.s I say, that the youths should be instructed in this= 
ar:t;,~d .for :th~ reasons which· I have--giyen;. But La.ches may. take a, 
dlif~tview, anc;J I shall.be very glad to hear what he has.to say; . 
. . LJrCHU,:- I ,$9uld:not like to maintain,.Nicias, that any kind of. 
knowledge is, not to · be Jearned. for all. knowledge appears . to be · a 
g09d.t,.,:'\Jld· if, .a.si.the ~achers .. of the art a.ffinn.~ .this use of anns,is. • 
really a species of kno'!ledge, and i£ it is such ai. Nicia.s describes.; 
thf::11 n.,.ought ta be lep.r,ned, but if .not, ~di£ those. who profess to teach 
it.:.a,r,· ~c:1.yen- o.nly ... . or:if1it ·be·knowledge; .but not of a.valuable ·sort;. 
then.~hat a the.µ~ o~ learning it? .I say this, because I think that if it 
~~4r:~ ·really; ·\'.alu{lble, the ·. Lacedaemimians, whose whole life is. 
p~~jn)in4J,n~put· ~d~praciiclng uie .arta:which give .them an a.d.-t 183 
v.~o!over,·oth~ .. na.tions~.fn .war.;. :would,have- discovered; this one;1 
~~-~ven if tl:iey:have p.at,,. atlll..these professpttof the-art cannot have, 
f~c;\)ta,.~ove;:;th~::.Qt.;_all:the Hellenu. the:Laceda.emonia.ns hav.e: 
~greatest interest-in·such mattctt-,.and ,·that:z.master .of the art·who, 
\Vas. hg,n,q_recL~opg them . .would .. ~ sure to .make hjs .. fortUne among 
of:h~ p~t191;1s. -jJlsf a,f~ ·.tr;t.glc poet .w.oul~ -.'.Who .~ ; ~onored .among,.our-
~ .h~'"":"whichjs. the.~si.son .~hy. }le who fancies: that he can write. a, 
tragedy does not go about exhibiting 41 the states outside Attica, but b 
rµ_she.~ ~t,h~, straight,. uid 1~bits . at Athens,· and this is natural. 
v,o.ie_;-e,.. .I_pe:+e,e:Ive ~ttl:ie~e fighters 1n armor regard. Laceda~mon. as . 
~ ~~c:req.; invipJable.,ien:ttory~. which they. do · not ;touch· with the point· 
of ~eir foot, but, they make a ~cuit of the .neighboring states, and 
W9~d-rather, eajtlbit ~ -any .Qthers than .to. the Spartans-and par-, 
ticularly to those who would themselves acknowledge· that they are by 
n01mean.s fust,ratein the·arta of war. · 
. . Further, Lysimachus. I have encountered a good many of these-• C 
gentlemen· in· actual .seryice. and have taken:.their measure, which I 
c.an giv~ Y.QU at once, .for none of these masters .of fence have ever 
been. distinguished in war-there ha.s been a sort .of fatality· about: 
~; 'Yhile in. all 0th.er :,1.rtS. ,the:men of note have-been always those 
who have pncticed the art, these appear to be·a most unfortunate ex-
cept:1,o~. For example, this very Stesilaus. whom you and I have just 
witnessed exhibiting in all that crowd and making such great pr<r d 
fes_sion~ .of. his powers. l had a bet~er opportunity of seeing at another 
time ma.king 1n actual battle a real exhibition of himself· involun-
tarily. He was a marine on board a ship which charged a transport 
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vessel; mdT.was.':ll"Illed with ·a weapon;· ha.lf''spe.ir, half scythe:· the 
weapon was as singular as:its own~··Tcnnake a long story short; I will 
only!tell you:wbat happened to this. n~tabltfinvention of the scythe-
• apear.:.He wa:s..fightingi;~do.the scythawas caught in·the-rlggirig•of the 
other. ·ahip;nmd~tuck lfastr,~d-he';~·gg~di.:"but ·was,,unabie <to'tet ha 
weapon:free: Th'e' twcrships were 'passing one another. H~ :fi'rwrari 
along his· own ship-~holding:,on.to·, the ·spear/ but as. the other,· ship 
• paa~d~byr~d drew,hinf.:aiteras·Jhe w:a:;fiolding btHcfthe•spear, he, 
·letlt slip tbrougb·.his hand'.untilhe ~ta.ined only the'.eild of:'the ban.: 
1M dle:;The-people· iII,tho transpott·clapped~their·hands; and laughed 'at: 
his ridiculous- fi'gure; '·an'd:'when~sonieone·tbrew a: stone, -whicli' fe11 on• 
the1 deck~ llti bis ·feet,: ana. he qUitted' bf&.hold'. of •the-:scyth~~ar, the 
crew of his own trireme :tlso burst out-laughing:· ih'ey could not'.refrain· 
· whenithey beheld· the weapon!waving.,iinhe··a.h',· suspendecU±omqlie 
tt:uiiport~· .. .. ..,, .. ~·. . ''. . . . . : . • . .. ·. ~- . ... . 
.~· ··.;~Now::I: do·not·deny;that there•.m:iy be•some'tlifngim aucli::aii;art,: 
a.11~icw:~rts; bu~I tell:yqti::m·t~ent~tand;'!as~I's~d~ first,: 
b wbether·this,be· an· .u-t of whichJtlie advantage. is .so'..alight; or 'iiot"a.n 
. m it allbut :only an imposition·;:f:ri.eitlier,case suob' an acquireinent is 
-nbt wortlr.lbaving .. ·Foi'·niyJ"Opinion·:isJth·ae.:U'lhe professo:r'of!.tl:lli.im 
be,-a.cowar'd; be will ibe, likel '? io:b'ecome rash-~· artdihiltd1aracter .. wiD:be 
only .. more clearl1rrevea.led'1~bi'-·Whe:ha ibtave,:and falb~ver ao1µ1ue; 
other meri,wiJJ·.be,cn; tha,watcll:! iuid he- wilJ. .l)e;greatly traduced.::I'<r 
o there ts.·~·fealousy.ot-.auchi:-pretenders;!'alid;tmlesa!ai'inan-oe'p~mi-~ 
nent :tn valor, .he:.cannot:hel~being:ridiculous; if be- says ·th'at ·be bas 
tb.a.osort ,of skill • .,Such~·.iny.il\ldgmen~l Ljsimacaus;··dn the,:atiidy·of' 
this:art, but. a.i Il said ·::i.t:first, ask Socraies;11nd~da iiot-let· hliif go·wtil· 
·· her•bas·:given·yotl'-·his··opinion of'the·ri,latteij · · ". · ··· · ··· ·~· · ~ ;, 
.. ,1!.·¥S u,u·c 11 ·o:u l. am going to: ask'this· f avoI':of you; .S~tes~ ~: 
. d is1the:more necessary:·bec-,.'Use the rwo;cibunselors 'clliagreef :mcHoirie'...' 
one.1' m :a: 'ma.mier 'dtill!n~ed!.who.:. will, 'decide-··between. tliem:1Iacf 
they ag:reed,:no· arbiter-would'have beeri required::13ut as I:acbe':fb:is 
yoted one· way:.and · Nidas.,.another, ·:1. should like to bear- with· whiclr 
of bur.two friend&-)'.OU ia:gree'.. . ' 
SOCRATES: What, LysimachU's ... !'?l.i'e·you ' j?;Ofiig to ·acceptU'ilie-
opiniorl of the majority?" · 
:L:YSIMAC'BVS: ·Whyiyes;Socrates. What else-am I todo? 
. itOCitATES·: ·And'..would·you· do•sotoo~ Melesias? If you were de-· 
• liberating about the gymnastic training of your son; ~ould you· follow· 
the-- a.dvicei-cl thednajorit1·of us, ·ol\'.the · opinion: .of the one· wlio. hail 
been trained· and exercised undei: ~·skillful:master? - . . . 
. ·. MXLESIKS: The :latter;.· $ocrates-; as :would ·:surely be re:i.:sori,; 
able, .. ,, . · ·· · . · 
-s·o C ll'A 'r ES :' liis 'OJ'le''\'Ot"e· -would' be--worth more than'.t}f~· ·vote 
ot all us four? .. . 
ux:t:zs rA s ~ Presumably.; 
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have been recited the notion of a relation to self is altogether inad-
missible, and in other cases hardly credible~inadmissible~ for exam-
ple, in the case of magnitudes, numbers, and the like? 
Very true. 
But .in the case of hearing and sight, or in,the power. of self-mo-
tion, and the power of heat to burn, and so on, . this relation to self 
will be regarded as incredible by some, but perhaps not by others. 169 
And some great ~an. my friend, is wanted, who will satisfactorily de-
termine for. us whether there is nothing·which has an inherent prop-
erty· of relation to self ,rather than to something else, or some .things 
only and not others, and whether in this class-cl self-related things, 
if there be such a class, that science which is called wisdom or ·tem-
perance is:included. I altogether distrust my·own;power of determin-
ing-these matters. I am not certain whether such a science of science b 
can possibly exist, and even if it does undoubtedly exist, I should not 
acknowledge-it· to be wisdom.or temperance; .until L' can also see 
whether such a science-would ·or;would not\ db' us any good, for•I ha:ve-
an impression that temperance is a benefit and a good. And therefore, 
0 son of. Callaeschrus, as- you maintain that temperance or wisdom is 
a science o£·science,. and al~o of the absence 6.f:!.science, I will request 
you. to show in- the.first place,. as I was saying:before, the possibility1. 
and in the second place, the advantage, of suc:h a science: And then. 
perhaps you.may satisfy me that you are right in your view ,of. tern- c: 
~~~- . . . . 
(Critias heard me say this, and saw that lwas in a difficulty, and 
as on·e person.when:another yawns in his.presence catches the infec-
tioil··of-yawning frc::im him, so did he seem· to be:i:hiven;inta a difficulty 
by my difficulty. · But asi·be bad a: reputation · to maintain, he was· 
ashamed to admit before the company that he could not answer my 
challenge or,determ1ne·the question atlssue-~a.nd,}le·made an unintel-
ligible-attempt to hide his perplexityJ ·. . . ;,t 
In order that the argument might proceed, I said to him, Well · 
then, Critias, if you like, let us assume that this scienc.e of science is · 
po'ssible-whether,the assumption is right .or.wrong may hereafter be 
investigated. Admitting its complete possibility;· will you .tell me how · 
such a science enables us to distinguish what we know or do not 
know, which, as.we were saying, is self-knowledge or wisdom? Was 
not that it? . · 
Yes, Socrates, he said, and the rest I think follows. For he who· 
has this science or knowledge which knows· itself will become like 
the knowledge·which he has, in the same way that he who has,swift- e 
ness will be swift, and he who has beauty· will· be beautiful, and ·he 
who has knowledge will know. In the· same way he who has that. 
knowledge which is self-knowing, will know himself. . 




CORCIAS: .J-..will.a:..d~nd-yo~dmit you have-:-rreV!r 
heard-a-speakeJ;....1Do:re conci~J . 
soc RATE s : Well then, you claim that you are an expert in the 
art of rhetoric and that you can make rhetoricians of others. Now just d 
what is the scope of rhetoric? Weaving;- for: example, has to·do with: 
the.making of garments. You agree?-
· . 1 co·RCIAS: Yes. 
SOCRATES: And music with composing melodies? 
CORGIAS: Yes. . 
· .. :!s:ocRA.'J:J:s.~fu Hera, Gorgias, I marvd at·your answers; they 
could not be brief er: . .· . · · · · · . . , 
' · CORCIAS·: Yes; I think I succeed pretty well, SocratesJ 
SOCRAT:ES: Good, and now answer in the same way about rhet-· 
oric. What is .the field of this science? • · · 
CORCIAS: Words. 
SOCRATl:S: Of 'what kind; Gorgias.?, .Those that reveahto the 
sick what treatment will restore their health? · · · e 
. CORCIAS: No. 
s:ocllATl:S: ·Then rhetoric is not concerned with every kind of 
words. · · 
. CORCIAS: Certainly not. 
··soc RA TE s ~ Yet it,makes men;able to speak. 
coRcIAs: Yes. 
s OCRA TES: And able to think also about.the matter of-their dis-
course?' . 
- CORCIAS: Ofcourse: 
"•,s·o.cRATl:s·.: · Now does not the science of 'medicine, which we, ,:10 
have just mentioned, make men able to think and to speak about their 
patients? · : 
CORCIAS: Assuredly: , 
so·cRAT:ES: Then medicine also, it: seems, · is concerned with 
words. 
coRClAS: Yes; 
· .. so.CRATES:· Words about diseases? 
' CORCIAS: Certainly. 
·Soc RAT ES : And is not gymnastics concerned with words that 
relate-to good or bad bodily condition? 
CORCIAS: Undoubtedly. 
SOCRATES: And so ·it is with the other arts also, Gorgias. Each b 
of them is concerned with words that have to do:with its own subject 
matter. 
· coRCIAS·: ·Evidently. 
· socRAT:ES: Then, as the other arts have to do with words, why· 
do you not call them ·by the name of 'rhetoric,' since you call rhetoric 
any art that is concerned with words? 




I should say, in his capacity as a doctor. 
And what would you hope to become? 
A doctor. 
3II 
And suppose your idea was to go to Polyclitus of Argos or·Phidias 
of Athens·and pay them fees for your own benefit, and someone asked 
you in what capacity you thought of paying this money to them, 
what would you answer? 
I should say, in their capacity as sculptors. 
To make you what? 
A sculptor, obviously. 
Right, said I. Now here are you and I going to Protagoras prepared d 
to pay him money as a fee for you-our own if it is enough to satisfy 
him, or.if not, our friends' resources thrown in as well. If then, seeing 
ua so. full of enthusiasm, someone should ask, Tell me, Socrates and 
Hippocrates, what do you suppose Protagoras is, that you intend to 
pay him money? what should we answer him? What particular name 
do we bear attached to Protagoras in the sort of way that Phidias is 1 
called a sculptor and Homer a. poet? 
Well, Sophist, I suppose, Socrates, is the name generally given 
to him. . . 
Then it is as a Sophist that we will go to him and pay him? 
Yes. 
And if .you bad .to face the further question, What do·you yourself 
ho~ to become by your association with Protagoras? 312 
I 
. rHe blushed at this ....... ther~ was already a streak of daylight to be-
tray'liim-and repllecQ I! this is like the other cases, I must say 'to 
become a Sophist.' 
But wouldn't a man like you be ashamed, said I, to face your fel-
low countrymen as a Sophist? 
. If I :im to speak my real mind, I certainly should. 
Perhaps then· this is riot the kind of instruction you expect to 
get from Protagoras, . but rather the kind you got from the. school- b 
masters who taught you letters and music and gymnastics. You didn't 
learn these for professional purposes, to become a practitioner, but 
in the way of liberal education, as a. layman and a gentleman should. 
That exactly describes, said he. the sort of instruction I expect 
from Protagoras. 
. Well then, I went on, do you understand what you are now going 
to do, or not? 
In what respect? 
I mean that you are going to entrust the care of your soul to a c: 
man who is, in your own words, a Sophist, though I should be sur-
prised if you know just what a Sophist is. And yet if you don't know 
that, you don't know to whom you are entrusting your soul, nor 
whether be represents something good or bad. 
I think I know, said he. 
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a colored marker. 
2. Ask the subject to mark the beginning and end of each PS 
that is not marked off with the colored marker. Allow as 
much time as is necessary. Don't discuss the answers, but 
questions of clarification may be answered. 
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knowledge, what seems to be necessary. you see, is that every man 
in every way shall try to become as wise as possible. Is not that 
correct? 
Yes, he said. 
b And I suppose we think that he should i;et this from his father 
much rather than wealth. :md from guardians and friends and espe-
cially from those who profess to be lovers. native or foreign; he should 
beg and beseech them to give him some wisdom. For wisdom's sake, 
Cllnias, there is no disgrace. no reproach. in being servant and slave to 
a lover and to anyone, for a man willing to give honorable service in 
the passion to become wise. Don't you think so? I said. 
I think you a.re quite right. he replied • 
. c Yes, Clinias, I said. if only wisdom can be taught, if only it is not 
something that comes to men of itself-for that is a point we have 
not considered, that has not yet been agreed between me and you. 
Well. Socrates. he said, I think wisdom can be taught. 
I·.. rt was delighted. and replied, Well said, admirable boy! I am muai obliged to you for sparing me from a long in~uiry on just that question. whether wisdom can or cannot be taugh_!J Now, then, since 
you think it can. and that wisdom alone in the wide world makes a 
d man happy and fortunate, don't you say it is necessary to love wisdom, 
and don't you mean to d9:,!t yourself? 
That l do, Socrates.~e-a:iid, :is h:ud-as-everf-can.£1 
[I-w~a gl:id tO-be:u-.t..-And-L..aid Ther,u..my-5peGimen.my-<l~ar 
D.ionµodorus..and-Eu thydcmur,ohhe-3ort-oi-thing-I-wish-words-oi-at-
tta.c.tion to be; it is clums1--PUhaps,and-too-tong, :md tedious.-Nflw 
then.-le~i theJ!-<>f-}'ou...whO-J,lii sb es d emoo s era te--tlle-same-thin g-f or-us. 
• doing-it--neatly-lik~~t...Or--if--yo~o-not-eare-to-do....that,...then-be-
gi11-w here-Heft-off;-and-show-the-boy-in-d ue--orde~ hethe~e-must 
get--evary-lmowled ge,-or-i.f-there-4~ne.....m1gle-know led g&-Which-he 
must-geHo-be-happy-:,..nd--a-good-man.-a.nd-what-thiS-is.-For-as-I-said 
at-the-beginning, it would reall1--II1ean a gre~wieal to-Us-thanhis 
young-ma~hould-become-wise-and-good: 
283/ Th a t-is-w ha t-l-S:i.idrCrito,...2I1d-I-p:ud-puticul~tention..ta...W hat 
sbould-follow~d-I-w:atched-hoW-the'}LWould-tackle-the-argument, 
al'}d.-where--they.J,uJuld..begi.n..-m-tt:yin g to encouraguhe-youn g-man to 
pracrlce wisdom and virtue. Sa Dionysodoros,-Ul~lder-brother;-be--
gan-fust;-and--we-all--watched-hb-?Hxpectin g-to--hear-&01nethin g-won-
b derf uLthe.re..ancLthen A s i odeed-we-did,eritcr,-f orit""Was.t"Wonderf ul 
argument"Which-the-man-was-beginning.anditis-worth-your-w hile-to 
beu-what-$0rt-of-encouragemenc-t~e-it-wa0 
Tell me; Socrates, he said, and all you gentlemen here who say 
you desire that this young man should become wise, whether you are 
jesting in saying this, or do you truly and seriously desire it? 
[This-made-m~u ppog.e tb :it tb ey...thaughuv.e-:were,_Jesting...be£ore, 
when-we-a.sked-tham-to.-eonveru.....with-th~oun~bthis 
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d SOCRATES: But what knowledge does it teach? And -what are 
we to do with it? For it must not be a contriver of :my of those prod-
ucts which :ire. neither good nor bad: it must impart no knowledge but 
itself alone. C:in we s:iy then what it is, and what we are to do with 
it? Would you like us to say it is the one by which we shall make other 
men good? · 
CRITO: Yes. certainlv. 
SOCRATES: And wh.:it shall these be good for, and how useful ~o 
us? Shall we say, to make others the same. and they to make others. 
e and so on and on? And good at what? We cannot see, since we have 
despised what are generally said to be the works of statecraft, and as 
the proverb goes. it is alw:iys 'Corinthus, son of Zeus.' We are just as 
far from knowing, or farther, what is that knowledge which will make 
us happy. 
c RI To : . fy-es.-indeed...Socrates,-i~ems-you-got-yoursel ves-into 
a-nice-mess. 
soc RATE s : We~ould-do,my-dear-man,5ince..U'ound my-
293 seli--in-this-mes,.-was-t~ry-an~lamor, pra yin ~e-two--visitors 
like a second-paiNJhlaviOt'""gods-{Gaston1nd-Folydeucesr,to-save-us. 
~d-the-boy,£rom-this-tempest-of-logic-;--and--to-play-n0-mors-but-to 
~rious,and-show-to-us-whicl:rls-the-knowledge-which-once-gained 
would-brin g....us...well-throu gh-the-rest-0£.oul'-lif e. 
c RIT o : Whauhen1-Was-Euthydemus-willing-to-show-you? 
SOCRATES: Wh~kounel-And-he-began, my-good-friemr.in 
thii-m:i. gni.ficent-f ashionJ · 
b Which do you prefer, then, my dear Socrates? Shall I teach you 
this knowledge which bas been puzzling you for so long, or shall I 
show that you have it? 
rHeaven bless US, my de:ir man! said I. Can you do that? 
That I can, said he. 
PS#2 Then show that I have it, I do beseech you, said I, for that is 
much easier than learning for an old man like me. 
Very well, he said, just answer1Is there anything you do know? 
Oh yes, I said. plenty.of things. but only small ones. 
Quite . enough, said he. Then do you think it is possible for any· 
thing whatever of the things which are, not to be what it is? 
c Why no, I don·t. said I. 
You know something then? said be. 
I do. 
Then you are knowing, since you know? 
Certainly. in that same something. 
That makes no difference. he said. Isn't it necessary that you 
know everything since you are knowing? · 
Why, no indeed, I said. There are many other things I do not 
know. 
Then if you do not know something, you are not knowing. 
Not knowing that, my friend, said I. 
PS#3 
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b or smaller. nearer or more distant-is it not in the first place a 
question of measurement, consisting as it does in a consideration of 
relative excess, defect, or equality?' 
It must be. 
'And if so, it must be a. special skill or branch of knowledge.' 
Yes. they will agree. 
'What skill, or what branch of knowledge it ls. we sh:ill le:ive till 
later; the fact itself is enough for the purposes of the expl::mation 
c which you have asked for from Protagoras and me. To remind you of 
your question, it arose because we two agreed that there was nothing 
more powerful than knowledge. but that wherever it is found it always 
has the mastery over pleasure and everything else. You on the other 
hand, who maint~ that pleasure of ten masters even the man who 
knows, asked us to say what this experience really is, if it is not being 
d mastered by pleasure. If we h~ answered you straight off that it is ig-
norance, you would have laughed at us, but if you laugh at us now, 
you will be laughing at yourselves as well, for you ha...-e agreed ·that 
when people make a wrong choice of pleasures and pains-that is, of 
good and evil-the cause of their mist:,.ke is lack of knowledge. We 
can go furthet', and call it, as you have already agreed, a science of 
• measurement, and you know yourselves that a wrong action which is 
done without knowledge is done in ignorance. So that is what being 
mastered by pleasure really is-ignorance, and .most serious igno-
rance, the fault which Protagoras. Prodicus. and Hippias profess to 
cure. You on the other hand, because you believe it to be something 
else, neither go nor send your children to these SoiJhlsts; who·~ the 
experts in such matters. Holding that it is nothing that can be taught, 
you :i..re careful with your money and withhold it from them-a bad 
pol.icy both for yourselves and for the community.' 
That then is the answer we should make to the ordinary run of 
358 people,@Ild-I ask you Hip~d--Prodicus-as-well-ils-Prot:rgor.rs.fo:r 
.1-.w.ane you to sbara-oU1'-di.scussion'3whether you think what I say is 
true. 
They all agreed most emphatically that it was true. 
;(ou agree then, said I. that the pleasant is good and the painful 
bad. U ask exemption from Prodicus' precise verbal distinctions. 
Whether you call it pleasant, agree:ible. or enjoyable, my dear Prodi-
b cus, or whatever name you like to apply to it, ple:ise answer in the 
sense of my request. 
Prodicus laughed and assented, and so did the others] 
Well, here is another point. I continued. All actions aimed at this 
end, namely a pleasant and painless life, must be fine actions, that 
is, good and beneficial. 
They agreed. 




11ame as ltvai. And the old word ><ivt1ais will be correctly given as iEais 
in corresponding modem letters. Assuming this foreign root 1<!Eiv, and 
:µlowing .for the change of the 11 and the insertion of the v, we have 
~vncns, which should. have been K1dv11a1s or dais, :ind crro:ais is the d 
negative of levai .( or dais), and haS: been.improved -into· a-raa1s. Now· the 
letter p, as I was saying, appeared to the imposer. of names an ex-
~el),e:pr instrument for the· expression of motion, and he frequently 
~§1::S":the letter for this purpose. For example, in the actual"words pEtv 
~d-po~ he represents motion by p-also in the words Tp6µ~ ( trem-
1:iJJ.ng), Tpcrx~ (rugged), and again,.in words such as Kpovuv (strike), 
epavuv (crush), lpd1C£1v (bruise), epvrrmv (break), 1CEpµc:rr!l;£1v (crum- e 
bJe), pvµl3Etv (whirl ) . . Of all these sorts of movements he generally finds 
~1expression in the letter p, ·because, as I imagine, be had observed 
tllat the tongue was.most agitated and least at rest in the pronunciation 
of.this letter, which he therefore used in order to express motion, just 
~ by the letter t be expresses the subtle. elements which pass through 
~;things. This is why he uses the:letter. t as imitative of motion. ltvai, 
1Ea6ai. And there is another class of: letters, cp, '+', a, and ~. of which "'27 
the pronunciation is accompanied by great expenditure of breath; 
these are used in the imitation of such notions as 1fNXp6v (shivering), 
z;iov (seething), aEtEa6at (to be .. shaken), aEtaµ~ (shock), and are 
always introduced by the giver of -names when he wants to imitate 
what is cpvawSES (windy). He seems to.have thought that the closing 
and pressure of the tongue in the utterance of S and T were ex- b 
pressive of binding and rest in a place. He further observed the liquid 
movement of:>-, in the pronunciation of which the tongue slips, and 
in this he found the expression of sn1oothness, as in Mas (level), and 
in the word o;\1a66:vuv (to slip) itself, Alirapov (sleek), in the word 
icoUwSes (gluey), and the like; the heavier sound of y detained the 
slipping tongue, and the union of the two gave the notion of a gluti-
nous· clammy nature, as in yt.iaxP~, yi.\JlC\JS, y:\oiw6ES; The v he ob-
served to be sounded from within, and therefore to have a notion of c 
inwardness;· hence he introduced the sound in lv6ov and lVT6~; a he 
'assigned to the expression of size, and 11 of length, because they are 
great letters; o was the sign of roundn~ss, and therefore there is plenty 
of·o mixed up in the word yoyyvi.ov ·(round). Thus did the legislator; 
reducing all· things into letters and syllables, and impressing on them, 
names and signs, and out of them · by'.irnitation compounding other 
signs.fThat is my view, Herniogenes, of the truth of names, but ~ d 
shoulcflike to hear what Cratylus has more to say. 
. HERMOGENES: But, Socrates, as I ·was telling you before, 
Cratylus mystifies me; he says that there is a fitness of names; but he 
never explains what is this fitness, so that I cannot tell whether bis 
obscurity is intended or not. Tell me now, Cratylus, here in the pres- e· 
ence of Socrates, do you agree in what Socrates has been saying about 
names, or have you something better of your own? And if you have, 
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tell me what your view is, and then you will either learn of Socrates, 
or Socrates and I will learn of you. · 
CRATYLUS: Well, but surely, Hermogenes, you do not suppose 
that you can learn, or I explain, any subject of importance all in a 
moment-at any rate, not such a subject as language, which is, per-
haps, the very greatest of all. · 
28 HERMOCENE·S: No, indeed, but, as Hesiod says, and I agree 
with him, 'to add little to little' • is worth while. And, therefore, if you 
think that you can add anything at all, however small, to our knowl-
edge, take a little trouble and oblige Socrates, and me too, who cei·-
tainly ha.ve a claim upon you. 
SOCRATES: I am by no means positive, Cratylus, in the view 
which Hermogenes and myself have worked out~ and therefore do not 
hesitate to say what you think, which if it be better than my own 
b view I shall gladly accept. And I should not be at all surprised to find 
that you have found some better notion. For you have evidently re-
flected· on these matters and have had teachers, and if you have really 
a better theory of the truth of names, you may count me in the num-
ber of your disciples. · 
CRATYLUS: You are right, Socrates, in saying that I have made 
a study of these matters, and I might possibly convert you into a dis-
~ ciple. But I fear that the opposite is more probable, and I already 
find myself moved to say to you what Achilles in the 'Prayers' says to 
Ajax,· 
Illustrious Ajax, son of Tela.men, lord of the people, 
You appear to have spoken in all things much to my mind.• 
And you, Socrates, appear to me to be an oracle, and to give answers 
much to my mind, whether you are inspired by Euthyphro, or whether 
some Muse may have long been an inhabitant of your breast, uncon-
sciously to yourself. 
d SOCRATES: Excellent Cratylus, I have long ~een wondering at 
. my own wisdom. I cannot trust myself. And I think that I ought to 
stop and ask myself, What am I saying? For there is nothing worse 
than self-deception-when the deceiver is always at home and always 
with you-it is quite terrible, and therefore I ought often to retrace my 
steps and endeavor to 'look fore and aft,' 1" in the words of the aforesaid 
.• Homer: And now let me see, where are wii1) Have we not been saying 
that the correct name indicates the nature of the thing? Has this prop· 
osition been sufficiently proved? 
CRATYLUS: Yes, Socrates, what you say, as I am disposed to 
think, is quite true. 
s ocRA TES: Names, then, are given in order to instruct? 
1 Work.s and Days 9.359. • Iliad 9.644 sq. 




watthe-i:e.ason urhy they jelited ::rnd did i:iot take it serieusly.-60 r tolci---c 
them iifj]) roote earnestly that w11 we~ly serious aoouw . 
. 'Fhen-Diooysodorus s~d. Take cme, S0c1.1te3. yott-may have to 
deny what you say now. 
I have takea <;are, I replied. I shall ner,•er dQ.uy it. 
\l&ry-well;-he-sai.s]You say you want him to become wise. 
Most certainly. 
But now, said he, is Cllnias wise or not? 
He says, not yet, said I. He's no boaster. you know. 
And you people, said Dionysodorus, want him to become wise, 
and not to be a dunce? 
We agreed. 
Then-you wish him1ta become one that he is not, and no longer d 
to;be on'e that he is . 
. Q was ,troubled when I heard this; and he, ·seeing·me troubled, took 
me upJ]One further word. Since you want him no lon~er to be one that 
he is now, you ;want him to be destroyed, it seems l !:!ncleed, preeious 
fmnd....a-nd-lovers they rnusr·be·who urould give 11 great deal to have 
th~lings-done-a~~I · 
Ctesippui.-tlew-into-;....uge for his pet wben be h~-<i this. and • 
said;-Ml'r4'-hurl:m Yfsito~t-w~en't too n.1de-l-woolHay.-&.lme 
be-done to you! How could-ye~~l£...tell ,uch a lie ?bout ma·Q.fid 
~stti-us-;--somcthinguto my mind-net-<l~~peat. th2., I wowd 
wish-this young gentleman-to ba doJHI away mithD · 
My dear Ctesippus, said Euthydemus, do you really think it is 
possible to tell a lie? 
Yes, by heaven, or else I am out of my senses. 
In making the.statement objected to, or·not in making it? 
In making it, he replied. 2s, 
·In·that case.if he states it, is he not .telling another of the-facts, 
differing from·wh'at he actually says?, 
How could he? said Ctesippus.-
Clearly what h~ tells is an extra one of the facts, distinct from his 
other facts. 
Quite sol 
Therefore in stating that, he'said; be is stating the extra fact? 
Yes. 
Now, then, he who states this. fact and the other facts is telling 
the truth; so Dionysodorus, since he states the facts, tells the truth 
and tells no lie about you. · 
· Yes, said Ctesippus • . but he· that makes-the .. ;e statements, Eu thy- b 
demus, is not stating the facts-is not saying the things that are. 
Then ·Euthydemus went on, Surely the things that are not, are 
not?, 
.They are not; , 
Surely the things that are not can only be nowhere? 
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Polu1. 1=9 _d,o B{Tong is the _~~?"st th~t c~et~.U a man. Ta suff o:1£!9,ng 
u Uttl4 i11 comparison. -
What follow1 can hardly be called an argument. The two mm 
cannot agree enough to be able to arg~. They are too far apart. Fi-
nally Ca11icles u silenced, but nothing more, though Socrates' intense 
desire to convince him, to convert him, grow1 clearer and clearer. In 
the end_h; ii .not re~nJ.:1...!L.wit_1}_~~1JJ..JJ§.ll..exhorting..him .. pr;_a..roiJtg 
to him.. He must induce him to see that the good is altogether different 
from the safe. He begs him not to mind if someone insults and strikes 
him. ·For heaven', sc.Jc.e, let him and be of good cheer.· (Turn to him· 
the other cheelc...) You can :uff er by doing right, but you can never 
suffer hann. 
The reader rem.ember1 what Phaeda said before Socrates drank 
the poison, ·zt never occurred to me to feel sorry for him. He seemed 
quite happy.· 
1 CA.LLICLES {This is how they say you should take part in war-
fa:re and battle, Socrates. 
soc1u.T:ES: What, have we arrived at the latter end of a feast, 
as the saying goes? 
CA.LLICLJ:S: Yes, and a very charming feast, for Corgias has 
just given us a fine and varied display. 
soc:aA.TJ:s: Well, Chaerephon here is to blame, Cillicles, for he 
compelled us to loiter.in the market place. 
b CHAER:EPHON: 'Tis no matter, Socrates, for I can supply the 
remedy too. Gorgias is a friend of mine, and will treat us to another 
display, now, if you want, or 1! not, later. 
cALLICLl:S: What, Ch:i.erephon? Is Socrates anxious to hear 
Gorgias? 
CHAJ:Rl:PHON: That is the very reason why we are here. 
CALLICLES: Any time you like to come home with me, then, 
for Gorgias is staying with me and will give you an exhibition. 
soc:aATl:S: Most kind of you, Callicles. but would he also be 
c willing to converse with us? I want to learn from him what is the 
scope of his art and just what he professes and teaches. As for the 
exhibition, let him give us that, as you suggest, on some other oc-
casion. 
From SOCTatic Dialogius, translated and edited by W. D. Woodhead with 
an introduction by G. C. Field (Edinburgh and New York, I/)53 ). 
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CALLICLES: There's nothing like asking him, Socrates, for 
that was one feature of his display. He bade any one of the company 
present just now ask any questions. he pleased. and said he would an-
swer all such questions. 
SOCRATES: Splendid I Chaerephon, ask him. 
CHAEREPHON: Ask him what? 
SOCRATES: Who he is. d 
CHAEREPHON: What do you mean? 
SOCRATES: Well, supposing he were a maker of shoes, he 
would surely answer you that he was a cobbler. You see what lmean, 
do you not? 
CHAEREPHON: I see, and I will ask him. Tell me, Gorgias, is 
Callicles right in saying that you profess to answer any question you 
·are asked? 
CORGIAS: He is right, Chaerephon; that is the very statement I .us 
made just now, and I assure you that nobody has asked me. a new 
question these many years •. 
CHAEREPHON: You must indeed be ready with your answers. 
Gorgias. 
CORGIAS: You are at liberty to make the experiment. Chaere-
phon. 
t · po Lu s : Yes indeed, and upon me, if you wish, Chaerephon, for 
Gorgias, I .think, is played out; he has already spoken at great length. 
CHAEREPHON: Why, Polus, do you think you could answer 
better than Gorgias? 
POL us: What does that matter, if itis well enough for you? b 
CHAEllEPHON.': Not at all, but since you want to, you may an-
swer. 
POL US: Proceed. 
CHAEREPHON: I w~!f Gorgias were an expert in the same art 
as his brother Herodicus, what should we rightly call him? By the 
same professional name as his brother? 
POL US: Assuredly. 
CHAEREPHON: Then we should be correct in calling him a 
doctor? · 
Po Lu s : Yes. 
c HAER E PH o N : And if he were skilled in the same art as Aris-
tophon, son of Aglaophon, or Aristophon's brother, what should we 
rightly call him? 
, P'O Lu s : Obviously a painter. c 
CHAER'EPHON: But, as it is, in what craft is he expert, and by 
what name should we correctly call him? 
Poi.us: There are many arts, Chaerephon, among mankind ex-
perimentally· devised by experience, for experience guides our life 
along the path of art, inexperience along the path of chance. And 




LA.CHES: That is true. 
SOCRATES: But foolish boldness and endurance appeared be- d 
fore to be base and hurtful to us? 
LA CHES: Quite true. 
SOCRATES: Whereas courage was acknowledged to be a noble 
~ill~ . 
LA.CHES: True. 
SOCRATES: And now on the contrary we are saying that the 
foolish endurance, which was before held in dishonor, is courage. 
LACH ES: So we are. 
soc RA TES: And are we right in saying so? 
LA.CHES =:.Indeed, S.ocrates, I am sure that we are not right. 
SOCRATES: Then according to your sta.tement. you and I. 
Laches, are not attuned to the Dorian mode, which is a hannony of e 
words and deeds, for our deeds are not in accordance with our words. 
Anyone would say that we had courage who saw us in action, but not, 
I imagine, he who heard us talking about courage just now. · 
LA CHES: That is most true. 
soc RATE s : And is this condition of ours satisfactory? 
LA CHES: Quite the reverse. 
soc RA T,E s : · Suppose, however, that we admit the principle of 
which we are speaking to a certain extent? 
LA CHES: To what extent and what principle do you mean? lS( 
. SO GRATES r · The principle of endurance. If you agree, we too 
must endure and persevere in the inquiry, and then courage will not 
laugh at our faintheartedness ·in searching for courage, which after 
all may frequen,!J.y be endurance. . . . 
LAC HES :LI am ready to go on, Socrates, and yet I am unused to 
investigations of this sort. But the spirit of controversy has been 
aroused in me by what has been said, and I am really grieved at being 
thus unable to e:,cp_resii mv meaning. For I fancy that I do know the b 
nature of courage, but, somehow or other, she has .slipped .aw.<!1,Jrom 
me. and I cannot get hold of her and tell her.natur.e . . 
SOCRATES! But, my dear friend,-should not the good sportsman 
follow the track, and not give up? 
LA.CHES: Certainly, he should. . 
SOCRATES: Shall we then invite Nicias to join us? He may be 
better at the sport than we are. What do you say? 
LACHES: I should like that. c 
SOCRATES: Come then, Nicias, and do what you can to help 
your friends, who are tossing on the waves of argument, and at the 
last gasp. You see our extremity, and may save us and also settle your 
own opinion, if you tell us what you think about courage) ·· 
NICIAS: I have been thinking, Socrates, that you and Laches 
are.not defining courage in the right way, for you have forgotten an 
excellent saying which I have heard from your own lips. 
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t:fllgis also the cause of the world. Now a cause is that because of which 
ll~ything is created, and someone comes and whispers in my ear that 
d}l;Stice is rightly so called because partaking of the nature of the 
, {,~use. And I begin, after hearing what he has said, to interrogate him 
•:gently. Well, my excellent friend, say I, but i£·all this be true, I still 
. want to know what is justice. Thereupon they think that I ask tire-
,~_me questions, and am leaping over the barriers, and have been 
e already sufficiently answered, and they try to satisfy me with one deri- b 
LY~tion after another, and at length they quarrel. For one of them says 
· +.that justice is the sun, and that he only is the piercing ( S1ai6VTa) 
h~d burning ( KaoVTa) element which is the guardian of nature. And 
v)fben I joyfully repeat this beautiful notion, I am answered by the s:i.-
0~cal remark, What, is there no justice in the world when the sun is 
5aown? And when I earnestly beg my questioner to tell me his own 
., ,,bonest opinion, he says, Fire in the abstract: But this is not very in- c 
c ~lligible. Another says, No, not fire in the abstract, but the abstrac-
.. tion of heat in-the fire. Another man professes to laugh at all this, and 
! 1ay.s, as Anaxagoras says, that justice is mind, for mind, as they say, 
)b.'iS absolute power, and mixes with nothing, and orders all things, 
ti:uld· passes through all things. At last, my friend, I find myself in far 
gre:rter perplexity about the nature of justice than I was before I be-
. }gan to learn. B.ut still I am of the opinion· that the name, which has 
led me into this digression, was given to justice for the reasons which d 
;:~have mentioned. . 
HERMOCENES U think,. Socrates, that you are not improvising 
now. You must have heard this from someone else. · 
PS#8 SOCRATES: Andnottherest? 
HERMOCENES: Hardly. 
soc a ATE s : Well, then, let me go on in the hope of maldng you 
believe in the originality of the resi]What remains after justice? I do 
not' think that we have as yet discussed courage ( a:vSpE!a ). Injustice 
(a61Kla.), which is obviously nothing more than a hindrance to the e 
penetrating principle ( 61a'i6VToS) , need not be considered. Well, then, 
. the name of &...Spda seems to imply a battle-this battle is in the 
world of existence, and· according to the doctrine of flux is only the 
counterflux (lvavT!a pot\), If you extract the 6 from &...Spefa, the name 
at once signifies the thing, and you may clearly understand that 
a:vop~la is not the stream opposed to every stream, but only to that 
which is contrary to justice, for otherwise courage would not have -iH 
: been praised. The words o:pp11v (male) and CM\P (man) also contain a 
similar allusion to the same principle of the upward flux ( Tij ave.) 
~ij). rwi; (woman) I suspect to be the same word as yovi; (birth); 
&fy.v (female) appears to be partly derived from 61\ATJ (the teat), be-
cause the teat is like rain, and makes things flourish ( TM)A£Va1). 
HERM OCENES : That is surely probable. 
soc RATE s : Yes, and the very word 6C1AA£1v ( to flourish) seems 
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SOCRATES : Wiratirir,Nicias? 
d NICIAS: I have often heard you say that 'Every man is good in 
that in which he is wise, and bad in that in which he is unwise.' 
s OCR>.. TES:. That is certainly true, Nicias. 
NICIAS: And therefore if the brave man is good, he is also wise. 
S OCR ATES : fue yo1:1 heafil.im,..t.aehes,? 
L • cu.: i; · Y~..,l-heai:-bi.'m;-but-1-do-not-very-wehnderstaad 
hint:.] 
SOCRATES: I think that I understand him, and he appears to 
me to mean that courage is a sort of wisdom. 
LA c HE s : What sort of wisdom, Socrates? 
e soc RA TE s : That is a question which you must ask of him. 
LA CHES: Yes. 
SOCRATES: Tell him then, Nicias, what sort of wisdom you 
think courage to be, for you surely do not mean the wisdom which 
plays the flute? 
NI c I As : Certainly not. 
soc RA TES: Nor the wisdom which plays the lyre? 
NICIA.S: No. 
:;ocRATES: But what is this knowledge then, and of what? 
LA c HE s : I think that you put the question to him very well. 
Socrates, and I would like him to say what is the nature of this 
knowledge or wisdom. 
195 NICIAS: I mean to say, Laches. that courage is the knowledge of 
that which inspires fear or confidence in war. or in anything. 
LA c HE s : [How strangely he is talking. Socrates. 
SOCRATES: Whydoyousayso,Laches!J 
LA CHES: Why, surely courage is one thing, and wisdom an-
other. 
SOCRATES: That is just what Nicias denies. 
LA CHES: Yes, that is what he denies; that is where he is so silly. 
SOCRATES: Suppose that we instruct instead of abusing him? 
NICIAS: Certainly, Socrates, but having been proved to be 
b talking nonsense himself, Laches wants to prove that I have been do-
ing the same. 
LACHES: Very true, Nicias. and you are talking nonsense, as I 
shall endeavor to show; Let me ask you a question. Do not physicians 
know the dangers of disease? Or do the courageous know them? Or 
are the physicians the same as the courageous? 
NICIAS: Not at all. 
LA.CHES: No more than the husbandmen who know the dangers 
of husbandry, or than other craftsmen, who have a knowledge of that 
which inspires them with fear or confidence in their own arts, and yet 
c they are not cour~eous a whit the more for that. 




30~ PLAT 0 COLLECTED DIALOGUES 
CALLICLES: I say then, to serve and minister. 
b soc RATE s : Then you invite me, my noble friend, to play the 
.flatterer? 
CALLICLES: Yes, if you prefer the most offensive term, for if 
you do not ... 
SOCRATES: Please do not say what you have said so often-
that anyone who wishes will slay me, only for me to repeat in turn that 
then a villain will slay a good man, nor that anyone will rob me of 
anything I possess, only for me to repeat that, once he has robbed me, 
he will not know what to do with his spoil, but even as he robbed me 
unjustly, so too he will make an unjust use of it, and if unjust, 
c shameful, and if shameful, wicked. 
CALLICLES :[How confident you seem, Socrates, that you can 
never experience any of these troubles whatever, as if you dwelt apart 
and could never be haled into court by, it may be, some utterly mean 
and vile creature. ' 
s ocRATES: Then I must indeed be a senseless person, Ca.llicles, 
if I do not think that in this city anything whatever may happen to . 
anybody. But this at least I know well, tbat if I am brought into court 
d to face any such danger as you mention, it will be an evil man who 
prosecutes me-for no good man would drag a guiltless person into 
court-and it would not be surprising if I were put to death_]Would 
you like me to tell you why I expect this? . 
CALLICLES: Certainly. 
soc RATES: I think that I am one of very few Athenians, not to 
say the only one, engaged in the true political art, and that of the men 
of today I alone practice statesmanship. Since therefore when I speak 
on any occasion it is not with a view to winning favor, but I aim at 
what is best, not what is most pleasant, and since I am unwilling to en-
e gage in those 'dainty devices' that you recommend, I shall have noth· 
ing to say for myself when in court.1/dl<Hh~rne-agur~rs-te-me 
cl,at-h.ed to Po)JJS My trial :will be like that of a doctoi;..prosccuteu'-by 
:;l eook before :i jury of childreil Jmt coc:>ider what ki.nd-ef-defense 
sueh-11-m~m conld offer in such a prediomimt, if the plaintiff-should 
accJJse hiro lo these tenns· Childree of the jmy, thi. f~low--hti-done 
all--Oi-yeu-abundarn-harrn, aod the yrnmg~mong you he ii; ruining 
522 bJUUr-g~n~ute~rni-h&-ba.wild~GU-by-stru"Ving-1lnck?hoking 
you, g:ivicg you bitter draught&-6.nd-eompelling you to-hunger-a:nd 
thiF6~hereas-f-used-to...fe~1.t you ,>tith-plent-y--oi-&weetme.ti; of eve~y 
kind.J 
What do you think a doctor could find to say in such a desperate 
situation? If he spoke the truth and said, All this I did, children, in 
the interests of health, what a shout do you think such a jury would 
utter? Would it not be a loud one? 
CALLICLES: Perhaps: one must suppose so. 
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have been recited the notion of a relation to self is altogether inad-
missible, and in other cases hardly credible-inadmissible, for exam-
ple, in the case of magnitudes, numbers, and the like? 
Very true. 
But in the case of hearing and sight, or in the power. of self-mo-
tion, and the power of heat to burn, and so on, this relation to self 
will be regarded as incredible by some, but perhaps not by others. 169 
And some great man, my friend, is wanted, who will satisfactorily de-
termine for us whether there is nothing which has an inherent prop-
erty of relation to self -rather than to something else, or some .things 
only and not others, and whether in this class of self-related things, 
if there be such a class, that science which is called wisdom or tem-
perance is included. I altogether distrust my own power of determin-
ing ·these matters. I am not certain whether such a science of science b 
can possibly exist, and even if it does undoubtedly exist, I should not 
acknowledge it to be wisdom or temperance; until I. can also see 
whether such a science would or.would not do us any good, for·I have 
an impression that temperance is a benefit and a good. And therefore, 
0 son of Callaescbrus, as you maintain that temperance or wisdom is 
a science of science, and also of the absence 6f -science, I will request 
you to show in the first place, as I was saying before, the possibility, 
and in the second place, the advantage, of such a science. And then 
perhaps you may satisfy me that you are right in your .view of tern- c 
perance. · · . · · · · · . 
[Critias heard me say this, and saw that I was in a difficulty, and 
as one person when another yawns in his presence catches the infec-
tion of yawning frcim him, so did he seem to be driven into a difficulty 
by my difficulty. But as•·he had a reputation to maintain, he was 
ashamed to admit before the company that he could not answer my 
challenge or determine the question at issue, and he made an unintel-
ligible attempt to hide his perplexity./ : 
In order that the argument might proceed, I said to him, Well 
then, Critia.~. if you like, let us assume that this science of science is 
possible-whether -the assumption is right or wrong may hereafter be 
investigated. Admitting its complete possibility, will you tell me how 
such a science . enables us to distinguish what we know or do not 
know, which, as we were saying, is self-knowledge or wisdom? Was 
not that it? 
Yes, Socrates, he said, and the rest I think follows. For he who 
has this science or knowledge which knows itself will become like 
the knowledge which he has, in the same way that he who has swift· e 
ness will be swift, and he who has beauty· will be beautiful, and he 
who has knowledge will know. In the same way he who has that 
knowledge which is self-knowing, will know himself. 
I do not doubt, I said, that a man will know himself, when he 
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.-11.te the-old wiYes' tales-that-our-lever hel'e-is e•,er oingin~ckeeiting, 
. and-eondem~ste!H&. 
Oa-heann:--mi~e-lover, You ridioulou&-Hippot~. 
WoF&-YOu-h~ai~ry, you compos:e :md..£ing a hym:n--0f 
13rai~. 
It isn't Q'Q myself Soct:.t~Cl'-mak~. 
Y:01:1 faa~d-..!J 
How is it so 7 said be. 
e In every way. I replied. these songs have reference to you. If you 
succeed in winning such a youth as you describe, all that you have 
said and sung will redound to your honor, and be in fact your hymn of 
triumph. as if you had gained a victory in obtaining such a favorite. 
But if he. escape your grasp. then the higher the eulogium you have 
passed on him, the greater will be the blessings _which you will seem 
to have missed, and the greater consequently the ridicule you will 
206 incur. All connoisseurs. therefore, in matters of love, are careful of 
praising their favorites before they have won them, from their doubts 
as to the result of the affair. Moreover. your beauties, when lauded 
and made much of, bec_ome gorged with pride and arrogance. Don't 
you think so 7 
I do. he replied. 
And the more arrogant they are, the harder they become to be 
caught? 
It is to be expected, at any rate. 
Well, what should you say to a huntsman that frightened the 
prey he was in chase of, and rendered it harder to be caught? 
b That he was a very sorry one, certainly. 
And if by speech and song he renders it wild instead of luring it, 
he can be no favorite of the Muses, can he? 
I think not. 
Have a care then. Hippothales, that you do not lay yourself open 
with your poetry to all these reproaches. And yet I am sure. that to a 
man who injured himself by his poetry, you would not be willing to 
accord the title of a good poet, so long as he die! himself harm. 
No, indeed, that would be too unreasonable, he replied.U3ut it is 
c on this very account, Socrates, that I put myself in your hands, and 
beg you to give me any advice you may have to bestow, as to the course 
of conduct or conversation that a lover ought to adopt in order to 
render himself agree:ible to the object of his affection. 
That were no such easy matter, I replied. But if you would 
bring me to speak with Lysis, perhaps I could give you a specimen 
of what you ought to say to him, in place of the speeches and songs 
which you are in the habit of treating him with, according to your 
friends here. 
Well, there is no difficulty in that, he rejoined. If you will only go 
into the palaestra with Ctesippus, and sit down and begin to talk, I 
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have little doubt that he will come to you of his own accord, for he is 
singularly fond of listening. And, moreover, as they are keeping the 
Herrnaea, boys and men are all mixed up together today. So he is d 
pretty certain to join you. But if be does not, Ctesippus knows him, 
through his cousin Menexenus, who is Lysis' particular friend. You 
can get Ctesippus, therefore, to summon him, in case he does not come 
of himself. 
This be our plan, I cried. And taking Ctesippus with me, I walked 
toward the palaestra, the rest following. e 
On entering we found that the boys had finished their sacrifices, 
and, the ceremony being now pretty well over, were playing ·together 
at knucklebones, all in their holiday dress. The greater part were 
carrying on their game in the court outside, but some of them were in 
a corner of the dressing room, playing at odd and even with a number 
of bones which they drew out of small baskets. Round these were sta-
tioned others looking on, among whom was Lysis, and he stood in the 
midst of boys and youths with a chaplet on his head, unmatched in 
face or form. You would say he was not beautiful me·rely, but even 207 
of a noble mien. For ourselves, we withdrew to the opposite part of 
the room, and sitting down, as nothing was going on there, began to 
talk. While thus engaged, Lysis kept turning round and eyeing us, evi-
dently wishing to join us. For some time though he remained in doubt, 
not liking to walk up alone. But when Menexenus looked in from his 
game in the court and on seeing Ctesippus and. me came to sit down b 
with us, Lysis also followed at sight of his friend, and took a seat by 
his side. · 
There came up, moreover, the rest of our party, among them 
Hlppothales, who, seeing them form into a good-sized group, screened 
himself behind them in a position where he did not think he could be 
seen by Lysis-so fearful was he of giving him offense. And thus 
placed near him, he listened to our conversation] . 
I began it by turning my eyes on Menexenus, and saying.-S'on of 
Demophon, which of you two is the elder? c: 
It is a disputed point, he replied. 
And do you dispute, too, which is the better fellow? 
Right heartily, was his answer. 
And so too, I suppose, which is the more beautiful? 
At this they both laughed. 
I will not ask you, I· added, which is the wealthier, for you are 
friends, are you not? 
Oh dear, yes! they both cried. 
And friends, they tell us, share and share alike; so in this re-
spect, at any rate, there will be no difference between you, if only you 
give me a true account of your friendship. 
To this they both assented. 




Certainly, he answered . 
. Then here is my common or vulgar question, I said. For if we 
make no mistake either in doing or in speaking or in thinking, then 
what in God's name do you come here to teach, if that is so? Did you 
not say·just now that you could impart virtue better than all the world 
to on'! who wanted to learn? · b 
[HeN-Diofl.Y50doro&-broke-!n-i-7\re-you-6uGh-an-old-dotat"d, Soc· 
i:ates; that you remind us now what-we said at fust, an~me-
~g last year you wj]J remember that uow, b1.1t ygu don't know what 
tQdo with-wh~t is being said at tb8-j)resent moment?] · 
.· ·· Because what is being said now is very difficult-naturally, since 
it-is said by very. :wise men-indeed this last thing is wholly difficult to 
deu with,. as you say. For what do you mean, Dionysodorus, when you 
say. I don't know what to do with. it? Isn't it clear you. mean that I 
can't .refute it? Just tell me, what else is the sense of the phrase, 'I c 
don't know what"to do' with what is.said? 
. But as to :what, you say, that is not very difficult to do with, ·he 
said. Just answer me. . 
Before you answer me? I said. 
Won't you·answer? he said.: 
Is that fair? 
Quite fair, he said. 
On what reasoning? said I. · Is not this your reasoning-that 
you visit us as one all-wise about words, and you know when you are 
bound to answer and when not, and now you will not answer anything d 
since you perceive that you are not-bound·?· . 
~ou just chatter, he said, without troubling to answer. Come, 
my good man, do as I say ·and answer; ·since you yourself admit that I 
am wise. · 
Then I must do as you Qa , said I, and I can't help it, as it seems, 
foryou are master. ·Ask away. · · .: 
' · Is there soul in things w ich have sense, when they have sense? 
Or have also the soulless things sense? 
Only the things with soul. 
Then do you know any phrase which has soul? 
No indeed. · 
Then why did you ask me just now what sense my phrase had? o 
[~aid, it was simply a mfs~ke-I--mad&4hi:ough-m~tupidity 
-ar perhaps it was not a rni,tak&r-,o.nd I wa&-right-tn-saying-that 
,phrases ha v e-sense:-Bo- yo a say it-was-a-mi&ta.ke--01'-llot+-For-i:E-it,,,was 
~istake;-then-ymJ 11dJl uot refute roe :ilthoug~re-wise,and 
you-do-not-know what tG dG-Wit~ng-;--and-iHt-w-El&-'a-mi&take, 
.then-you-<lo-nol say right wben you dQclare it is impossibl~ake 288 
a-mistake. I am-f'l();. now speaking of things yg11 said last year....lt 
~ms 1c:all~ru.d, my dea:.r Dionysoc.lorus and-Euthydemus, that out 




SOCRATES: Further, what about the art that serves the ship- e 
wrights? What result does it serve to produce? 
EUTHYPHRO : Obviously, Socrates, the making of a ship. 
s OCRA TES: And that which serves the builders serves the build-
ing of a house? 
EUTliYPHRO: Yes. 
SOCRATES: Now tell me, best of friends, about the service of 
the gods. What result will this art serve to produce? You obviously 
know, since you profess to be the best informed among mankind ·on 
things divine I 
i:t1THYPHRO: Yes, Socrates, I say so, and I tell the truth. 
SOCRATES: Then tell me, I adjure you, what is that supreme 
result which the gods produce when they employ our services? 
EUTHYPHRO: They do many things and noble, Socrates. 
soc R:A TE s : Just as the generals do, my friend. All the same H 
you would have no trouble in sununing up what they produce, by say• 
ing it is victory in war. Isn't it so? • 
EUTHYPHRO: Of course. 
socRATES: And the farmers too, I take it, produce many fine 
results, but the net result of their production is the food they get 
from the earth. 
EUTHYPHRO: Yes.surely. 
SOCRATES: Well now, of the many fine · and noble things 
which the gods produce, what is the sum of their production? 
EUTHYPHRO: Just a little while ago I told you, Socrates, that 
the task is not a light one to learn precisely how all these matters b 
stand. I will, however, simply tell you this. If anyone knows how to 
say and do things pleasing to the gods in prayer and sacrifice, that is 
holiness, and such behavior saves the family in private life together 
with the common interests of the state. To do the opposite of things 
pleasing to the gods is impious, and this it is that upsets all and ruins 
everything. · · · 
SOCRATES :rSurely, Euthyphro, if you had wished, you could 
have summed up 'what I asked for much more briefly. But the fact is 
that you are not eager to instruct me. That is clear. But a moment 
since, you were on the very point of telling me-arid you slipped c 
away. Had you given the answer, I would now have learned from you 
what holiness is, and would be content. As it is-for perforce the 
lover must follow the loved one wherever he leads the wai)-·once 
more, how do you define the holy, and what is holiness? Don't you 
say that it is a science of sacrifice and prayer? 
EUTHYPHRO: I do. 
SOCRATES: Well, and is not sacrifice a giving to the gods, and 
prayer an asking them to give? 




Are you any the less not knowing? But just now you said you 
were knowing. and so you are re:illy this very same you, and again not 
the same, in relation to the same things at the same time! d 
All right, Euthydcmusl I said. As the proverb goes, 'You never"S:i.y 
a word amiss, it's always either that or this!' And what then is my 
understanding of that knowledge we were looking for? I suppose it is 
this. It is impossible for the same thing both to be and not to be. If I 
know one thing I know all things, for I could not be knowing and not 
knowing at the same time. And so since I know everything, I have that 
knowledge too I There you are-isn't that what you tell us, isn't that 
your word of wisdom? 
Look here, said he, you are refuting yourself, Socrates I e 
Well, but what about you, Euthydemus? I said. Weren't you in 
this same difficulty? Anyway, so long as I keep with you and with dear 
old Dionysodorus, I shall not feel at all vexed at any difficulty we get 
into! Tell me, don't you two know some of the things which are, and 
not know others of them 7 
By no means, s:iid Dionysodorus. 
What's that! said I. Don't you know anything? 
Oh yes, we do, he said. 
Then you know everything, I asked, since you know something? 294 
Everything, he answered, and so do you. If you know one thing, 
you know all things. 
~id.-1:Ie.e's a wond~anifest-miraelii]Can it be 
that all the other men in the world know everything, or nothing? 
Surely, he said, they cannot know some things and not others, or 
they would be at once knowing and not knowing. 
Knowing what? I said. 
Everyone, said he, knows everything, if he knows one thing. . 
[j;ood heavens! I said. Good heavens, Dionysodorusl I see now b 
you are both in earnest, and what a job I had to persuade you to take 
us in earnestl].oo you both re:illy and truly know everything? Carpen~ 
try and shoemaking, for instance? 
Certainly, he said. 
So you are able to stitch leather? 
Yes, and to do cobbling too, he said. 
And do you know things like these, the number of the stars, and 
the sand? 
Certainly, he said. Do you think we would not admit that too? 
Then Ctesippus broke in. Show me a proof, Dionysodorus, for 
God's sake, by which I m:iy know that you two are telling the truth. c 
What shill I show you? he said. 
Do you know how many teeth Euthydemus has, and does he 
know how many you have? 
Is it not enough for you, he said, to be told that we know every-
thing? 




th:it; which looses (Mov) the end (TO.~) of motion. 'QcpD..11..1ov ( the 
3dvantageous) is derived from 6~fil£1v, meaning that which creates 
;.nd increases; this latter is a common Homeric word, and has a for-
eign character. 
HERMOGENES: Andwhatdoyousay·oftheiropposites? d 
;,:;: · SOCRATES: Of such as mere negatives I hardly think that I 
need speak. . 
1:IERMOGENES: Which are they.? 
SOCRATES: The words a~µq,opov (inexpedient). avw~u-i~ (un-
profitable), a}.va1~ (unadvantageous); Cn<Ep6t~ (ungainful). 
HERMOGENES: True. 
socRATl:s: I would rather take the words ~;\a~Epov (harmful), 
~h1,1iex5i) (hurtful) . :. n · 
·.-, ,." (.BERMOGENES: Good. 
·-: .· ! soc RATES: The word ~;\a~epov is that which is said to hinder or 
harm (~;\o:rrTE1v) the stream (pow); ~l-.cnrrov is ~ovM1JEVov crtl'"fi1v e 
(seeking to hold or bind), for crn-n1v is the same as 6Eiv, and 6Eiv is al-
ways a term of censure; i;ovM1JEVov crn-n1v pow (wanting to bind the 
stream) would'propedy be i;ovAarrrEpovv, :ind this, as I imagine, is im-
proved into ~;\aj3epov. · 
< .. ~·; ilERMOGENES :[you bring out curious results, Socrates, in the 
use of names, and wlien I hear the word -~;\arrrEpow I cannot help 
imagining that you are making your mouth into a flute, and puffing 
11:wa'Y at some prelude to Athena, . ms 
·· SOCRATES: That is the fault of the makers of the name, Her-
~ogenes-not mine.: · · 
7..1 HERMOG'ZN'ZS ! Very true;Jbut· what is the derivation of 
,111..11w6~? · · 
•iv: ·SOCRATES: What is the meaning of l;r11..11w6e~? Let me remark, 
'Herrnogenes, how right I was in saying that great changes are made in 
tb'e meaning of ·words by putting in and pulling out letters; even a very 
slight permutation will sometimes give an entirely opposite sense. I 
~ay instance the word 6fov, which occu1·s to me at the moment, and b 
iefuinds me of what I was going to say to you, that the fine fashion-
~ble language of modern times has twisted and·disguised and entirely 
altered the original meaning both of 'Sfov and of ~r,1..11wS£~. which in 
the old language is clearly indicated. · 
,...... HERMOGENES: What do you mean?· 
soc RATE s : I will try to explain. You· are aware that our forefa-
ure·rs loved the sounds, 1 and 6, especially the women, who are most 
·conservative 6£ the ancient language, but now they change I into Tl or c 
1, and 6 into ~-this is supposed to increase the grandeur of the sound. 
• :HERMOGENES : How do you mean·? 
soc RA.TE s : For example, in very ancient times they called the 
day either \µipa or t1..1tpa. which is called by us 11µipa. 




Zeus is yours, and those other gods, are you free to sell them or give 
them.or do what you will with them just as with the other animals? 303 r Well, Crito, I was, so to speak, knocked 'out now by the argument, 
andlying speechless. But Ctesippus came to my help. and shouted, 
Bravo! 0 Heracles! What a fine speechQ . 
And Dionysodorus said, Is Heracles a bravo or is the bravo 
Heracles? 
· I Then-Gtesi ppu&-iaid, 0 Po$6idon,terrib~le>1eHpeeehes-!-l--gi ve 
in,t£"e-two-men-1tre-invincible. 
Then-indeed, m.y dear Crito, aU those present--wHhout exception b 
praised-them-to-the-skies-;-the-two-men-and-theittpeeeh,-l~hing-and 
cupping--aruh:heex htg till-th ey--nearly--wore-themselves-out:--Hitherto 
there-h a~en-a-r~al-good-noise-,at-eaeh-poinHhey-made;-but-only-from 
tbe-,;.dmirers--oi-Euthydemus,buH1ow--almost-the--¥8r:y-pill:u$.J~he 
Lyc.eum-i=esounded-with--pleasu~Hhe--two-men. I was xeady myself 
to-admiHhaH-had-nevel'-before lo rny life seen ~plNo-clever: I was 
altog~i:-&kill-,and-I--began-to--praise-and-eon-gr-attt- c 
lat&-them-myself, saying,O ~PPY pair, blessed are you....foi ,our worr-
denul-geniusrto-have-pe~d-so-g~d-so-soo~! 
"foot speeches-are-full--Of-fine-things, Euthydernu!Hlfld--f)ionysodores; 
but most magniflceot of all is thi$.,--that-:you-do-not concern yourselves 
with the mult!rode-of--men,nor-men--of solemn looks or great xeputa-
ti~kmly with those like youiu~l--Hlm-quit~re that there d 
are very few mentike you who-wOtlld appteciate-these arguments, and-
all tbe rest know so Httle of rbem that th~-0uld-feel-mor-e--e.shamed-
to-refut&--Others-by-such ways of speech d1a11 co be xefutcd-themse~. 
Here-is-:moth~g in your way oi'.-&pealeng-that-shows-publie-spirit 
and--kindnes&r-When-yotHay that nothing is beattttful-,u1d-good;-or 
white-or...o..!or.t~d there :ire no difference, :i.t all.really and truly e 
-yo\HaW4.lp--tha-mouths--0i-peopltjus~-u-you--profestio-do, since hoW' 
e~'E-'f-Ou-nOH:>nl~w....u p--ot~ple.'.o-mou.th~t--scem-to-sew-ap 
your-ow~l&o;--y<>u--Oo-a--mos t-gracef.ul-thin g--whi~kes--t1lr--offensc 
trom-yourwordr.ebief-oi-all, yon b:we everything so neat :md tbouglu 
out-with such art, that 1n a ver'{ short tune anJ ma~Jive c:in learn 
ir;f-mrself-earefully-watched-Ct~ippus-,and I noti~s 
quid<ly-tbl~y-you--o11 the spot:-ene tI1i11g abottt-7'00~em-
itis-exeellent-for-putting-evel'-Cj uiokl-y.buHt--i&-not-wit::. b le to eKhibitin 304 
public. If I dare--advise--you,take-care-not-to-spes~fore a erowd,or 
they-may-learn-i~uiekly-iind-forgeHo-thank , ou. Thc-best-thlng-w0t1id 
be-for-you-two-to a1gae against each Other-in-p~te; at if tbere muat 
-be-tnotherthen-leHH>e-on&-WhO-Will-gi~ou-a-f ee:-Bive-the-5"ame-ad-
vice to your pupilS;-ii-you-ue-prodent-;-never-to-ar-gue w.ith anybody eJ..e b 
birt--with you or themsel11e, What--i&-Hre, is deax, Eathydcntt1s-;--but 
-water;-wh1d1 is best,,is--Pindar-nid, is cheapest.--U--you-ple:ise, T said, 
-aceep~e-and-€linias-here-a~ryupils. 




Then answer according to the notion which you conceive. 
Well, I said, what if you mean it in one way when you ask, anci I 
conceive my notion in another way, and then I answer according to 
my notion-is it enough for you if I answer not at all to the point? 
Enough for me, he· said, but however, not enough for you, as I 
take it. 
Then, Euthydemus, I won't answer, I tell you that, said I, before I 
find out. 
± ill not answer, he said, according to your notion in each c se-yo~r&-mo~an-yo~nd-wil!-go -0 ~I. 
N.ow-l--&aw.he was :mgry with roe for picldng.holei in the phl'ases d 
uHd, because ha-was-trying-to-eat~i5-fle~ds, Sa I re~ 
membered-that-;Gonnu~so is angry whenever I will-not-give-way"to 
1:iirn and now he takes less trouble about ma because h~hinks-me 
i~d-4;ince+.had-the-notion-t-0 ba a pupil..o£-thi~theHtne;--i . · 
thotrgln-I-ettght te give way t<Hloim, or be might think me-stupid-and 
refuse to accept rne So I sa..id, Wellr-Euthydemos, ii you-think-it • 
p10pe1 to do like-thtt;-So be it. Fsr anyway ya11 knQw diale~tk far 
l>atter tban-1-<lo,who-bave only the skiJ1 of an outsider Then-ask again 
from-the-beginning. · 
"'tery-well-then;-he-5aid-;-a:nswer--agaiI;rJDo you know what you 
know by something or not? 
Yes, I said, by the soul. 
[There he goes again, said he, answering more than he is asked! I 296 
did not ask by what. but whether by something. · 
Oh well, I answered too much, I said, from want of education. Do 
forgive me; I will from now on answer simply3I know what I know 
by something. · · 
Is it by this same thing always, he asked, or by this thing one 
time, and by another thing another time? 
Always, I said, when I do know, it is by this thing. r Q.h.,efrStOp-putun g-thin gttn+be-s aid.-
'"au H-<lon+want-thii 'always' to 'trip us-up! 
It ur;n not trip us up be said but you, ii anybodyr-But-answei} Do b 
you know always by this? 
Always, I said, since I must take out the when. 
Then you know always by this. But knowing always, do you know 
some things by this and other things by something else, or everything 
by this? 
By this all things-all which I know, I replied. 
\HeN! \i/lil ar~ gain+he-1,aid..-1-0e-eld-add:ittorrt 
~11. I said, T take away that 'which I know.' 
Ob, don't take away a single thing, he iaid. 1-don+ask--oi-you 





would be ba.J.d to conduct a discussion-on-these--term9,but-in-th~nd 
he-a-greed to ans wcr. 
~d-(]Now let us start from the beginning. You believe that 
some people show temperance in doing wrong? 
We will suppose so, he said. 
And to show temperance is to show good sense? 
Yes. 
Which means that in doing wrong they have planned well? 
So be it. 
If their wrongdoing is successful or unsuccessful? 
. If it is successful. 
You agree that some things are good? 
Yes .. 
And do you mean by good those things which are beneficial to 
men? 
Not only those, be said. Even if they are not beneficial to me, I e 
still call them good. 
(At this point I thought Protagoras was beginning to bristle, ready 
for a quarrel and preparing to do battle with his answers. Seeing this 
I became more cautious and proceeded gently with my.questioninii} 
Do you mean things which are beneficial to no human being, or things 33{ 
that are not beneficial at all? Do you call them good also? 
Of course not, he- said. But I know plenty of things-foods, 
drink.s1 drugs, and many others-which are harmful to men, and oth~ 
ers which.are beneficial, and others again which, so far as men are 
concerned, are neither •. but .are harmful or beneficial to horses, and 
others only to cattle or dogs. Some have no effect on animals, but only 
on trees, and some . again are good for the roots of trees but injurious 
to· the young growths. Manure, for instance, is- good for all plants b 
when applied to their roots, but utterly destructive 1£ put on the 
shoots or young branches. Or take olive oil. It is very bad for plants, 
and most-inimical to the hair of all animals except man, whereas men 
find it of service both to the hair and to the rest of the body. So diverse 
and multiform is goodness that even with us the same thing is good 
when applied externally but deadly when taken internally. Thus all c 
doctors forbid the sick to use oil in preparing their food, except in the 
very smallest quantities, just enough to counteract the disagreeable 
smell which food and sauces may have for them. · 
[ ..:i:he-audience-vi gorously-a ppla uded-thi9-Speech.-nlen--ttid I, I'nr 
a-krgetful--so~rotagoras,and--U-someone-.pe:;, k~t-length. 
-I-los&-the-thread--of-the4.tguroeot If I were-a-little-dea?,-you--would ci 
-recognize-th0--Decessi ty af ta i sing.-:fOUl'-'t'Oi~anted-to-t~ 
-me: so now-since-yo\Llind me-forgetfttl;-euHlown-youNU1swers-and 
"'lllake-t.bem $hoi:ter41-am-to-iollow->jeu. 




153[Yesterday evening we returned from the anny at Potidaea, and hav-
ing been a good while away, I thought that I should like to go and look 
at my old haunts. So I went into the palaestra of Taureas, which is 
over against the temple of Basile, and there I found a number of per-
sons, most of whom I knew, but not all. My visit was unexpected, and 
no sooner did they see me entering than they saluted me from afar on 
b all sides, and Chaerephon, who always behaves like a madman, 
started up from among them and ran to me, seizing my hand and say-
ing, How did you escape from the battle, Socrates? An engagement 
had taken place at Potidaea not long before we came away, of which 
the news had-only just reached Athens. 
Just as you see me now, I replied. 
There was a report. he said, that the engagement was very severe, 
c and that many of our acquaintance had fallen. 
That, I replied, was not far from the truth. 
I suppose, he said, that you were present. 
I was. 
Then ·sit down here, and tell us the whole story, which as yet we 
have only heard imperfectly. 
So saying he led me to a place by the side of Critias, · the son of 
Callaeschrus, and when I had. s;it down and saluted him and the rest 
d of the company, I told them the news from the army. and answered 
their several inquiries. · 
Then; when there had been enough of this, I, in my turn, began to 
make ·inquiries about matters at home-about the present state of 
philosophy, and about the youth. I asked whether. any of them were 
remarkable for wisdom or beauty, or both. 
1s, Critias glanced at the door and saw some youths coming in, and 
disputing noisily with one another, followed by a crowd. Of the beau-
ties, Socrates, he said, I fancy that you will soon be able to form a 
judgment. For those who are just entering are the advance guard and 
lovers of the great beauty of the day, as he is thought to be, and he 
is likely to be not far off himself. 
Who is he, I said; and who is his father? 
Charmides, he replied, is his name. He is my cousin, and the son 
b of my uncle Glaucon. I rather think that you know him too, although 
he was not grown up at the time of your departure. 
Certainly, I know him, I said, for he was remarkable even then 
when he was still a child, and I should imagine that by this time he 
must be almost a young man. 
You will see, he said, in a moment what age he has reached and 
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what he is like. He had scarcely said the word, when Charmides en• 
tered. 
Now yo~ know, my friend, that I am not good at measuring, and 
in the presen~e of the beautiful I am like a measuring line without 
marks, for almost all young persons appear to be beautiful in my 
eyes. But at that moment. when I saw him, I confess that I was quite c 
astonished at his beauty and stature. All the company seemed to be 
enamored of 'him. Amazement and confusion reigned when he en-
tered. and a second troop of lovers followed behind him. That 
grown-up men· like ourselves should have been affected in this way 
was not surptjsing, but I observed the boys and saw that all .of them, 
down ·to the very smallest, turned and looked at him, as if he had been 
a statue. · · · ' 
Chaerephon called me and said, What do you think of the young d 
man, Socrates? Has he not a beautiful face? 
Most beautiful, I said. · · 
But you would think nothing of his face, he replied, if you could 
see his naked form: he is absolutely perfect. · 
And to this they all agreed. 
Ye gods, I said; what a paragon, if he has only one other slight 
addition I . . . . ' 
What is that? said Critias. 
If he has a noble soul. And ·being of your house, Critias, he may e . 
be expected to have this. 
He is as fair and good within, as he is without, replied Critias. 
Then, before we see his body, .should we n_ot ask him to strip and 
show us his soul? He is surely just of an age at which he will like to 
talk. . . : 
That he will, said Critias, and I can tell you that he is indeed a 155 
philosopher already, and also a considerable poet, not in his own opin-
ion only, but in that of others. · 
. That, my- dear Critias, I replied, is a distinction which has long 
been in youI'. fam~y. and is inherited by you from Solon. But why do 
you not call him, and show him to me? For even it he were younger 
th'ah he is; there could be no impropriety in his talking to us before 
you, his guardian and cousin. . 
Very well, he said, then I will call him. And turning to the attend-
ant, he said, Call Charmides, and tell him that I want him to come b 
and see a physician about the illness of which ·he spoke to me the day 
before yesterday. . 
Then again addressing me, he added, He has been complaining 
lately of having a headache when he rises in the morning. Now why 
should you not n:iake him believe that you know a cure for .the head-
ache? · 
Why not, I said, if only he will come. 
He will be sure to come, he replied. 
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So he came as he was bidden. Great amusement was occasioned 
c by everyone making room and pushing with might and main at his 
neighbor in order to sit next to him, until at the two ends of the row 
one had to get up and the other was rolled over sideways. And he 
came and sat down between Critias and me. But I, my friend, was be-
ginning to feel awkward. My former bold belief in my powers of 
conversing naturally with him had vanished. And when Critias told 
him that I was the person who had the cure, he looked at me in an in-
d describable manner, and made as though to ask me a question. And 
all the people in the palaestra crowded about us, and at that moment, 
my good friend, I caught a sight of the inwards of his garment, and 
took the flame. Then I could no longer contain myself. I thought how 
well Cydias understood the nature of love, when, in speaking of a fair 
youth, he warns someone 'not to bring the fawn in the sight of the 
e lion to be devoured by him,' for I felt that I had been overcome by a 
sort of wild-beast appetite. But still when he asked me if I knew the 
cure for the headache, I answered, though with an effort, that I did 
know. 
And what is it? he said. 
I replied that it was a kind of leaf, which required to be accom-
panied by a charm, and if a person would repeat the charm at the 
same time that he used the cure, he would be made whole, but that 
without the charm the leaf would be of no avail. 
156 Then I will write out the charm from your dictation, he said. 
With my consent? I said. Or without my consent? 
With your consent, Socrates, he said, laughing. 
Very good, I said. So you know my name, do you? 
I ought to know you, he replied, for there is a great deal said 
about you among my companions, and I remember when I was a child 
seeing you in company with Critias here. 
I am glad to find that you remember me, I said, for I shall now 
b be more at home with you and shall be better able to explain the na-
ture of the charm, about which I felt a difficulty before. For the charm 
will do more, Charmides, than only cure the headache. I dare say that 
you have heard eminent· physicians say to a patient who comes to 
them with bad eyes, that they cannot undertake to cure his eyes by 
c themselves, but that if his eyes are to be cured, his head must be 
treated too. And then again they say that to think of curing the head 
alone, and not the rest of the body also, is the height of folly. And ar-
guing in this way they apply their regime to the whole body, and try to 
treat and heal the whole and the part together. Did you ever observe 
that this is what they say? 
Yes, he said. 
And they are right, and you would agree with them? 
Yes, he said, certainly I should. 




regain confidence, and my natural heat returned to me. Such, Char-
mides, I said, is the nature of the charm, which I learned when serving 
with the army from one of the physicians of the Thracian king Zal-
rnoxis who are said to be able even to give immortality. This Thracian 
told me that in these notions of theirs, which I was just now men• 
tioning, the Greek physicians are quite right as far as they go, but 
Zalmoxis, he added, our king, who is also a god. says further, 'that as e 
you ought not to attempt to cure the eyes without the head, or the 
head without the body, so neither ought you to attempt to cure the 
body without the soul. And this,' he said, 'is the reason why the cure of 
many diseases is unknown to the physicians of Hellas, because they 
disregard the whole, which ought to be ·studied also, for the part can 
never be well unless the whole is well.' Fox: all good and evil, whether 
in ·the body or in the whole man, originates, as he declared, in the 
soul, and overflows from thence, as if from the head into the eyes. 
And therefore if the head and body are to be well, you must be!;in by 1:11 
curing the soul-that is the first and essential thing. And the cure of 
the soul, my dear you~, has. to be effected by the use of certain 
charms, and these charms are fair words; and by them temperance is 
implanted in the soul, and where temperance comes and stays, there 
health is · speedily imparted, not only. to the head, but to the whole b 
body. And when he taught me the cure and the charm he added, 'Let 
no one persuade you to cure his head, until he has first given you his 
soul to be cured by the charm. For this,' he said, 'is the great error of 
our day in ~e treatment of human beings, that men try to be physi• 
cians of health and-temperance separately.' And he strictly enjoined 
me not to let anyone, however rich or noble or fair, persuade me to 
give him the cure, without the charm. Now I have sworn, and I must c 
keep my oath, and therefore if you will allow me to apply the Thracian 
charm first to your soul, as the stranger directed, I will afterward pro-
ceed to apply the cure to your head. But if not, I do not know what I 
am to do with you, my dear Charmides. 
Critias, when he heard this, .said, The headache will be a blessing 
to my young cousin, if the pain in his head compels him to improve 
his mind. Yet I can tell you, Socrates, that Charmides is not only pre· d 
eminent in beauty among his equals, but also in that quality for which 
you say you have the charm-temperance, is it not? 
Yes, I said. 
Then let me tell you that he is the most temperate of the young · 
men of today, and for his age inferior to none in any quality. 
Indeed, Channides, I said, I think that you ought to excel others 
in all good qualities, for if I am not mistaken there is no one present e 
who could easily point out two Athenian houses, whose union would 
be likely to produce a better or nobler scion than the two from which 
you are sprung. There is your father's house, which is descended from 
Critias, the son of Dropide·s, whose family has been commemorated . 
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1:sa in the panegyrics of Anacreon, Solon, and many other poets, as fa-
mous for beauty and virtue and all other high fortune. And your 
mother's house .is equally distinguished, for your maternal uncle: Py-
rilampes, is reputed never to have found his superior for stature and 
. beauty in Persia at the court of the Great King, or anywhere on the 
continent of Asia in all the places to which he went as ambassador: 
that whole family is not a whit inferior to the other. Having such an-
b cestors you ought to be first in all things, and, sweet son of Glaucon, 
your outward form is no dishonor to any of them. I£ to beauty you 
add temperance, and if in other respects -you are what Critias declares 
you to be, then, dear Charmides, blessed is the son your mother bore. 
And here lies the point. For if, as he declares, you have this gift of 
temperance already, and are temperate enough, in that case you have 
no need of 2ny charms, whether of Zalmoxis or of Aba.ris the Hyper-
borean, and I may as well let you have the cure of the head at once. 
c But if you have not yet acquired this quality, I must use the cba:rm be-
fore I give you the medicine. Please, therefore, to inform me whether 
you admit the truth of what Critias has been saying. Have you or 
have you not this quality of temperance? 
Charm.ides blushed, and the blush heightened his beauty, ior 
modesty is becoming in. youth. He then made the graceful reply that 
he really could not at once answer, either yes or no, to the question 
d which I bad asked. For, said be, if I affirm that I am not temperate, 
that would be a strange thing for me to say against myself, and also I 
should give the lie to Critias, and to many others who, according to 
him, think that I am temperate. But, on the other hand, if I say that I 
am, I shall have to praise myself, which would be ill manners, and 
therefore I do not know how to answer you. 
I said to him, That is a natural reply, Channides, and I think 
that you and I ought together to inquire whether you have this quality 
about which I am asking or not, and then you will not be compelled 
• to say what you do not like; neither shall I rashly have recourse to 
medicine. Therefore, if you please, I will share the inquiry with you, 
but I will not press you if you would rather not. 
There is nothing which I should like better, he said, and as far 
as I am concerned you may proceed in the way which you think best. 
I think, I said, that it would be best to approach the question in 
this wai}tf temperance abides in you, you must have an opinion about 
her. She must give some intimation of her nature and qualities, which 
· ~g may enable you to form a notioq of her. Is not that true? 
Yes, he said, that I think is true. 
You know your native language, I said, and therefore you must be 
able also to express your opinion. 
Perhaps, he said. 
In order, then, that we may form a conjecture whether you have 
